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Preface
Tom Brokaw once called them "The Greatest Generation;" those individuals who
lived during the trying times of the Great Depression and World War II; those individuals
who served, and continue to serve, as inspirations to us all.
As the years pass quickly by, I felt a growing sense of urgency to interview members
of our local community and attempted to capture their valuable and precious memories of
the old border military post of Fort Brown, which closed in May 1944. The sun is setting,
and the day will inevitably come, when this opportunity will be gone forever.
Having the privilege to work with a talented group of students within the Math &
Science Academy at the University of Texas at Brownsville, I decided to assign an oral
history project in Fall 2008 with this goal in mind, and to record the memories of our own
"greatest generation." With no prior experience, and working with students as young as
sixteen, and interviewees as mature as ninety-five, the challenges ahead were formidable.
In the end, however, I feel, and you may judge for yourself, that the project was a
success.
Like a cockroach that scurries into some dark comer the second a light is turned on in
the middle of the night, such arc the elusive, pesky, spelling and grammatical errors that
will inevitably be found. Although the manuscript of this research has been read and re
read on several occasions, unfortunately, a misplaced comma, an incorrect sentence, and
a mi&spelled word, will regrettably still be found lurking in the pages to foUow, Please
ignore these rude intruders. I hope you will be able to look past them and appreciate the
larger reason as to why this project was created. Any and all miBta.kes are the sole
responsibility of my own. and no one else.
There are some good tales here. There is some humor. There are some real life
experiences of a simpler time, when the song of reveille awoke the small community of
Brownsville, while the haunting notes oftaps, floated on the gulf breeze to announce the
end of another day in the annals ofFort Brown.
James W. Mills
August 2011
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Introduction
In the early afternoon hours ofMarch 28, 1846, soldiers under the command ofBrevet
Brigadier General Zachary Taylor, and under the watchful eye ofWest Point trained
engineer Captain Joseph Mansfield, began to dig the first shovel loads ofdirt, forming
into earthen walls, which gave ''birth" to what would eventually become know as Fort
Brown. This original fort was built along the banks ofthe Rio Grande River, opposite
Matamoros, Mexico, at beginning ofthe U.S. - Mexican War(1846-1848). It officially
became known as Fort Brown in honor ofMajor Jacob Brown who died in early May
defending the post.
In 1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo established the Rio Grande as the
permanent border ofTexas. A new fort was built about a quarter of a mile further inland,
which retained the name Fort Brown. Beginning in the late 1840's, the new town of
Brownsville, also named for Jacob Brown, began to grow nearby. Steamships owned by
such men as Richard King, founder ofthe famous King Ranch, and Mifflin Kenedy, for
whom Kenedy Cowity is named, carried goods and supplies upriver to both the fort and
Brownsville.
During the Civil War, Fort Brown fell under the control ofboth Confederate and
Union forces at various times. In November 1863, the fort suffered substantial damage
when retreating Confederate forces under Brigadier General Hamilton P. Bee set fire to
the border post in order to deny the advancing Union wmy its services. By war's end,
Fort Brown was back in Confederate hands thanks t.o the efforts ofJohn Salmon "Rip"
Ford. The last battle ofthe Civil War, known as the Battle ofPalmito Ranch, was fought
nearby in May 1865, fully a month after Lee had surrendered to Grant in Virginia.
During the Reconstruction era, Fort Brown saw a sizable military buildup under
General Philip Sheridan as a show offorce against the French occupation ofMexico,
under Emperor Maximilian. This act was seen as a violation of the Monroe Doctrine.
In October 1867, Fort Brown and the surrounding area experienced substantial
hurricane. The following year, Captain Alonso Wainright arrived
damage from a massive
i
to oversee the bulding ofa new and improved Fort Brown. The federal government
provided generous funds and new brick stru.ctures were built, many of which still survive
today.
The 1870's saw an idle economy in the area with occasional border concerns,
especially those involving cattle rustling. Soldiers from Fort Brown patrolled the
surrounding countryside, but with vast territ.ory to cover and with an inadequate number
of troops, they had minimal effect on border lawlessness. However, the presence ofFort
Brown no doubt curtailed additional banditti.
In 1883, Lieutenant William Gorgas was sent to Fort Brown during a yellow fever
outbreak. He worked to improve the post's health which had suffered from poor drainage
and pitiable drinking water from the nearby Rio Grande; efforts were made to address
these problems. Gorgas, trained in medicine, began experiments at Fort Brown which

eventually helped lead to the eradication of the dreaded yeUow fever; a cfisease, it was
learned, which was transmitted by the mosquito and had, at times, a devastating effect on
Fort Brown soldiers, as well as the surrounding community. Throughout the 1880's, the
gt.-neral health at Fort Brown improved considerably.
Between the Civil War and the turn ofthe century, the ability to tr.m.sport goods by
river to Fort Brown continued to become more and more problematic. This was due in
part to a �1cady dcaease in the water level of the river, as well as new competition. In the
1870's, a rail line was built from the coast to the Fort Brown/ Brownsville area which
improved the ability to move commodities and lessened·the need for river commerce. On
July 4, 1904, a historic day for extreme south Texas, a new rail line arrived in
Brownsville with a depot near the post, thereby connecting the area permanently to
outside markets. The "coming of the railroad" helped to bring the community into the
modem era, and also had important consequences on Fort Brown by way of transporting
goods, supplies and soldiers, as well as improving communications.
Fort Brown received national attention in 1906 due to an event known as the
"Brownsville Raid." Newspapers from as far away as New York covered the story and
even President Teddy Roosevelt got involved. The incident began in July when three
companies of black soldiers of the 25th Infantry arrived by train, causing a racially
charged atmosphere in the nearby community ofBrownsviUe. On the night ofAugust 13,
1906, a mysterious shooting took place in the downtown area, near Fort Brown, and
although this event is still a mystery today, the black troops were immediately blamed.
An extensive investigation was conducted, and with little evidence against them, all 167
members ofthese federal military companies were released from duty. In addition, all
received discharges without honor. President Teddy Roosevelt, the highest military
authority in the land, approved ofthese actions. The Brownsville Raid remains a dark
chapter in the history ofFort Brown. To date, it is still unclear ifthese troops were
responsible for the shooting, or if they were framed by local citizens who were adamant
about their removal.
Another important chapter in the history of Fort Brown arose out of consequences
from the Mexican Revolution, which spilled violence across the border and into the
surrounding local community. As a result, Fort Brown continued to see an increase in
federal military strength. As Mexican lroops began to occupy Matamoros in impressive
numbers, additional National Guard forces from across America were dispatched to Fort
Brown and nearby areas. By 1916, the number ofsoldiers in the vicinity had risen to
nearly 30,000, no doubt the largest number of men in unifonn in this region since
Recoru.1ruction.
· Between the world wars, troop strength at Fort Brown was reduced significantly and
the fort was occupied primarily by cavalry units. The cavalry engaged at Fort Brown
between the wars consisted of the 16th, 12th, and 124th Cavalry, respectively.
And so it came to past. Born oo the muddy banks ofthe Rio Grande in March 1846,
Fort Brown survived for almost a century before closing pennanently in May 1944.
During World War II a decision was made that the fort was no longer needed and the last
troops, member of the 124th Cavalry, were ordered out. The gates of the old border post
closed behind them as the troops faded beyond the horizon, marking the final chapter in
the long history ofFort Brown.
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Interviews:

Chula Griffin
Interviewed by Sarai Salinas
As I anived at the home of Chula Griffin on September 3, 2008, I noticed that there was a Texas
Historical Landmark plaque in her front lawn. Her poodle greeted me as I walked in and stepped
on the wooden floors. She mentioned that her house was a hundred years old. When I sat in the
living room, I noticed a portrait of her parents. As we ate the chocolates I had brought her, Chula
began to talk about her husband. Their anniversary was the same day that I interviewed her.
Unfortunately, Mr. Griffin had passed away ten years ago. She began to tell me how they met
and of their wonderful life story together. They bad traveled the world and even owned furniture
from Europe. Chula Griffm made me look at life in a different perspective. I learned that life is
very valuable and that I should not take it for granted.

Chula Griffin: I am glad to be here and be interviewed about old Brownsville.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT FORT BROWN?
Chula Griffin: About Fort Brown? Well, I remember the sounds more than anything because
they had wonderful bands. I lived right here, real close to Fort Brown. In the early mornings the
drums and bugles and everything would wake me up. I could hear them and it was such a lovely
sound coming in the mornings. The band was a very, very important part of Fort Brown's
interaction with Brownsville.
SARAI SALINAS: DID YOU EVER GO JNSIDE FORT BROWN'?
Chula Griffin: Well, we always went to hear the concerts.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE JNST RUMENT?
Chula Griffin: I guess the French horn because that was what I ended up playing in the high
school band.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT ELSE DO YOU REMEMBER BESIDES THE BAND?
Chula Griffin: I remember the cannons. They would fire those cannons in the mornings and the
wrole town knew what time it was. By the way, sometimes, you could also hear the military
band playing over in Matamoros. You could hear them practicing. It was very nice. Wc enjoyed
each others cultures, you know.

SARAI SALINAS: DID YOU KNOW ANYBODY THAT WAS A SOLDIER?
Chula Griffin: Yes, I went to school with a girl whose father was one of the soldiers and I used to
go visit her. She had moved around an awful lot in her life so she was a little different. They
lived right on the resaca in one of the officer's homes. We would go see the horses and watch the
polo games which were really impressive. They held matches on the polo field against Laredo
and Rio Grande City. Those games were really exciting. A lot of people from Brownsville would
come out.
They would bake fresh bn:ad at Fort Brown and I remember the smell. It sold for 5 cents a loaf.
But the sounds and smells of the fort really made an impression on me. The soldiers would also
march out on the huge parade grounds. They held drills and each company would do their special
thing. It was exciting to see them perform. The resaca out there was beautiful and sometimes
they would bold boat races.
SARAI SALINAS: REALLY?
Chula Griffin: Yeah. My cousin built himself a sailboat and would race his against those of the
officers. The one thing that I think stands out to me, as I look back, is how much class distinction
there was between the officers and the common soldiers. I mean the ordinary soldier was not
known in Brownsville, you know, socially, but the officers were very well known. As I look
back on it now, I don't think I ever met anyone that wasn't an officer. They were very proper.
Most of the officers were real.I y good musicians and I'd go to church and see them singing in the
choir. They would interact anddat.e the ladies, but I was too young.
SARAI SALINAS: HOW OLD WERE YOU?
Chula Griffin: Oh, I was only about six or so.
SARAI SALINAS: SO YOU REMEMBER FORT BROWN AS A CHILD?
Chula Griffin: Yeah. I also remember that they had baseball games, really good baseball games
between different companies.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT WERE SOME OF THE DIFFERENT COMPANIES TIIAT TIIEY
HAD?
Chula Griffin: Well, they had the cavalry against the artillery, that kind of thing. Do you know
were Boca Chica is?
SARAI SALINAS: YES.
Chula Griffin: Well as you go out to Boca Chica, way out there, there is a place where the
"lomas" stop and they used to have summer encampments out there. They would take the horses

SARAI SALINAS: DID YOU EVER RIDE ONE?
Chula Griffin: No, but I petted one. They would always put the saddles on the back ofthe horses
and the soldier's boots were so shiny. They were really, really pretty. They also had artillery
horses that pulled the cannons.
SARAI SALINAS: DID ANY OF TIIB SOLDIERS LIVE ALONG TIIE RESACA?
Chula Griffin: Yes, they lived along the resaca. The junior officers use to have their hou.,;es there
a.od major officers had their homes closer to the polo field It's such a shame; it just breaks my
heart that the college hasn't kept those houses as they were because they were so charming. They
had big porches all around them so they were always cool when the breeze was blowing off of
the rcsaca. Fortunately, the horse stables were all the way on the other side of the fort so the
smell wouldn't bother them.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT WERE SOME OF YOUR HOBBIES GROWING UP?
Chuta Griffin: I read a lot. I read, played hopscotch, and rode my bicycle. I would ride my
bicycle arOlll!d Fort Brown, but I didn't go inside.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT DID YOUR PAREl\1TS TIIEY DO FOR A LIVING?
Chula Griffin: Well, my mother was a school teacher and my father was a dairyman. My mother
sometimes taught children from Fort Brown.
SARAI SALINAS: FROM YOUR PERSPECTIVES, IT MAKES ME PROUD OF MY
COUNTRY.
Chula Griffin: Oh. and the flag ceremonies were so nice. They would raise the flag everyday and
they would play the trumpet, you know, it was just very nice. lt was patriotic music. They had a
bandstand where the military band would play. They played military songs. I like music so it
really made a difference. People from town would be out there watching them parade. The
soldiers would be dressed in wool. It's so sad how hot they were. They didn't have any air
conditioning on the post as far as I know, and there were some really hot summer days.
Of course everybody was really patriotic back in those days. The community welcomed the
officers into their homes, but not so much the ordinary soldiers. They didn't have much of a
social life other than going to Matamoros.
SARAI SALINAS: DID YOU EVER GO TO MATAMOROS?
Chula Griffin: Yeah. We had fun. We had fun over there when I was in high school. We would
go over there and attend dances. That's where I met my husband.

SARAI SALINAS: DID YOU EVER RIDE ONE?
Chula Griffin: No, but I petted one. They would always put the saddles on the back of the horses
and the soldier's boots were so shiny. They were really, really pretty. They also had artillery
horses that pulled the cannons.
SARAI SALINAS: DID ANY OF TifE SOLDIERS LIVE ALONG TIIB RESACA?
Chula Griffin: Yes, they lived along the resaca. The junior officers use to have their houses there
and major officers had their homes closer to the polo field. It's such a shame; it just breaks my
heart that the college hasn't kept those houses as they were because they were so channing. They
had big porches all around them so they were always cool when the breeze was blowing off of
the rcsaca. Fortunately, the horse stables were all the way on the other side of the fort so the
smell wouldn't bother them.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT WERE SOME OF YOUR HOBBIES GROWlNG UP?
Chula Griffin: I read a Jot. I read, played hopscotch, and rode my bicycle. I would ride my
bicycle arOlllld Fort Brown, but I didn't go inside.
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT DID YOUR pARENTS THEY no FOR A LIVING?
Chula Griffin: Well, tnytnother was a school teacher and my father was a dairyman. My mother
sometimes taught children from Fort Brown.
SARAI SALINAS: FROM YOUR PERSPECTNES, IT MAKES ME PROUD OF MY
COUNTRY.
Chula Griffin: Oh, and the flag ceremonies were so nice. They would raise the flag everyday and
they would play the trumpet, you know, it was just very nice. It was patriotic music. They had a
bandstand where the military band would play. They played military songs. I like mu.�ic so it
really made a difference. People from town would be out there wat.ching them parade. The
soldiers would be dressed in wool. It's so sad how hot they were. They didn't have any air
conditioning on the post as far as I know, and there were some real!y hot summer days.
Of course everybody was really patriotic back in those days. The community welcomed the
officers into their homes, but not so much the ordinary soldiers. They didn't have much of a
social life other than going to Matamoros.
SARAI SAUNAS: DID YOU EVER GO TO MATAMOROS?
Chula Griffin: Yeah. We had fun. We had fun over there when I was in high school. We would
go over there and attend dances. That's where I met my husband.

SARAI SALINAS: DO YOU REMEMBER ANYTHING ELSE?
Chula Griffin: My memories keep going back to the encampments out at Boca Chica They
would camp out there during the summers and they must have been bitten by a lot of mosquitoes.
It was very rough. It's not like going to Padre Island today. But I think they probably liked
getting out ofBrownsville and camping right on the river. l remember the soldiers would sing as
they went down to Boca Chica. Brownsville has changed so much, oh m y goodness!
SARAI SALINAS: WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
Chula Griffin: Well, for one thing, I now live right in the middle of town. In those days the end
of town was at Palm Boulevard. Then later Brownsville extended out to Central Boulevard. We
used to drag the main. Do you know what that is?
SARAI SALINAS: NO.
Chula Griffin: Well, we had cars and we would go pick up some friends and then we would ride
with other friends. They were in their cars and we would go down Elizabeth Street until we
reached Fort Brown, and then come back. That was dragging the main and it was fun because we
did it with friends.
SARAI SALINAS: DID YOU GO TO THE MOVIES WITH YOUR.FRIENDS?
Chula Griffin: Oh sure. We went to the movies on Saturday afternoons, always on Saturday
afternoons.
SARAI SALINAS: AND SUNDAY MORNING WAS CHURCH'?
Chula Griffin: Yes. I went to a local church. The Fort Brown officers would sing in the choir.
Sometimes we didn't have a priest so one would come over from the chapel at Fort Brown. It was
a nice way for them to mingle with society.

Ruben Edelstein
Interviewed by Ricardo Cantu
n

Ricardo Cantu, a student within the Math & Science Academy at the Uiversity ofTexas at
Brownsville, interviewed Mr. Ruben Edelstein on October 18, 2008. Mr. Edelstein worked in the
furniture business for many years and also served as a fonner mayor ofBrownsville from I 9751979. He was kind enough to share his memories of Fort Brown as an operating milirary
establishment.
RICARDO CANTU: CAN I ASK WHEN YOU WERE BOR.\!?
Ruben Edelstein: I was born in Houston, Texas, on February 23, 1918. My mother lost the first
child she had and she attributed this to an inexperienced physician. So when I came along she
decided, because her parents lived in Houston, to go up to Houston where they had better
attention and care, and then right after I was born we came back to Brownsville. Our family has
always lived here.
RICARDO CANTU: WHEN DID YOUR FAMILY MOVE TO THIS ARF...A?
Rnben Edelstein: Well, my father came here in 1906, after the railroad was built. He happened to
be on the train between Brownsville and Eagle Pass, and the conductor explained to him that the
railroad had just come in to the Brownsville area. It was an opportunity for him to get started in a
business and grow from there. My parents would end up having six children My father was a
merchant and my mother was a housewife.
RICARDO CA.""fl1J: WHAT TYPE OF TifINGS DID YOUR FATHER SELL?
Ruben Edelstein: Home furnishings. Initially, when he first got started, he sold wagons,
Studebaker wagons. Ranching and fanning made up much of the local economy back then. The
environment was vecy pleasant.
RICARDO CANTU: WHAT DID PEOPLE DO FOR FUN DURING THAT TIME. AT FORT
BROWN AND BROWNSVJLLE?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, I think the children were involved in things like the Boy Scouts or the
Girl Scouts, those types of activities or organizations.
RICARDO CANTU: WHAT TYPE OF ENTERTAINMENT WAS THERE FOR THE
ADULTS?
Ruben Edelstein: Wei� there were organizations that would sponsor dances. They were primarily
held at the old country club, a building which is no longer there. Sometimes Fort Brown officers
would attend these events. The officers were a separate group from the enlisted men.

The 124th Cavalry was stationed here. I went into the service in I 940 and served in Wmid War
ll. There were a lot of people from this area that St--rved in World War IL
RICARDO CANTU: WHAT WAS THAT EXPERIENCE LIKE?
Ruben Edelstein: I volunteered to go, as did many others. There were others that didn't go until
the draft board sent them.
RICARDO CANTU: DID YOU EVER SEE TI-IE S OLDIERS TRAINING AT FORT BROWN?
Ruben Edelstein: Yes. Fort Brown was a very historical post It was one of the original U.S.
Army outposts �tablished between Mexico and the United States. Of course, there was a lot of
history back then. Members of the community, as well as tourist, could tour Fort Brown. They
could see how they functioned. They could see where the animals, where the horses were kept.
They could see where the officers lived. They could see where the non-0>mmissioned officers
lived They could go by the h ospital. The hospital was the place where they helped work on the
discovery of the cause of yellow fever. Yell ow fever outbreaks caused a number of deaths in this
area in the past.
On weekends, people could watch the polo games that the officers had out on the polo field at
Fort Brown. That was located where the Jacob Brown Auditorium is now. About once a week
the army band would assemble in the gazebo at Fort Brown, which they had close to their
headquarters, and provide music for the members of the community who would go out there and
listen toil I don't know if that answers your question.
RICARDO CANTU: YES IT DID. DID YOU YOURSELF GO AND TAKE THOSE TOURS
ON WEEKENDS AND GO SEE THOSE THINGS YOU MENTIONED?
Ruben Edelstein: Yes, our family would go listen to the army band. I also watched polo games,
yes. I went to the hospital sometimes. I knew where the homes were located because we were in
the furniture business and we used to deliver furniture to officers and non-commissioned
officers, so I knew my way around pretty well.
RICARDO CA.lll'TU: WI-I.EN YOU WERE WATCHING THESE POW GA.t\,ffiS, WAS
THERE A LOT OF CHEERING FROM THE PEOPLE WHO WERE WATCHING?
Ruben Edelstein: No, they were just interested to see how they played. We didn't really take
sides. We just watched how they played.
RICARDO CANTU: COULD YOU GO INTO MEXICO FREELY BACK THEN'/
Ru ben Edelstein: Yes we could. As a matter of fact, people from Mexico could come over here
as well. I had an emergency appendectomy and there was a doctor from Brownsville and another
one from Matamoros who performed the surgery. So there was a freedom ofmovement It would

be impossible now fur a doctor or physician from Matamoros to come over here and perform
because the laws have changed.
RICARDO CANTU: WHAT WAS MATAMOROS LlKE BACK THEN?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, it was a nice community with nice people. We had a good relationship
with the people of Matamoros. Today it is different. What's happening over there now, even the
people in Ma!amoros are not safe. Back in the early days it was a good relationship.
RICARDO CANTU: DID YOU OR YOUR FATHER DO ANY BUSINESS OVER THERE?
Ruben Edelstein: Yes, we used to. As a matter of fact, my father had a retail store in Matamoros
for a period of ti.me. But then their laws were changed to discourage outsiders from coming in.
They made it difficult to do business, so my father sold his entity to some people from
Matamoros and they took it over.
RICARDO CANTU: HOW WAS THE ECONOMY AT THAT TIME?
Ruben Edelstein: It was alright, but of course it overflowed into what we used to refer to as the
Great Deprcssi.on. That hurt the people from Brownsville because jobs were hard to come by and
we relied on the Red Cross many time to provide food fur people. That was back in the 30s.
RICARDO CANTU: HOW MANY PEOPLE WERE AFFECTED?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, I would say that the people who were affected were generally people
who relied on companies to provide work for them and then the companies had to cut back
because there was a limited amount of business. They were th e ones that lost their jobs or had
reduced hours,
RICARDO CANTU: DID YOU Al\1D YOUR FAJ.\,filY EVER GO Ol..J"T TO PADRE ISLAND?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, it was difficult to get there because there was no causeway back then.
You had to find someone with a boat in Port Isabel to take you over there. There was only one
hotel in Port Isabel. We would go there for a weekend and they had some good seafood
restaurants.
RICARDO CANTU: WAS THE BEACH NICER THAN IT IS NOW?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, generally people would go to the beach at Boca Chica, which was on the
mainland. It wasn't as nice as the beach we know now on South Padre Island. But people back
then went to Boca Chica, it was just easier to get to.

RICARDO CANTU: DID YOU EVER HEAR THE FORT BROWN CANNON BEJNG
FIRED?
Ruben Edelstein: Yes, I think it was at 5:00 a.m. or maybe it was 5:30 a.m. They would also
lower the fl ag in the evening and fire a cannon. It was part of a ceremony.
RICARDO CANTU: AFTER FORT BROWN CLOSED, HOW DID IT AFFECT TI-IE
RESIDENTS OF FORT BROWN?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, the property was given in part to the Brownsville Independent School
District and the other part was given to the city ofBrownsville. Th� city of Brownsville utilized
!heir part by leasing out the buildings that were there to companies that did business with Mexico
primarily. The school district decided to move their Junior College, it was called Brownsville
Junior College, to the Fort Brown area, and utilize some of their buildings and expand their
educational system. And they changed the name eventually to the University ofTexas at
BroYmsville and Texas Southmost College. It started out with Southmost College and later they
became members of the University ofTexas system.
RICARDO CANTU: DID THIS HELP BROWNSVILLE WITH A POPULATIO N
INCREASE?
Ruben Edelstein: In my opinion, I would think: so. First of all, it enabled people who couldn't
afford to go off to school to get a better education. I don't see that it necessarily increased the
population, but having the college, and then the university, benefited the population and enabled
students to stay here in Brownsville during their fonnative yem of education.
RICARDO CANTU: WAS FAMILY UNITY A VERY IMPORTANT FACTOR BACK THEN?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, I think so, yes. People back then had a more favorable view of family
staying together. Divorce was frowned upon, which ilill't the case today. Back then, family was
very meaningfuL
RICARDO CANTU: DID YOU MEET YOUR WIFE HERE IN BROWNSVILLE?
Ruben Edelstein: No, she's from Houston. I had a sister that lived in Houston who taught school
and my wife taught school. So they got together and became friends. I used to travel to Chicago,
and I would go through Houston and come back through Houston to see my sister. Well, that's
how I met my wife.
RICARDO CANTU: COULD YOU T ELL ME ONE OF YOUR MOST TREASURED
MEMORIES OF BROWNSVILLE?
Ruben Edelstein: Wei� I went through the school system and it started in first grade. At that time
there were only eleven grades. I was generally involved in school activities and made many
friends. I just really enjoyed living in the area. And then I went to the college here, it was called

n
Coliege. I went to college here for two years during the Great Deprer.sion,
the Brownsville Juior
and then the last two years I went to the University ofTexas to finish with a BBA degree. After
that I became active in the community.

RICARDO CANTU: DID YOU FOLLOW YOUR FATIIER IN ms BUSINESS?
Ruben Edelstein: Well. when I came back from World War Il my father was in bad health and
told me to do the best l could with handling the company. We had a main store here and about
four stores up and down the valley. So we had about five stores. I grew the business from five
stores to fourteen.
RICARDO CANTU: WAS IT HARD DOING THAT WITH THE ECONOMY THE WAY IT
WAS BACK THEN?
Ruben Edelstein: It was difficult because the economy was tight. There was more competition as
compared to when my father first started. He was prnctically by himself because there weren't
many people that could finance accounts on credit, which he was able to do. He had bank
connections I guess, but it took a lot of work and long hours.
RICARDO CANTU: YOU MENTIONED RESTAURANTS. WERE THERE MANY
RESTAURANTS BACK THEN?
Ruben Edelstein: Oh, no, there was just a handful. Like how right now you've got many places
that sell hamburgers. I only remember one or two places that had hamburgers back then. There
just was not many places, plus the fact that there were not many people that had the money to eat
out. There wasn't a big demand for restaurants at that time. However, there was one restaurant
that we used to go to in Matamoros.
RICARDO CANTU: YOU'VE GIVEN ME A LOT OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE
HISTORY OF BROWNSVILLE. TS THERE ANYTHING ELSE THAT I HAVEN'T ASKED
THAT YOU TIIlNK WOULD BE IMPORTANT TO ADD?
Ruben Edelstein: Well, in regards to Fort Brown, I think it would be important to say that it had
a positive affect on the community. For example, if there was a parade or some occasion like
that, Fort Brown would always provide the cavalry. The soldiers and their horses would ride in
the parades and the people of the community would look forward to these e vents. People loved
to see the horses. It was just a good atmosphere. Plus the fact that back in those days they didn't
have bands like they do in the schools today, so they would use the band from the anny post here
to provide music. That was a good pubLie relations aspect between Fort Brown and the
community. I think that was significant. Also, from time to time the people ofBrownsville, and
sometimes tourists, would go into Fort Brown for historical tours. Remember, this was one of the
earliest army posts along the U.S./Mexican border. Not only was it an important post, it was also
well nm and well managed

RICARDO CA.NTIJ: WELL THANK YOU MR. EDELSTEIN FOR GIVING YOUR TJME TO
BE INTERVIEWED.
Ruben Edelstein: Well, I don't know ifI've done you any good.
RICARDO CANTU: YOU HAVE, YOU HAVE.
Ruben Edelstein: Did you know that I used to be a mayor ofBrownsville?
RICARDO CANTU: NO, I DID NOT.
Ruben Edelstein: I was mayor from 1975 to 1979. We provided a clinic to take care of the
underprivileged and we established emergency medical care. We bought what was called the
Smith Property, which is adjacent to Fort Brown. We were also trying to build what is now
Veterans Bridge. We worked on that, and in order to do that we had to move the levees to a new
location. So we went ahead and bought the ground where they could expand the levees if the
bridge materialized, plus the fact that we agreed among ourselves on the commission that
whatever land the college needed we would give them. After we were out of office the city sold
some ofthat land to the college at a big profit We also established a system for midwives to be
supervised by the city health n1.II'8es to be sure that the child was taken care of, and if there were
any problems, the city would intervene. Those are some of the things we did when I was mayor.
RICARDO CANTU: YOU WERE VERY BUSY AS THE MAYOR.
Ruben Edelstein: Yes, and I ran a business all that time as well. Fortunately, I had good
personnel. I spent a lot of time with the city and we did a lot People ask me "why don't you run
for mayor again?" I tell them I've gotten too old. I'm over ninety now! Did you know that they
bad a chapel at Fort Brown for their religious services? The anny gave that chapel to St. Joseph's
Church, which is out at west Brownsville by, I think, Skinner Elementary. So, anyway, I don't
know whether I've helped you or not, but that is about all I have to say.

Alicia Putegnat
Interviewed by Ashley Garcia
The following interview was held on September 21, 2008, in Brownsville, Texas. Alicia
Putegnat is a cancer survivor and visits local high schools to inform teenage girls about her
experiences. In addition, Alicia is an active member in her church. Thanks to her recollections,
we are able to keep memories of Fort Brown alive so that they may be shared with others.
ASHLEY GARCIA: GOOD AFTERNOON. MY NAME IS ASHLEY GARCIA AND TIIB
TOPIC OF MY RESEARCH INTERVIEW IS IN REGARDS TO FORT BROWN AS A
MILITARY INSTITUTION. BUT FffiST, I'D LIKE TO START OFF Wim A LITTLE
ABOUT YOURSELF.
Alicia Putegnat: Okay. J was born at Fort Brown around seventy-four year ago. It was a very
beautiful place, a very beautiful fort. We have very fond memories of our childhood there and of
growing up in Brownsville. I'm so happy that you've asked me to give you the infonnation that I
know, and of the experiences that fve had. fd be happy to share with you. Again, thank you for
asking me.
Fort Brown was already there long before I was born. I can still remember how beautiful the fort
was and the beautiful buildings that were there. Thank God we have preserved some of 1hem,
although others have been lost. But, I guess that's progress for you! I can remember the island,
surrounded by what they used to call Horseshoe Lake. It was an absolutely gorgeous place, and
at one time, many years ago, there was a cemetery located out on that island. That was well
before my time. We had the home of the commander and a huge parade ground within the fort.
They used to have a cannon, and every morning, I think it was around six o'clock, they would
fire that cannon and rnise the flag. Then, every evening, they would fire it again and the flag
would be lowered. There was a lot of patriotism.
ASHLEY GARCIA: DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER RECOLLECTIONS?
Alicia Putegnat: Yes, I have a lot of recollections. As a child, we had a school bus that would
take us to school every morning. It was a big army truck and they had benches in the back where
we would all sit. We had to sit there on these long benches. In the summer, they would take the
canvas off so that it would be a little cooler. In the winter, or when it rained, they would actually
have the canvas over the back part of the truck. I guess there were around fifty of us that would
fit in the truck. They would pick us all up and deliver us to school. I remember to get into this
truck they had these little stairs and we had to hold on. There was a soldier with us and he would
keep us disciplined. There was no fooling around and that's something I really appreciated.
Children should respect their elders, as well as people with authority. We learned things like the
value of life and respect for fanu1y. These are the things, to me, that make a nation great. We
should have respect for each other.

ASHLEY GARCIA: I AGREE WITH YOU MA'AM. TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR
SCHOOL. WHAT WERE YOUR TEACHERS LIKE? WHAT SUBJECTS DID YOU TAKE?
Alicia Putegnat: Well, all of my teachers were from the public schools. I went t.o Los Ebanos
School on Palm Boulevard, which today is called Sharp Elementary. Mrs. ShalJI was the
principal of the school back then. I can remember a lot of other children that went there, like
Fausto Yturria, for example. Also, Betty Russell was there, as was Ann Galloway. We all went
to school together. It was just a beautiful school and we had wonderful teachers. But like I told
you before, back in those days, there was a lot of respect and obedience in the public schools.
We didn't have air conditioning or anything like that I remember my mother would get up in the
morning and fix us our little breakfast. You know, oatmeal or something like that. She would
also put our lunch in a brown paper sack. We would talce a sandwich, a piece of fruit, or
something like that, and off to school we would go. There was a lot oflove in what our parents
fixed for us. We would sit at the table together and share food and conversation. These are the
things that are vital in the upbringing of American families.
ASHLEY GARCIA: TI -JAT IS REALLY AWESOME. HAYING THAT EXPERIENCE WITH
YOUR FAMILY GROWING UP AS A CHILD MUST HAVE HELPED YOU WITH YOUR
CHD.,DREN?
Alicia Putegnat: Well, I hope it did. I was a very strict mother, I guess, to a certain extent. You
know, when I was growing up, material things weren't the most important things. I had used
clothes passed down to me from my sisters. I was the youngest. There were five ofus kids in our
family. I had two older sisters and I was the youngest of the sisters. I also had two brothm.
Unfortunately, only two of us are still living; me, and my older sister who lives in Houston. My
brother died at an early age from throat cancer and my other brother died because of a heart
attack. My daddy died when he was only sixty, but my mother lived until she was ninety. I am
seventy-four and a cancer survivor of twenty-two years.
Well, getting back to Fort Brown. During the war [World War II] I can remember so many
things. There were two entrances to Fort Brown. One was on Elizabeth Street which went right
into the fort. There was a little entrance and they had guards there all the time. Whenever you
were going in or coming out, you had to stop there and show your credentials to be able to get
into the fort. There was another entrance at Jefferson Street. That was near where the Arnulfo
Oliveira Library is today. They had a gate there also where you would go in and out offort
Brown. I can remember as a child we would go to Sacred Heart Church. My whole family would
be in the car and we children had to behave. We would go through the guardhouse because we
lived on post, and as you can imagine, with five children in the car, we had to behave. You know
how kids will talk and we were all young. We knew that when we were leaving the post or
corning back to the post they would stop us. Daddy had to show bis identification and they had to
check to let us in. After that, we could not say one word. My mother and father wouldn't let us
ever say one word.
During the war, they had soldiers patrolling all over. You know, because the river was right
there. We had a military band there also. You know, they had a beautiful band. The headquarters

were also right there as you came in. There were sentries who would be walking around there
patrolling the area at night. Yoo know, they were walking; not driving, but walking. And they
would holler, you know, ifthey saw a car that they didn't recognized. We had to be very alert
because they would holler, "Halt! Come forward to be recognized!" We would have to stop the
car and my daddy would have to get out and walk up to where the sentry was to show his
identifications. You know, his face and everything. If you didn't stop, and kept on driving, well,
they could shoot the car or whatever it may be. I always remember that because we could do
anything we wanted; we could be mischievous, you know, or whatever. But when we got to the
sentry post at one of the Port Brown gates, it was silence! We knew we could not speak until we
got home. Once we got home, well, we were alright.
ASHLEY GARCIA: SO THEY WERE REALLY STRICT ABOUT TIIAT? THEY WERE
LOOKING OUT FOR POTENTIAL ENEMIES?
Alicia Putcgnat: Honey, yes. During the war, we had spies all over. My father was here at Fort
Brown and was gone for many years during the war. You sec my grandfather would come over
from Belgium and visit us periodically. When my father was a very young age he came to the
United States and. landed in Ellis Island, he was the adventurous type. They even misspelled his
name, but you know, he didn't say anything because he wanted to be an American. He had
relatives that lived in Detroit. So he worked in Detroit and then he joined the army. Wel� that's
how he ended up down here. He met my mother and they got married. That's how that happened.
But my grandfather would come visit. My grandmother would never come, but my grandfather
came, and then war broke out, and he couldn't go back. My gnmdmother was killed during the
war in Belgium, during World War II, so my grandfather lived with us until he died. He's buried
here too, you know with the rest of the family. But my daddy was gone a lot during the war. We
never knew where he was going or anything. But I can remember that grandfather would help
my mother, you know, he was like a father to us. He was there for anything we needed. He was
the one who laid down the law to us about talking, and we had to cat everything that was on our
plate.No wasting offood at all. Which, I think with the way that things are now, I ihink we're
going to have to go back to those principles. But anyway, that is the way it was, we didn't waste
anything. Today, we waste a lot and there are a lot ofhungry people. l wonder what God thinks
of that?
But anyway, I remember daddy telling us that there were many Gennan submarines in the Gulf
of Mexico. In fact, I remember my daddy saying that there was a man who would go around here
sharpening knives and things like that during the war. He would go to different houses and
sharpen knives for a living and he was said to be a spy!
ASHLEY GARCIA.: WOW.
Alicia Putegnat: We never knew where he came from or anything. When we would get letters or
send letters to Belgium during the war, they would be censored. Isn't that something? Anyway,
these are the things you wanted to know about Fort Brown and such. Do you know where the
Arnulfo Oliveira Library is today? Well, that's where we had the chapel. You know most
everyone was Catholic. They had priests there; ministers, everyone. It was a lovely chapel
Sometim�s we would go to Sacred Heart Church in town, but usually we would go to the little

chapel at Fart Brown. Did you know that building is still here in Brownsville? Very few people
know where it is. It is at Saint Joseph's Church over there on Saint Francis Street. The
government had sold the building and it was moved over to Saint Francis Street.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WOW.
Alicia Putegnat: That's it.
ASHLEY GARCIA: YOU WOULD ATTEND CHURCH EVERY SUNDAY?
Alicia Putegnat: Oh yes. Ob listen! At Sacred Heart Church we'd have to go to Holy Hour and
Stations of the Cross on Fridays. And let me tell you, when you're at war, we all prayed. And you
know, God heard our prayers. That was the way I was raised. I'm glad I was raised like that.
Today we have become a material world. Peoplejudge you by what you wear and all this other
stuff. Well, think about it. A lot of people want easy money, like drug money. That's going to be
the damnation of this world, in our country, and in our families. Everything. A lot of people
today just want to make fast money. Look at what is happening with the kidnappings. Like l said,
it is very, very sad.
ASHLEY GARCIA: DID YOU HA VE ANY PAST TIMES, ANY HOBBIES?
Alicia Putegnat: Oh yes. I would ride horses and 1 would go to church. Those were things that I
always enjoyed. I was also a Girl Scout We had normal lives. But we didn't go �hopping very
much. People didn't have the money back then. Let me tell you, when we lived at Fort Brown,
we had a refrigerator. Believe me, the people who lived at Fort Brown, they lived well. We had a
very nice little house, we had our nice refrigerator, and we had our stove. We had indoor
plumbing. We didn't have a room to Olil'Selves, no. r shared my room with my two other sisters.
My brothers shared a room also.
Fort Brown was nice. Mama would go to the commissary to buy all the groceries because you
got them cheaper there as opposed to in town. They had their own bakery on post also. They had
their own tailor, and they had their own barbershop as well. Everything was there.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WERE YOU ABLE TO SEE ANY GAMES THAT TOOK PLACE
THERE AT FORT BROWN?
Alicia Putegnat: Well, daddy used to play polo a lot. They played a lot of polo. They also had a
band there. It was an army band. Oh, they had a beautiful gazebo there. People from Brownsville
would go to Fort Brown to listen to the beautiful music. It was very good music, beautiful music!
People would just sit around and listen to the music. We would sit on the ground out in the open.
It was a wonderful life, absolutely gorgeous.
We had the big hospital there on post also. The college has preserved that beautiful building.
That's where we all went ifwe were sick. I was born there. I remember one time I hit my head
when I was just a little girl. I had gotten out of the bathtub, sliwed, and hit my head on the
washbasin. I slipped and hit my head against that thing. You can still probably the sec the sell!.

Can you see it or not? Well immediately, my mother had to rush me to the hospital. That's where
we went
ASHLEY GARCIA: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD?
Alicia Putegnat: Well, I had a very wholesome, wonderful life growing up. I remember that there
were a lot of horse stables on post. That's where they kept all of the horses. I can remember that
they would have the horses swim back and forth in the resaca. They'd make the horses swim the
resaca while the men were riding them. We have such wonderful memories of our lives at Fort
Brown.
ASHLEY GARCIA: IN YOUR WILDEST DREAMS, DID YOU EVER IMAGINE THAT
FORT BROWN WOULD BE A UNIVERSITY NOW?
Alicia Putegnat: In those days, no. I really didn't. In the long run, it turned out vocy well for the
valley, really.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WOULD YOU NORMALLY SEE SOLDIERS AT CHURCH?
Alicia Putegnat: Yes, and they would bring their families. They were also at weddings. Religion
was a very big part of our lives and I'm glad that it was. I think that a person who doesn't have
religion is missing something in their life, really and truly. It doesn't make a difference what
religion it is, because we're all children of God.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WERE THERE EVER ANY PARTlES OR EVENTS THAT WOULD BE
HELD AT FORT BROWN BESIDES THE BAND PLAYING?
Alicia Putegnat: No. Well, there wasn't time for such things. There was always a lot of work to
do.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WHAT KIND OF WORK?
Alicia Putegnat: Well, we had to keep our yard clean and we had to make our own clothes. Most
people didn't have servants. People had to work for themselves. You had to take care of your
family. You had to cook, go to the grocery store, pick up children and taking them to church.
Things like that, you know. As far as a past time, we would walk down main street. We had
beautiful stores like the Hollack Building. There were so many pretty stores. We had the Queen
Theater and next door to the Queen Theater, there was a house that had a vineyard. It was so
very nice. Then next to it, there was a shoe store called the Polly Parrot. There was the San
Roman building and so many others. Main Street [Elizabeth Stroct] was just across the road from
Fort Brown.
We also had a PX [Post Exchange] at Fort Brown where we could buy different thin�. They had
things like watches, or cameras, or about anything you wanted to buy. Next to the PX w&& where
the telephone operators were located. There was also another building nearby where they had a
tailor. I think the man's name was Marcus the Tailor. He was a Jewish man, I think. Of oourse,

all of the soldiers bad to wear uniforms, and in order for the unifonns to fit properly, they needed
a good tailor. Next to the tailor was the barberahop. My daddy would get his haircut there, and so
would my brothers. There was also a building which was a little like a restaurant where they
served food.
ASHLEY GARCIA: HOW MUCH WAS FOOD BACK THEN?
Alicia Putegnat: Oh, I think at that time bread was three cents a loaf. It was very inexpensive, but
you didn't make a lot of money either. Sometimes people would go to the market downtown. It
was a meat market Because they didn't have any freezers back then, you had to buy your meat
and cook it right away. They also had fresh vegetables at the market that were grown locally.
Today, foods like strawberries are big, but do they taste like strawberries? No. This is what rm
talking about Do you know where the old cily halt is? Well, all of that was where the market
was located. They had these little stalls in there; I can remember that. Inside, in the middle, was
the meat market. Mama would get the children out and walk to the meat market. Ever Monday,
Mama would wash clothes. Then on Tuesday and Wednesday, mama would iron them. That was
the routine everyone followed. It really and truly was a wonderful experience.
ASHLEY GARCIA: THAT'S GREAT.
Alicia Putegnat: The Fort Brown cannon would go off in the morning and again in the evening
when they lov.ered the flag. There was a lot of patriotism. That, to me, is what we need more of
today. We would go to a parade and the American flag would go by, and everyone would stand
and put their hand over their heart. It's our flag. Like I said, my father came in from Belgium and
arrived at Ellis Island where he became an American citi:zen, and be died as an American citizen.
About twelve or fourteen years ago, me and my husband went to Belgium to see where my father
was born. We v.ent to the church where he was baptized; we saw where my grandmother was
buried and everything. We had a wonderful time in Belgium. But my father never went back, this
was his country. He instilled that in us, "This is your America, we are Americans." He lived and
died as an American. So, like I've said before, I'm very happy that my family was firm in their
beliefs. He deciired to come here because he wanted to. That's why he accepted it with his whole
heart and lived here till the day he died.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WHAT HAPPENED 10 THE SOIDIERS AFTER FORT BROWN
CLOSED?
Alicia Putegnat: The soldiers left and the cavalry left during the war. When we lived on post, we
lived in a big house on the Fort Brown island. That was a gorgeous home. They destroyed it
when they built the hotel there. The "island" was shaped like a horseshoe, and to get in, you bad
to come in the back way. I can remember as a child that we had some horses. That was where I'd
go horseback riding with my brothers, up on the levee. They had stables and there were these
Jong trough.� where the horses would drink water. They had a lot ofhorses. We didn't have
swimming pools, so in the summertime we would wash out the troughs and scrub them with soap
and clean them out We'd fill them up with water and that was our swimming pool.
Our house was a beautiful home. It has a basement down below. 1 have a picture of mommy and
daddy coming up the steps. There was a porch in the front, a screened porch. We had a big living

room that was most of our house. It was very, very pretty. We also had stairs going up to the
second floor. Downstairs was the kitchen where we ate every morning. There was also another
room where mama would do the ironing. The windows were level, almost to the ground. We had
hardwood floors that we always had to polish. Then mommy and daddy had their bedroom with
their own bath. They also had a screened porch off of their bedroom. Mama had a rose garden
and that's where grandfather would plant roses. We did a lot of things like that Mama planted
roses and cut them. Shehad her beautiful garden there. Upstairs is where we kids slept. There
were three bedrooms upstairs. I remember that our bathroom upstairs had a great big shower.
I remember when the illegals were just starting to come over, just starting to cross the river. See,
daddy was away a lot, but my grandfuther was there. We felt safe with him because the illegals
bad to cross theriver and they would come up by our house. They would walk around near our
house and the dogs would bark. Thank God we had our grandfather so we never got scared. The
illegals never.hurt us. They never tried to break in, but sometimes they would walk around the
houseatnight
ASHLEY GARCIA: DID THEY EVER RUN INTO THE SOLDIERS?
Alicia Putegnat The soldiers weren't there, this was after the war. But my grandfather was there,
so we always felt secure. We didn't know a lot about crime. You never heard about anyone
getting killed in Brownsville. There was hardly ever a shooting or anything like that. I remember
we had our rooms upstairs and could open our windows and see across to Matamoros.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WOW!
A1icia Putcgnat You know, you could see the steeples of the Cathedral. It was very, Vf:JY
interesting. That's a lot of years ago. About fifty to sixty years ago. When my daddy got out of
the war, he started his armored car service.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WELL, IN CLOSING, IS THERE ANYTHING I HAVEN'T ASKED
TifAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD ABOUT FORT BROWN?
Alicia Putegnat: Well, I just think it was a beautiful experience. No one was ever poor because
we were rich in spirit.
ASHLEY GARCIA: WELL, THAi.� YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT. I REALLY
APPRECIATE THAT YOU HELPED ME WTI1I IBIS AND I REALLY ENJOYED TIIIS
INTERVIEW.
Alicia Putegnat: You're welcome. Brownsville is a beautiful place and we need to preserve our
history.
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Frank Maldonado
Interviewed by Samantha Davila
The following oral history interview took place on October 1 &, 2008.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: CAN YOU START BY INTRODUCING YOURSELF?
Frank Maldonado: I'm Frank Maldonado. rm a graduate ofBrownsville High Schoo�
Brownsville Junior College, and the University ofColorado. I'm eighty.four years old. I
lived on 15th Street and Monroe Street from 1929 to 1933, just across the road from Fort
Brown; and then on 15th Street and Madison Street from 1933 to 1950.
SAMANTIIA DAVILA: WHAT 00 YOU REMEMBER AS A CHILD?
Frank Maldonado: I came to Brownsville in 1929 at the age of four. My father had a
bakery across the street from Fort Brown. It would actually be across from where the
McDonald's is now located on International Boulevard, near the university. I forget the
name of the building.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: TANDY?
Frank Maldonado: Tandy building ! I remember very vividly that I used to sit on a brick
sidewalk, and I used sit down as early as six o' clock in the morning and watch the
soldiers march up and down. This was across from where the bakery was. There were
barracks [nearby). The street ran along the [Fort Brown] fence aU the way to Jefferson
Street. That was where the first gate going into Fort Brown was located. The soldiers
would march on horseback all the way down Highway 4 and they would stop halfway to
the beach out at Boca Chica. There was a camp out there for training or whatever they
did. I used to see that when I was a little boy. The other gate into Fort Brown was at the
end ofElizabeth Street, which wa s right by the Gateway Bridge, Between Jefferson
Street and Elizabeth Street, inside Fort Brown, was where the parade grounds were
located. Also in that area, you found the barracks and the mess hall where the soldiers
used to eat.
Once a month the commanding officer would hold inspection on the parade grounds.
They also had a baseball field near the Jefferson Street gate. On the other side ofthe
parade grounds was a building, I don't recall exactly what it was, but it was a
headquarters building with a cannon on the outside and a flag. Every morning the flag
went up and a soldier would blow reveiUe. Then at five o'clock in the afternoon, the
cannon would go off signifying that it was time foc the flag to come down. At that time,
every flag had to be drawn at five o'clock in the evening. A flag couldn't be left
overnight. All flags bad to be drawn at five o'clock in the evening at the sound ofthe
cannon. Of course this was the case, to my knowledge, all over the United States. At

every army base, naval base, whatever base, even at sea. Ask me some more questions.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: DID YOUR FATHER'S BAKERY HAVE ANY
INTERACTION WITH THE SOLDIERS?
Frank Maldonado: Well, there was some. I was a little boy and I used to love baseball.
They had a baseball diamond and there were four baseball teams. I used to be batboy for
the teams and, of course, that's why I had the interaction with the soldiers. The other
thing was that my father had a bakery and a grocery store and he used to sell groceries
and bread to the soldiers. In fact, he used to extend credit to some of these people. One of
the families lived next door to us, right next to the bakery. There were a lot of soldiers
that lived off the fort. They were married to local women and they lived in that area. So
my father used to have a lot of contact with them. As a little boy, I used to know these
people also.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: THE LAST TIME WE SPOKE YOU SAID YOUR MOTHER
SERVED AS AN INTERPRETER FOR YOUR FATiffiR AT 'l1IE BAKERY?
Frank Maldonado: Yes.
SAMANTHA DAVlLA: WAS THIS A PREDOMINANTLY ENGLISH SPEAKING
AREA OR SPANISH SPEAKING?
Frank Maldonado: In those days, there was no such thing as bilingual. The education of
the Latino was brief and limited, mostly because offhe economic problems. Most likely,
at a very young age, the young ones had to quit going to school to support and help the
family. My father had a third grade education and my mother had a fifth grade education.
My father grew up in 1he Brownsville area. At the age of thirteen, he became an
apprentice at the Cueto Building. You might know where it is; it's on the corner of 13th
Street and East Madison. It's now property of the uoiversity. In those days, the Cueto
family had what you could compare today as a supermarket. They had groceries and
clothes and everything. They called it mercantile in those days. Anyway, my father
learned how to be a baker. After be became a baker, he went to the San Antonio,
Houston, and Galveston area where, of course, he harl contact with the English language.
He had to learn to speak English, but it was limited. My mother was born near Eagle
Pass, Texas, at a place called Brackettville, but she grew up in the San Antonio area. She
was very fluent in English, so she used to help my father when business had to be done.
And the salesmen, they were mostly English speaking.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: WERE TIMES MORE SIMPLE BACK TIIEN AS
COMPARED TO TODAY?
Frank Maldonado: Oh yes, definitely so. Of course, Brownsville was not as big. There
were probably 15,000 people living in Brownsville. Now where we lived, from around
14th Street, all the way towards International Boulevard, all the streets were unpaved.
There were some lights, but not all of the areas had lights. There were no refrigerators, no
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TVs, and hardly any telephones. By nine o'clock, lights were out. People used to retire as
we say, by nine o'clock. There were few radios so life was very, very simple, no
question about it. Now from 14th Street on, all the way to the high school and in some
ways to West Browru;ville, the streets were paved. That was most of the growth of
Brownsville, the center of activity, you can call it that.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: WERE TIIERE ANY ISSUES WITH MEXICO BEING SO
CLOSE BY?
Frank Maldonado: All the time. I'm only gonna say this: anytime you have two countries
adjoining, maybe Spain and France, France and Germany, Spain and Italy, any time you
have a bonier, you're gonna have a problem because one influences the other. And no
doubt Mexico has influenced the United States and the United States has influenced
Mexico. But being here, most of the people, Spanish-speaking, are still under the Viva
Mexico situation. It's because they have the umbilical cord tied; especially those born
over there. My father was born in Brownsville, my mother was born near Eagle Pass, and
I was born in Texas in an area between Beeville and Goliad, northwest of Corpus Christi.
I have two brothers and sisters who were born in San Antonio. We consider ourselves to
be American citizens. A lot of people who came from Mexico had to be Americanized so
to speak, or acquire the citizenship. We have similar things today because of the
immigration problem which is getting a little stronger. In those days, it was an open
bridge. Anybody could cross, no problem. Ofcourse, there were times when they
required passports. I had my father's passport. So life was simpler and like I said, when
there's a border, one country influences the other; like today. I was surprised that we
didn't have a real strong Cinco de Mayo celebration or a Diaz y Scis de Septiembre,
which is usually the case. I think it's simmered down for the Fourth of July celebration
being as it's the country's Independence day.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: DID THE DEPRESSION AND WORLD WAR II AFFECT
THIS AREA?
Frank Maldonado: Ofcourse, because most ofus young ones had to go serve. There is no
question about it, that experience changed our lives. I met people form New York, from
California, and from Iowa. I met people from all over. I met people who spoke a lot of
Italian. I met Jewish people, Gcnnan people, and French. The strongest thing to
remember is that ifit wasn't for the war, and the benefits that came after the war, like toe
G. 1 BiU of Rights, G. I. means veteran, we may not have received the free education.
Because of the G. I. Bill of Rights, I got to go to the University of Colorado. Many other
veterans went to the University of Texas, A & M, and to other colleges and universities;
all because of the G. I. Bill of Rights. And also, we could buy homes because of the G. I.
Bill of Rights. There were many benefits, better than administrative benefits today like
medical care. Some of the soldiers married ladies from other states that spoke English
only. We had people born out of mixed marriages, Spanish and English. Business wise, I
remember my father's bakery experienced a little bit of a letdown. When the soldiers
came back down, they had gotten used to eating sliced bread. But in those days, we only
made French bread. I'm sure you know what a bolio is. My father used to make a lot of

bolios. But the soldiers had gotten used to the sliced bread, so when they got home they
bought sliced bread. In time, they got back to what they used to cat a lo�pan dulce and
barra de pan. My father never called them bolios; he called them barriJas because it was
small barras. My mother used to hate the word "bolios." "It's not a bolio, it's a barritaf''

There was a lot of influence from being in the army and coming back. We learned a lot
being away from home, even though it was not a very pleasant reason why we were
away, because of the war. Nevertheless, your question is very good because we changed
a lot. We found out that education really counts; education is the thing, even today. A
high school diploma is just about worthless, so to speak. Pretty soon a bachelor's degree
is going to be about the same thing. You will need the master's or a Ph.D. The nation
becomes more advanced and more into electronics and you have all these new
computerized programs, all these new things going on. Even automobiles have computers
and need specialized mechanics, so everything has become specialized.
SAMANTI-IA DAVILA: SO WHEN FORT BROWN CLOSED, DID IT AFFECT TIIE
AREA FOR THE BETTER, AS IN MAKJNG PROGRESS, OR FOR TilE WORSE, AS
IN ECONOMIC LOSS?
Frank Maldonado: Immediately, for the worse. It had to be. There bas to be some
readjustment made for the economy of the town. But long term, for example, they started
using the facilities of Fort Brown for the college. We used have cotton compressors over
there. Fort Brown warehouses became warehouses for the businesses in town. They used
to store their merchandises there. Fort Brown became a beautiful area. They finally
developed the resaca. It became very nice for the city. They eventually tore down all
those barracks and built the Jacob Brown Auditorium, which is now part of the
university. So short-tenn, yes, it had a negative effect; but long-term, it had a positive
affect.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: DID YOU FEEL MORE SECURE WITI-1 FORT BROWN
BEJNG SO CWSE?
Frank Maldonado: Did I feel more secure? Well, in those days, let me say that it was a
different world. It was a more peaceful world being that there was more respect. There
was more respect for both person and property. There was no air conditioning; we could
sleep with the windows and doors open and nothing would happen. There were some
people who would steal, but not as much as now. We didn't have the border problem, the
immi gration problem. So the soldiers were there, and they helped out and all, but we
didn't actually feel that we had to have that force here.
A

--AFTER THE INTERVIEW, mA LOPEZ (A FRIEND OF FRANK MLDONADO)
ADDED SOME INFOR.t\-iATION--Tita Lopez: My father was a soldier at Fort Brown. He died when I was four. My brother
was six months old at the time and my sister was five.
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SAMANTHA DAVILA: DID YOU LIVE IN TIJE FORT BROWN AREA?
Tita Lopez: We lived right in front of where the water tower is. It used to be right in front
of there on the comer of 18th Street (Intematiooal Boulevard) and Jackson Street. They
used have a big wired fence on that [north] side of the fort. They used to have stables
there and water for the horses. I remember very vaguely some of the buildings there. In
the area where I lived, there were several families who had intemuuried with the soldiers.
A lot of the ladies on Jackson Street were married to soldiers.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: SO IT MADE IT MORE MULTI-CULTURAL?
Tita Lopez: Yes, because a lot of the Hispanic ladies were married to Anglos.
SAi\lA...llITHA DAVILA: SO SOME OF rnE SOLDIERS WERE ANGLOS?
Tita Lopez: Yes, a lot of the soldiers were Anglos.
Frank Maldonado: There was a very tall antenna over by the water tower because they
had a radio station there at Fort Brown. The 1933 hurricane struck eastwards, so the
tower fell away from the bakery. If it would have fallen the other way, it would have
fallen all the way to our bakery.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: THE ANTENNA WASPARTOFTl:lEFORT?
Frank Maldonado: Yes, it was inside the fort.
Tita Lopez: Somewhere I have a little booklet of food stamps that were given to families
during World War II. We used to have food rations.
Frank Maldonado: They would ration sugar, flour, and tires.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: THAT MEAi�S THEY WERE LIMITED?
Tita Lopez: Yes, they were limited in supplies. They were not the same food stamps as
we know them today.
Frank Maldonado: My father bad a bakery and harl to have tires for bis delivery trucks.
Well, he had to have stamps to buy tires, othcrwise he couldn't buy them.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: DO YOU REMEMBER THE GREAT DEPRESSION?
Frank Maldonado: I do. I was nine or ten years old during the depression. That's why we
came to Brown.wille. My father established the bakery business across from Fort Brown.
I remember during the depression some people didn't have anything to eat! My futher had
the bakery and people used to line up outside morning, noon, and night. They asked for
bread because they didn't have anything to eat or a way to feed their families. My father
would say, nFrom this home, or from this business, nobody leaves hungry." It may have
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been only one little piece of bread in a bag, but he-would give them something. You
know where the Perpetual Help Nursing Home is on 6th Street? That was the charity
home. Everyday, my father would send a box ofbread over to the charity home for the
people who dido't have anything to eat during the depression. Luckily, my father had a
bakery, so we, my brothers and sisters, and my mother and my father, we at least had
bread to eat if we didn't have anything else.
Tita Lopez: If you look at pictures from the 1930's. you seldom see a picture of people
smiling. A lot of the pictures have people with a stem look on their face. I think that says
a let about the times they grew up in. If you look: at pictures now, a lot of the people are
smiling. It was a different time compared to our lives today. The people during the Great
Depression had a stem look on their faces because the times were very poor and they
didn't have anything to eat or wear. At that time, large families bad to be distributed with
the aunts and uncles because the parents couldn't feed and care for all the family. So
family members were distributed and everybody helped to bring up the children.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: WHAT ABOUT INFANT DEATH RATES?
Tita Lopez: It was much higher back then.
Frank Maldonado: In regard to your question, there were hardly any big, tall Mexicans.
In those days, you didn't have big Mexicans. In fact, I was one of the tallest. I played
basketball on a team. There were very few tall Mexicans. Nowadays, you have big people
that you didn't find in those days. You don't get big and strong on rice and beans!
SAMANTIIADAVILA: WERE THERE ONLY MEXICANS AND CAUCASIANS?
Tita Lopez: No. There was a little neighborhood arolDld there that was reserved for the
blacks.
SAMANTHA DAVD.A: HOW MANY BLACKS WERE TIIERE?
Tita Lopez: There were quite a few families. They used to work for the railroad. They
lived in a little neigbbodiood which was over by the Amigoland Mall; over by the
railroad tracks.
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William Abraham King
Interviewed by Samantha Davila
[Editor's note:] William Abraham King, Jr. was born on December 1, 1912. 1 His father
was the famed William Abraham "Snake" King, Sr., founder ofSnakeville, which
operated in Brownsville for many decades. Manuel King, younger brother of William Jr.,
was heralded as "the World's Youngest Lion Trainer" and starred in several movies
including Darkest Africa, which debuted in 1936. His young Hollywood friends at the
time included Mickey Rooney and Jackie Cooper. William Abraham King Jr., who
graciously agreed to be interviewed for this oral history project, authored a book entitled
Rattling Yours ... Snake Klng, which was first published in 1964. He also authored three
additional books including: Lion on a sm·ng, The Reptile Reporter, and Now Its
Government OFF the People.

The following interview was conducted in Brownsville, Texas on October 11, 2008,
slightly over two months before the death of WiUiam Abraham King, Jr. on December
14, 2008, at the age of 96. We are eternally grateful for the fullowing infonnation which
was shared, in his final days, with a young student of the Math & Science Academy at the
University of Texas at Brownsville.

SAMANTHA DAVILA: WHAT DO YOU RECALL OF FORT BROWN?
William Abraham King, Jr.: I remember when the soldiers would march. They would ride
their horses, the soldiers, and trot out. That funny military trot, where the rider rides up
with the horse and the regime, all the way to Rio Grande City on horseback. That's a long
ride! But they used to do tha� ride along, and they would do that along the river road and
back in those days when there was no highway traffic. If there was, of course like today,
they couldn't do it; but they could back then. And, I think I told you about the fence
[encircling Fort Brown] that they painted once a month with whitewash. They used
brushes, maybe eight or t.en inches wide, and would dip them into a mixture of... oh,
what's the stuff they mix it in? With the water. Whitewash! And it was real, real white,
and real, real shiny. It did the job, but of CO\IIl,e it was not waterproof. In heavy rain it
would wash off, most of it. But that's the way they kept the fence looking real nice. They
took a lot of pride in the fence, and there were very little incidences that I recall. There
were a few specific incidences where there was friction between the military and the local
citizenry. Once in a while you had a clash of authority which took place between the
military and the citizenry. But in the end, we got along alright. I mean, it wasn't bad. Of
course conditions were made for us to be able to get along together. In the world that we
knew, times were more peaceful and people weren't so bad. They were more peaceful in
those days as compared to now, you know? Today, you can jump on a plane, fly to Paris,
come back, and nobody thinks anything of it.
' Brvw11SVille Herald, Obituary Archives.
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SAMANTHA DAVILA: WERE YOU EVER STATIONED AT FORT BROWN?
William Abraham King Jr.: No, I never was. I remember that they had all of these fat
army horses out there and they didn't know what to do with them when the fort closed.
They needed a way to dispose of those horses. You know, they always kept their horses
nice, and they fed them well! Well, we [Snakeville] made an arrangement with Fort
Brown to acquire their surplus stock and got all of that horse meat to feed to our lions,
tigers, and leopards. It was all made legal. We took in what seemed to be thousands of
horses. Good horse meat, you know? I remember one officer who had a horse disposed
of. Sometimes a soldier made friends with his mount and they couldn't do it. They
couldn't put the horse down, so they would get a friend to do it. Well, they would take the
horse out for a last ride. Then they would ride to the baclc of the lion's den and make the
sign ofthe cross, from the eye to the ear, take out his .45 caliber pistol, and BANG. The
horse would leap up in the air and all the animals out there would start pacing back and
forth, sure that the shot they heard was their meal, you see? And sure enough, within an
hour of being fed five or ten pounds of meat, we would have to separate the lions, even
when there was an abundance of food. It's their nature to squabble with food, as if they
could eat up the whole horse alone.
SAMAI\TTHA DAVILA: WHAT HAPPENED TO THE PEOPLE WHO WORKED AT
FORT BROWN AFTER IT CLOSED DOWN?
William Abraham King, Jr.: You mean the personnel? The soldiers?
SAMANTIIA DAVITA: YES.
William Abraham King, Jr.: It was the obligation of the army. As their duties in
Brownsville lessened, they loaded up their big old anny trucks and redistributed soldiCJ1
to different places, like to El Paso. You see, that's almost a tholl5aild miles where they
were reassigned to a different post They were absorbed by their own military. They were
moved to where there were other military operations. But they helped a lot though in
those days, especially the very early days, in the bandit days. They helped very, very
much because the bandits didn't run loose and do as much damage as they could have,
because they respected the military. The sheriff took care of anything in the county and
the city police chief took care of the city. They had a very small police force back in
those days and so the strength of the army helped a lot.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: SIR, WAS TIIIS AMORE SPANISH-SPEAKING AREA OR
ENGLISH-SPEAKJNG?
William Abraham King, Jr.: Oh yes, there was b<ih. It was definitely very different back
then, because people could practically wander across the bridge at anytime, with no
problems. People from across the river weren't coming here to stay; they were coming
here to work. They would come to work and then go back toMatamoros and that was it
That wa.� the routine. There were plenty ofjobs, plenty of work to be done, so there was
no problem there, you see. They have much more trouble today as compared to back
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when Fort Brown was open. Today they try to stem the flow of humanity.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: WERE THERE AiW ISSUES WITH MEXICO BEING SO
CLOSE BY?
William Abraham. King, Jr.: No, we always seemed to get along fine. I don't recall
anything offhand where they had any friction between the civilians and the military. No,
no trouble. It was peaceful, nothing like today. Then there was the war. You could be
here one day and wake up in China the next. Most of your long travel was done by ship
and it couldn't have been very fast. We didn't use airplanes as much in those days. They
came along much more after World War Il, when things began to speed up.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: WAS FORT BROWN AND TIIIS AREA AFF ECTED BY
THE GREAT DEPRESSION?
William Abraham King, Jr.: No, not that mu.ch. The people here, as well as the soldiers,
were paid very little. But they got by because the dollar cou.ld go a lot further. Fort
Brown closed after the Great Depression [Fort Brown closed in May, 1944) and they
started to move the troops out. They did it slowly. They couldn't release a big bunch at
one time because it would upset the economic balance. The way tlley did it, shuffling out
a few hundred here, and a few lnmdred there, was not as shocking to the economy. There
was no reason for it.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: WERE THERE ANY CELEBRATIONS DURING THE TIME
OF FORT BROWN? WERE THERE ANY HOLIDAYS?
William Abraham King, Jr.: No, nothing major. Well, they were just impromptu. They
were put together in that way. But nothing like Charro Days, which was very organized.
There was nothing that compared to Charro Days. Remember, life was a little bit too hard
and severe for much celebration. Men worked hard. They turned in early because they
were all tuckered out and had to get up early. It was good in that respect because it kept
them in line. Life was hard and didn't give them a chance to have many leisure hours,
which can be bad, very bad.
SAMANTHA DA VILA: DID WORLD WAR II AFFECT THIS AREA MUCH?
William Abraham King, Jr.: Oh yes, of course, very much so. Once in a while things got
out of hand. But all and all, we did alright. You know, soldiers loved to get a hold of
whiskey and go out and get in fights, and stuff like that. That part was a mess. Well,
I guess I don't know any more.
SAMANTHA DAVILA: THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THE INTERVIEW!

Walter Rathjen
Interviewed by Eddie Garcia
The following interview was conducted on October 12, 2008, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Rathjen in Brownsville, Texas.
EDDIE GARCIA: COULD YOU DESCRIBE AN EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE BEFORE
FORT BROWN WAS CLOSED?
Walter Rathjen: Well, it is rather difficult. My father was an officer at Fort Brown and met my
mother, who was a Clint, here in Brownsville. My older brother was born here in 1924, at Fort
Brown, but to describe Brownsville is rather difficult. In the first place, my memory is r-.ither
bad.1 remember going to the movie with a quarter. Going to a movie, buying popcorn and a
coke, and having a nickel change. That was at the old Queen Theater and the Capitol Theater,
before the Majestic Theater was built. Well, I quickly became an usher at both the Capitol
Theater and at the Queen Theater. Every Saturday morning at the Queen Theater they would
show Westerns, Cowboy movies. I was in the theater when the Japanese bombed Pear.I Harbor. I
remember they stopped the film and made the announcement It was quite moving.
But anyway, there was a big polo ground out at Fort Brown and my father played polo there. He
was on the Olympic polo team and the Olympic pistol shooting team. He was quite a man, he
really was. I remember he had received a Silver Star in World War L He w-.is Gcnnan. His
parents came over from Gennany, so he fought against his relatives in World War I. Anyway,
you want to know about Fort Brown. All I remember is the polo field, which w-.is on the big
parade field out there. Fort Brown was a horse cavalry post. I remember that my dad was a
sergeant during World War I, and was promoted in the field to captain. But after the war ended,
according to regulations, he was put back to sergeant. However, later he did eventually rise to the
rank of major.
I remember the dances and what not that they had between Fort Brown and the community.
Much of the social life centered around Fort Brown, the dances and what not. My mother was
very young and she had a younger sister. The Clint family was fairly prominent in Brownsville at
that time. Brownsville was very small. We had been living in the Philippines when my father
died and so I moved back here at the age of eleven. At that time, there were no air conditioners
so we all had screened windows and porches. We had no crime to speak of and we had no drugs.
As teenagers in high school, we knew what marijuana was but we didn't know any marijuanos. I
used to leave my keys in the car when I got older and could drive.
I remember out at Fort Brown they would blow the bugle, assemble a few troops, and raise the
fl ag every morning. I don't remember that much about it. I was not here that much while Fort
Brown was active. We didn't move here until 1938. I remember there was a soldier that used to
come to the Queen Theater. They were active in the different celebrations, parades, and v.,nat not.
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ft was a rather insignificant fort if you think about it. It was not insignificant to Brownsville, of
COW1ie, but it was to the rci.1 of the United States.
EDDIE GARCIA: YOU MENTIONED THE DIFFERENT PARADES AND FESTIVALS.
WHAT OCCASIONS WERE CELEBRATED?
Walter Ratlrjen: Well, there was Cinco de Mayo, and the Fourth of July. I think they celebrated
Washington's Birthday and Lincoln's Birthday separately. There were a few parades from time
to time, but not many. They were for special occasions, like the Fourth of July.
EDDIE GARCIA: WHAT WAS TIIB COMMUNJTY LIKE BACK THEN?
Walter Rathjen: It was very small and very close-knit. Charro Days was a great festival.
Everybody was in costume with whiskers painted on. at your age or mine. The merchants had
their windows decorated. We had tails for people who didn't grow mustaches. We bad, of
COllil!e, the U.S. military band and the naval band. Charro Days was really something. We had
rodeos, parades, and boat races. Boat races were a big thing then. Well in any case, BrownsviUe
was, like l said, virtually crime free. It was a nice place. It was a small town, a country town if
you will. The schools were approximately 50% White and 50% Hispanic. There was absolutely
no discrimination that I know of There was no fighting for example. However, there was
probably legal discrimination at that time.
There were two railroad stations here. There was a train that left here at night and got into
Houston in the early morning. I used to ride it. I had business in Galveston and f would get off at
Alvin where they would send a car over to pick me up. But Brownsville was a nice place to grow
up, to raise children. As owosed, I'm an old folk, and of course I blame everything on the
1960's. The dress, the music, the hair, the sex on TV. I'm certainly no prude, but of course that is
a totally different subject. Brownsville was a good city. I loved living here and going through
school here. The college was over by the high school building. There was one high school
building. There was one grammar school; no, there were probably two or three grammar schools.
Clearwater was on Jeffecson and Palm, and then in the center was the high school. Of course I
went to school there. I went to junior high there and I did okay. Brownsville, like the whole
world and the rest of the United States, has changed so much in the last fifty or sixty years. It's
incredible how much it's changed. Unfortunately, I say for the worst. But I'm an old folk, so
what do I know?
EDDIE GARCIA: HOW DID THE CLOSJNG OF FORT BROWN AFFECT BROWNSVILLE?
Walter Rathjen: At first, economically, it affected Brownsville very deeply. And rcally and truly
that is all I remember because that was so many years ago. I went to World War II late, and it
was shortly afterwards that I came back. By that time, they had closed down Fort Brown and
other small forts in the United States. Economically, Fort Brown soldiers obviously spent money
in the town. They spent money in the theaters, the clothing stores, the novelty stores, the
restaurants,etc. We depended on Matamoros for most of our trade, as we do today.

EDDIE GARCIA; YOU MENTIONED THAT YOU WENT TO WORLD WAR II. WHAT
WERE SOME OF THE MAJOR DIFFERENCES BEFORE YOU LEFr AND AFTER YOU
CAME BACK?
Walter Rathjen: I really don't recall any noticeable differences. The people were, of course, very
united and very patriotic. That I remember. B ut that existed throughout the war and after the war.
There were some animosities between the Gringo and the Japanese, as wen as some Germans I
guess. Not me, however, because I'm only half German. Anyway, I didn't notice any particular
differences between before the war and after the war.
EDDIE GARCIA: COULD YOU BY ANY CHANCE DESCRIBE FORT BROWN; THE
APPEARANCE OR ANYTHJNG ALONG THOSE LINES?
Walter Rathjen: Well, I'm trying to picture it now as it stands today. You came down Elizabeth
Street and entered the fort. You went straight, and then you would run into what I called the polo
grounds, or the parade grounds, as they called it. And then as you go in, to our right, dow n the
first street, were the officer's quarters. As you went beyond that, you had the hospital. The guy
who discovered the cause of yellow fever, I've forgotten his name [William Gorgas], was
stationed at Fort Brown. They had anny barracks out the. re al8o. All of that area to the right of
the parade grounds, near the resaca, were officer's quarters. The higher ranking officer's quarters
faced the parade grounds, and the lower ranking officer's quarters faced the resaca. That's about
all l remem ber.
EDDIE GARCIA: IS THERE ANYTHJNG ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD?
Walter Rathjen: No, but I would like to give you some advice. Don't grow old!
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Sara "Sarita" Walker
Interviewed by Alisha Janiga
This interview took place at the Old City Cemetery Museum in Brownsville, Texas on
September 27, 2008.
Sarita Walker: Do you have questions yourself, or do you want me to start?
ALISHA JANIGA: WEll, MAINLY I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT YOUR
MEMORlES OF FORT BROWN AS AN OPERATING MILITARY BASE.
Sarita Walker: Okay. Alright I'll talk about when I was growing up. You see, I was born in
1923. When I was about ten yem old, a hurricane hit and damaged Fort Brown. That was during
the Great Depr�sion. During that time, the depression time, we used to go to Fort Brown fo,
concerts, and uh, they wi,-e held on Sundays. They would open the gates and we could go in and
watch. My father used to take us; me, my brothers, and my younger sister. My father would take
us over there and we'd listen to the concerts on Sundays. Then, after that, he would take us over
to the drug store and buy us either an ice cream cone or a black cow, which is a root beer float.
So um, we couldn't have two because of the depression. That was our, uh, you know,
entertainment as far as that was concerned because of the lack of money.
One of my earliest memories ofFort Brown was hearing the bugle call. My house, where I was
born, was near Fort Brown. Um, we lived on 61h Street and Adams, so we would hear the bugle,
you know. That was the first thing I remember. My grandfather lived near us on 7 th and Adams.
After that, the next thing I remember was the Fort Brown kids coming to our school. We went to
the old school on Palm Boulevard. It was a big building. I was aware of the truck that brought
the Fort Brown kids over. It was like a bus. It would bring the children of the soldiers and
officers of Port Brown to school. It would also take them back for lunch and then bring them
back afterwards.
The other thing I remember about Fort Brown during my childhood was the um, maneuvers. The
soldiers would sometimes march down Adams Street during their practice maneuvers and all.
And then they would come back. They were cavalry, you know. They were horse soldiers, and
later became known as the last horse soldiers of the United States. The soldim were always
present and a lot of families intermarried with the soldiers. I remember Mr. Burgot. He was an
officer at Fort Brown.
One of my um, very vivid, dreadful recollections, was when they would come down to the Buena
Vista Cemetery and bury someone. They would bring the body, you know, in a horse drawn
wagon. Tied to the wagon was the horse that had belonged to the soldier. And, as was tradition,
the military boots, which had belonged to the soldier, were placed in the horse's stirrups, with the
toe facing backwards. It was kind of eerie, but very impressive. We kids would rush ova there

and watch. It was a very sobering experience. The soldiers would ac.company this procession,
marching and all, you know. They would also be playing the drum as they went along. Those
military burials, that was one of the things I remember very clearly.
I went to work for the school dis1rict in 1945. fn 1948, the government gave the school district
the Fort Brown property. Of course today all of that area belongs to the university. The junior
college was moved from Palm Boulevard to Fort Brown after the post closed. Following World
War II, a lot of the men returned and enrolled at the college. They took classes in thin� like
plumbing and electrical, those kinds of things. Tht-y took classes in some of the old Fort Brown
buildings. Those returning veterans really increased the college enrollment. I worked out there
one summer. A lot of those old buildings are no longer there. I worked in the building which
used to be the PX (Post Exchange). It was right across from where the university administration
buildings are now located. It faced tho parade grounds where the Jacob Brown Auditorium is
now.
ALISHA JANIGA: YEAH?
Sarita Walker: Yes. Well, that actually became the school district business office and tax office.
The tax office was in the basement, which had windows.
ALISHA JANIGA: OH, WOW!
Sarita Walker: Okay. A lot of the veterans, while I was there, would come and visit. They
commented that when that building had been the PX they would sometimes buy beer there. You
know, at times. Next to that building was the cafeteria, but pmi.ously it had been the barbershop
for Fort Brown.
So I worked in that place and we used to call it the snake pit The reason for that was because
when we got a heavy rain, the snakes would come up out of the drain. Every time it rained we
would have to move all of the typewriters, there were no computers back then, so we had to
move all of the typewriters upstairs. Even the board members would come in and help us put
everything upstairs.
There were a lot of other buildings that used to be part of Fort Brown that were used by the
college. There v.--as the building which housed the noncommissioned officers, and there was also
a chapel at the fort. We could rent that out. It was used by some of the teachers when it became
part of the college. Another building was the house that belonged to the commander. It was used
by the college president.
One of the funny stories at the time the school district took over the old Fort Brown property is
that we didn't have a library for the school. Well, they built a library and put the books in there
before the roof was finished. When it rained it caused some damage, but they finally got the roof
finished, you know. There were birds that had gotten in there also.
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Well, we were there until the early part of 1952. It was really nice because I had known about
Fort Brown before. We had the tax department there and we had about five people working in
the tax department. I think the university now has a whole bunch more. And the business office
had only Ms. Myers and myself. She was the secretary to the board When we moved in 1952,
we had about three people working there. Today, of course, the business office has grown and
grown.
But I would say that Fort Brown definitely had a very big impact on Brownsville. I have a lot of
nice memories of the military parades with the horses. They were horse soldiers of the 124th
Cavalry. I remember the entrances to Fort Brown and the little gazebo where the military band
would play. You know the little chapel at Fort Brown was eventually moved. Are you familiar
with Brownsville? Well, it was moved over to West Saint Francis Street. It's now the St. Joseph
Church. Aside from that, many of the barracks were used as classrooms. Fort Brown contributed
so much to this community. Many people don't rea\iu that, you know.
ALISHAJANIGA: I SEE WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT NOW.
Sarita Walker: I am so fortunate to have worked here. Of course my father was born and raised
here in Brownsville, and we were all raised here also. So we have a big love for this area,
including Port Isabel and the Laguna Madre, right?
ALISHA JANIGA: YES.
Sarita Walker: I used to travel a little bit with my dad, you know, in the summer. However, we
didn't really go on a vacation. I didn't know we were poor until I moved out ofthe house. There
were a lot of things we could do that didn't cost much. On the Fourth of July, they would have
fireworks at night and invite the community. We would go to that every year, but it wasn't
anything like the fireworks now. They would shoot off the fireworks out on the Fort Brown
Island and the soldiers would be there also. We would sit on the banks of the resaca and seethe
fireworks. There would be dinners held at Fort Brown and they would invite the community, you
know, the mayor and so forth. There were other social events as well. We have such a wonderful
history. We had a lot of damage in 1933 from the hurricane.
ALISHA JANIGA: OH WOW! WELL, TffM'X YOU VERY MUCH. YOU PRETTY MUCH
ANSWERED ALL OF MY QUESTIONS.
Sarita Walker: Oh really!
ALISHA JANIGA: YEA.
Sarita Walk.er: I'm glad. I love this town. Life is very different today as compared to back then.
Of course the college bas grown so much. We have so much history here. Did you know that
Lew Wallace, the man who wrote Ben Hur, was once stationed here as a soldier?
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ALISHA JAi'ITGA: OH, COOL.
Sarita Walker: Yea, a lot of people like that have been here. Zachary Taylor was here and went
on to become a United States president Richard King started here. He married here, you know.
He founded the King Ranch. Robert E. Lee� once here also. Dr. William Gorgas, who helped
find a cure for yellow fever, was stationed here. Lieutenant W. H. Chatfield was also here. He
wrote an important book on the history of our area back in 1893. I have the book He loved
Brownsville.
So, Fort Brown was very important and dear to us. It played a very important role in the
development ofBrownsville, mostly because of the soldiers. They intermarried with the families
here. We were a very small town back then. you know. So many ofthe soldiers came from
different areas. They came from eastern states and northern states, and they married in with the
local Mexican fumilies. Some of the soldiers even came from .European backgrounds. These men
seived their country and died for their country.
Fort Brown helped Brownsville develop into a prominent city. We were a port city. Merchandise
came to Brownsville and Matamoros from New Orleans. You could get anything; fine things
because of the steamboats. Those ships would come here and unload. The soldiers were here
close by. Originally, all of this area belonged to Mexico, but back then there was little
development here. Brownsville has always had a smaller population compared to Matamoros.
There has been a lot of change on this side of the river, and it all began with Fort Brown. Jacob
Brown was the first officer killed at the fort and that is why we are called ''Brownsville." He was
a soldier.
ALISHA JANIGA: TI-IAT IS ALL VERY INTERESTING.
Sarita Walker: Well, as a ehlld, I remember that my father was a very talented musician. That
was one of the reasons why he would take us to Fort Brown, to hear the military band My dad
loved music every since he was a young man. He and some others had a band at my
grandfather's house. Th ey wae all very musically inclined So we went to 1hose Fort Brown
concerts, not so much for the kids, but for my dad So yeah, I did have a wonderful childhood
Well, I hope this information has helped you with your school project.
ALISHA JANIGA: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO TELL ME?
Sarita Walker: Well, my mother had a lot of friends that maniro soldiers that were here. Like I
said, some of them, some of their daughters, were friends ofmine. Their fathers were soldiers
that served here. So we had a lot of, how should I say, communication in some sort of way with
these people. So like I say, Brownsville is here because of Fort Brown.
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Clara Zepeda
Interviewed by Diego Leal
I visited the home of Clara Zepeda on October 8, 2008, for an interview in regards to her
memories of Fort Brown. Clara Zepeda is an Irish-American who was born in 1930. As a
"war brat" she descnlled her life within Fort Brown and also shared facts and details
about her father, who was stationed at Fort Brown for �y years. She grew up in a
family of seven brothers and sisters and lives today in a quite neighborhood of Harlingen,
Texas.
DIEGO LEAL: HELLO MA'AM. MY NAME IS DIEGO LEAL AND I'M HERE TO
n-..iERVIEW YOU ABOUT FORT BROWN. I'D LIKE TO START OFF BY ASKING
IF YOU COULD PLEASE TELL ME A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOURSELF.
Clara Z epeda: Well, I was bom at Fort Brown in 1930. My father was stationed here. He
came from Ireland and to get his citizenship, he joined the Army. If you joined the
service, you could get citizenship. And so he was stationed at Fort Brown from 1917 until
the post closed in 1944. All together, he was in the service for 32 years.
There were four from Ireland that came to Brownsville to get their citizenship, to earn the
citizenship. They left Ireland because of rebellion there. My grandfather had been one of
the leaders and they were going to arrest the oldest son of the family. So they shipped
them to France and then to America. And then they came to Brownsville. Theyjoined the
service to become citizens, and um, they married women from Brownsville They married
local Hispanic women. All four of them, and um, they lived in diffe rent places. My father
lived, we lived, there by the Fort Brown Resaca. There was a two-story house by the
resaca and that's where we lived. The commissary was two blocks away, and urn, we had
all the privileges that anny brats [had] in the situation that we were in.
The Army had to pay tuition for us to go to school, to go to public school. And, uh, we
went in the lower grades to Los Ebanos School, and uh, then to junior high and high
school. We would go by bus. They [the Anny) provided a bus for us and they provided
lunch for us. We ate in the cafeteria and, really, I had a good time. But growing ap at Fort
Brown was very strict because you had to behave, really behave. Everybody was
watching you. All of the soldiers would keep after you and take care of you. Yeah, arxl
they were real nice people, you know.
Every holiday they had parties for us, big parties. I remember for Thanksgiving getting a
big purple basket It was huge! Most people would not get something like that, but the
Army provided it for us. And at Christmas, we would always get a Christmas dinner.
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There were programs also, you know. We would go to the theater there, and um, there
was a church, a chapel back there as well. However, we were Catholic so we went to
church in town. My mother was very familiar with the Immaculate Conception Church,
and also the Guadalupe Church that we attended.
DIEGO LEAL: OH, 01<.AY. LET ME ASK YOU ANOTHERQUESTION. HOW WAS
LIFE AT FORT BROWN AS AN OFFICER [REFERRING TO f/ATHER]? WERE
YOULEFT TO TEND FOR YOURSELF MOST OF THE TIME? WAS YOUR
FATHERAWAYALOT?
Clara Zepeda: Ycs. He was actually at the, you know, at the hospital. My father worked
at the hosp ital. He was a medic, and so he was at the hospital. When we would go to town
and gJ to the movies, we would stop by the hospital They would give us a soda, or ice
cream, and then we'd keep on walking to our house. It was really nice. They really took
care ofus, especially the officers at the fort. They would go to bat for us, you know, and
of course we behaved. It was very different from now, you know, kids were afraid of
everybody. Yes, yes, it was nice.
DIEGO LEAL: NEXT QUESTION, WHAT KIND OF ACTIVITIES DID YOU TAKE
PART IN DURJNG THE DAY?
Clara Zepeda: Well, we would go to school. In the afternoon. uh. the families, the
children, depending on the a ges, we would get together along the resaca and play baseball
and softball. Actually, the boys p layed football. Sometimes we would be out on the
parade grounds, which was where the civic center is now. That was a parade ground and
we would have races and all that. We also had bible classes at the church. But the
holidays were very special because they really catered to the children. The Army paid As
we grew older, uh, they would have dances for us. You know, but mostly they catered to
the younger ones.
One thing [was that] we were very healthy. We were the healthiest people in Brownsville.
I tell you that because every shot that was available was given to us. We bad to take
them, you know, and the hospital was available for us. The top floor was for the soldiers
families. I was up there one time when I had pneumonia.
DIEGO LEAL: THEY TOOK CARE OF YOU?
Clara Zepeda: Yes, they took care of us. As you went into the hospital, on the right side, .
that was for infectious diseases. Toe left side was for the non-contagious diseases. Wc
would also g o to the dentist which was part of the hospital. It was upstairs. If you had to
have a cavity repaired and such, it was upstairs. I remember the steps being very unstable.
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DIEGO LEAL: WHAT KIND OF ROUTINE DID YOUR DAD GO THROUGH? DID
HE HAVE TO MARCH? DID YOU EVER HEAR MARCHING?
Oara Zepeda: Oh yes! They would march when they raised the flag, early in the
morning. There would be a band, and a flag, and then they would march up and down the
parade ground. The parade ground was really busy. They also played polo very oftc.n.
The cavalry was stationed there, and it was the 124th Cavalry that played polo. They
would compete with San Antonio and other forts, and uh, but they would practice every
afternoon in the back. W/VJ back there where the old Fort Brown was, where it was
started. It was there across from Casa.mata in Matamoros. The original Fort Brown was a
small fortress, just the walls.
DIEGO LEAL: OKAY. COULD YOU DESCRIBE THEIR UNIFORMS? ALSO,
WHAT KIND OF BEHAVIOR DID THE SOLDIERS HAVE?
Clara Zepeda: Oh. Yes [pulls out a picture]. It was like this. Uh, khakis. In the winter,
they wore fatigues, which were wool. It wasn't because it was cold, it was just the season
and they had to wear wool clothes when it was still hot, you know, down here, but um,
look at the hat, it's the old type.
DIEGO LEAL: AND TIIEY WOULD ALWAYS BE LOOKING AFTER YOU?
CORRECT?
Clara Zepeda: Yes. You know, people knew better than to talce advantage ofus. You
know how in schoo� some people get rough on you. And, uh, especially if you have more
than they do, they are rough on you. But they didn't touch us. Ha-ha. Yeah, I guess we
were, uh, treated in a special way because the government was paying our tuition and all
of that, and they wanted to keep them in good graces. There were very few Hispanics in
the Army then, mostly Anglos. In Brownsville, it was mostly all Anglos.
DIEGO LEAL: REALLY?
Oara Zq,eda: It was later that Hispanics began to join. Uh, there was a song called
"Twenty One Dollars a Day, Once a Month. " That was the intro . The salary was twenty
one dollars a month, but you had everything else. As you were in the Army, you gained.
Your salary went up a little, but you had everything. We had a commissary at Fort Brown
that had food that they did not have in town. We had fruit. We could buy fruit and we
could buy pecans and nuts. Anything that we wanted, we could get from the commissary.
And that was the only place that had it. Oh, and they made the bread It was not sliced,
but you would buy the loaf of bread like that That bread was so good!
After the war, well during the war, I think Fort Brown was already closed, and daddy
went, because daddy knew German, they sent him to a concentration camp where the
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Geanans were prisoners, because he could talk to them. He would understand them. And
so, uh, he was assigned to that. Other soldiers went to different places. Most of them went
to San Antonio, and daddy went to the concentration camp where they had the German
soldiers. He stayed there until, I guess, about 1950.
DIEGO LEAL: TO PUT FORT BROWNASIDE FORA MOMENT, COULD YOU
DESCRIBE TO ME BROWNSVILLE IN GENERAL?
Clara Zepeda: It was much smaller, you know. Elizabeth Street wasn't all paved. There
were just a few blocks that were paved and had sidewalks. On Saturday we would go to
the movies. I would go with my brothers and sisters. We would walk to the movies and it
was a big thing to stop at the street comers where everybody congregated and visited
Then we would W1!lk home to Fort Brown. It was nice. Yeah, but they took care of us. If
you were an army brat, you had no problems.
DIEGO LEAL: HOW WERE THE BUILDINGS BACK THEN IN BROWNSVILLE?
WERE THEY RELATIVELY SMALL?
Clara Zepeda: Yes. There were a few multi-story buildings, like the Bollack building.
There was also the bank building and, ofcourse, the El Jardin. People would come from
all over and visit. They would also go to Matamoros for the bullfights.
DIEGO LEAL: OH, MATAMOROS, WOW.
Clara Zepeda: Yeah, uh-huh. They'd come and, um, when they built the Port of
Brownsville, they'd come for the boat races. They would have boat races out there. That
was very popular, and a big thing. Then, of course, there was hunting. They would hunt
out at the "flats." The "flats" was an area on the way to Boca Chica Beach. See, there was
no bridge going to Padre Island back then, so you would go to Boca Chica, and the salt
flats were full of geese and ducks. The soldiers, some of the ones who were not married,
would go with daddy and go hunting. Because daddy had boats, they would go out on the
boats and go hunting. They would bring whatever they killed to mother's house, and
mother would prepare the food. My mother and grandmother would prepare the food,
and, urn, it was a big feast.
DIEGO LEAL: KINDA LIKE THANKSGIVING?
Clara Zepeda: Yeah. The soldiers took their older sons with th em, however, the girls they
didn't. During the summer, they would rent boats and take us to Padre Island. There was
nothing there. They would put up tents for us and we would stay for a week or two.
Different men would come and bring us food They had big containers that they used for
dry ice. I don't know if your familiar with dry ice, but it keeps things cool. So we were
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able to stay on Padn: Island and not go back and forth. Friends would come out and bring
food and stay, you know. We'd stay on the beach with the kids and it was a lot of fun.
DIEGO LEAL: OKAY. WAS THERE ANY PROBLEMS BEING SO CLOSE TO
MEXICO? WAS THERE ANY IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS BACK THEN?
Clara Zepeda: No. You know, the immigrant issue has just come to the forefront recently.
It used to be that people would cross back and forth, and all you had to have was yoor
driver's license or your birth certificate. lfyou were from Mexico, you could cross and
they gave you so many weeks to stay over here. A lot of people lived on this side of the
river and worked on that side, or vice-versa.
DIEGO LEAL: HOW WERE YOUR TEACHERS BACK THEN? WERE TIIEY VE.RY
LENIENT, OR WERE THEY S1RICT?
Clara Zepeda: Oh no. They were very strict. I remember one ofmy teachers in sixth
grade. Her name was Mrs. Gooble and she taught history. One day I didn't read my
lesson and she asked me a questioo and I wasn't able lo answer it correctly. S o she balled
me out. Well, the ne!(t day I made a point about reading my lesson and she asked me
about twenty questions, jwt to see if I had really read it.
DIEGO LEAL: WERE YOU ABLE TO ANSWER THEM CORRECTLY?
Clara Zepeda: Oh, yes. Yes, yes. I loved school. But it was just one of those times I
hadn't read my lesson, especially in history. You have to know so many dates and facts.
DIEGO LEAL: DO YOU HAVE ANY OTIIBR THOUGHTS THAT YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SHARE WITH ME? ANY FJNAL THOUGHTS OR MEMORIES?
Clara Zepeda: Oh, I enjoyed my high school. I also went to junior co llege here in
Brownsville. I was in the first class to graduate from Texas Southmost College. I was
there for two years and was voted as ''Most Beautiful."
DIEGO LEAL: OH, WOW!
Clara Zepeda: I went on to the University of Texas and got the Bluebonnet Bell Award
there.
DIEGO LEAL: THAT'S REALLY NTCE. WELL, THANK YOU FOR LETTING ME
INTERVIEW YOU.
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Ruben Garcia
Interviewed by Alex Gutierrez
It is 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, September 13, 2008, at the Brownsville Public Library on Central
Boulevard. Mr. Garcia grew up in Brownsville, Texas, while Fort Brown was still an operating
military post. He has many memories regarding the fort and as such has generously agreed to this
interview.
Ruben Garcia: Let me start with a brief introduction. As you probably know, Fort Brown was
built during the Mexican-American War which began in 1846. After the war, the military post
continued to operate and grow, while the new town ofBrownsville was established nearby. The
army stationed at Fort Brown helped to keep the peace in the area by sending out patrolli and
confronting local bandit activities. Well, other than being closed occasionally for briefperiods of
time, the post remained active until 1944. The federal military outpost ofFort Brown, in some
ways, operated as a little world in itself. It was virtua11y self-sufficient. Understand that most of
the history of Fort Brown took place prior to World War TT. Not too many people in this area
went in the military, especially people of Mexican descent 1 knew of very few who served in the
army at Fort Brown back in those days before World War II. So when I say it was a little world
in itself, we knew, that is the citizens of Brownsville, and especially those ofthe Mexican
American community, we knew that the post and the soldiers were there. However, we had very
little interaction with them. As a matter offact, in those days if one ofthe local girls started
dating one of the soldiers, she was looked down on. It was a "no-no" because the soldiers were
not held in very high esteem.
ALEX GUTIERREZ: WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT FORT BROWN?
Ruben Garcia: Well, the thing that stands out most in my mind was the orderliness, the
cleanliness of the place. You didn't find an old cigarette butt on the ground. You didn't find a
piece ofpaper on the lawn throughout the entire army post. There was a brick fence that ran
along what is now the middle of International Boulevard and they called that the Quartennaster's
Fence. As a matter of fact, ifyou check the old rooords in the courthouse, you will find that there
are a lot of references to property that is close to the Quartermaster's Fence.
I remember seeing prisoners at Fort Brown. You always had some soldiers out there who got in
trouble and they'd end up in the guardhouse. In fact, there was a bunch of them who spent more
time in the guardhouse then they did in active duty. They would take those guys out and they
would be the ones who picked up ofall lhe litter, which was very little actually. Sometimes they
were given a shovel and they had to dig a ditch or whatever. Sanetimes you would sec them
mowing the lawns and that kind of thing. They always had a guy walking behind them, "prisoner
chasing" it was called, and that guy was armed with a 12-guage shotgun. The idea was that if one
of the prisoners started to run away, he had the authority to shoot them.
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Did you know that in around 1938 the Rio Grande River changed course? The whole riverbed
behind Fort Brown, due to flooding that year, made a new cul straight across so that a large area
there was left within the United States. Previously, it had been a part of Mexico. But when that
river cut, it became part of the United States. Today, sections of that area, which was Mexico
before 193 8, is now part of the college campus. Do you know where the rcsaca is near the
campus bookstore? They used to call that resaca, Horseshoe Lake. It is actually shaped like a
horseshoe. Well, right behind that resaca was where the river used to run.
ALEX GUTIERREZ: REAUY?
Ruben Garcia: Yeah. Right there behind Horseshoe Lake was where the river would run and we
as kids, we used to go over there. That was before World War II, before 1941. We used to go
over there and go swimming in that part of what used to be the river. lt still carried some water,
but certainly it didn't carry the same amount as the old riverbed. Anyhow, it was deep mough.
Believe me it was d:ep enough. If you didn't know how 10 swim, you were in trouble. But
anyhow, we enjoyed going over there. There was a huge tree over there and we had a rope
hanging from it which we used to swing from We'd use that rope to swing out into the water.
Like all kids, we thought that was a great adventure. That wa.� probably some of the things that
stand out in my mind the most There are a few other things that I can tell you. For example, you
know where the new library is going up?
ALEX GUTIERREZ: YES. IT IS ONE OF THE NEW BIBLDINGS ON CAMPUS.
Ruben Garcia: Well, back behind there they used to have a place where they stacked machine
guns. There was a levy there, a benn, if you want to call it that, where the soldiers used to
practice shooting their machine guns. That area is now located near the Fort Brown golf course
and clubhouse. Of course, that was a big thrill to hear the machine guns go off. You could hlar
them from quite a distance. I remember when the soldiers used to go out on, what I suppose you
could call maneuvers, or exercises. Put it that way. They would go out there close to Boca Chica
be:ach, almost to the last hill that you have to get to the beach, going out towards Boca Chica
They would practice their cavalry charges and all that, and they would ride their horses out there.
That was all before they became mechanized. They would ride their horses all the way through
Brownsville. Their mules were loaded down with machine guns and l 'm talking about beautiful
animals; huge, muscular things, and they were loaded down with machine guns and this and that.
To us kids, it made quite an impression. They very often came back, when they went out there,
they came back usually early in the morning. Usually about six o'clock in the morning, just
about sunrise, and all those kids who lived in that area would run out there to 18th Street, wbat is
now International Boulevard, to watch the soldiers go by. To us, it was quite an exciting thing
for young kids to watch the horses snorting and carrying all their weight like there're prmcing.
Of course it was quite a thing to soe the mules and the wagons and all that kind of thing. It was
almost like seeing something in the movies. Those arc some of the things I remember about Fon
Brown.
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I have mentioned to you that it was a very, very, clean place. I mean everything was very
orderly. The buildings were painted quite well and you didn't see old paint that needed to be
scraped or anything, nada de eso. They had people who looked after those things very carefully.
1 would suppose that's basically it. But that's the trouble with this question, "What do you
remember about Fort Brown?" They had a cannon that they would fire at, I believe it was six
o'clock in 1he morning, and then again at six o'clock in the evening. I'm not sure of this but I
believe it was six o'clock in the morning and six o'clock in the afternoon.
Brovmsville was a very small place at that time. Back when they took the census in 1940, I think
Brownsville had a total of less than 30,000 inhabilants and I am talking about everybody who
lived in Brownsville, including the pe�le that lived out there in West Brownsville. Back in
those days if you traveled from Fort Brown and came towards Four Corners, well, once you got
past Lincoln Street, there was practically nothing but brush. There were maybe one or two fields
that had been cultivated, and you could find a few dairies out there that had cows running out in
1he pastures, and a place where they milked the cows. So the Brownsville area wasn't a very big
place. So when that cannon went off in the morning or in the afternoon, a whole lot of the people
in Brownsville would hear the thing. Of course they also had the bugles, that immediately after
the firing of the cannon, the bugles would go off and they'd sound ''To the Colors" and that was
when they raised or lowered the colors, the .flag. Those were things that you kind of grew up
with and so they were etched in your mind. Naturally, when we first started to notice, then we
would probably, in my case l know I asked my parents, "Who is 1hat?" And our parents would
tell us, "They're soldiers out there" or whatever. I think that pretty well covers some of the
memories that I have of how it was there.
I started to tell you that it was a little world all b y itself. There was, of course, some interaction
between the personnel at Fort Brown and the citizens of Brownsville, but it wasn't all that much.
They pretty well kept to themselves. The soldiers were paid a very low wage and they were only
paid once a month. You didn't see too many of the soldiers out on the street like you. do in
military towns today. Even today when you see, when you're in a military town, you have an Air
Base, or a Naval Base, or an Army Base, the men that you see out there are not in uniform.
They're in ci vilian clothes so you don't really know if they are in the military or not. But
anyhow, they pretty much kept to themselves. They had their own little form of entertainment.
They had movies once in a while. They had their own little theater there where the soldiers used
to go to see movies, and, well, they had their own form ofentertainment. Let's see, what else you
got there in your notebook?
ALEX GUTIERREZ: YOU MENTIONED SWIMMING AS ONE OF THE FUN AC'TIV1TIES
THAT YOU WOUID DO AROUND THE AREA. WERE THERE ANY OTHER
ACTMTIES THAT WERE FUN THAT WOULD BE CENTERED AROUND THE FORT?
Ruben Garcia: Uh-huh, yeah. They used to hold, they used to hold boxing matches and they had
very good boxers. And sometimes, most of the fights were between troops, between 1he soldiers
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themselves. But once in a while you would get a guy from Fort Brown fighting against a guy
from Fort Ringgold, in Rio Grande City, or Fort McIntosh in Laredo, or perhaps they would fight
a civilian, somebody who was not in the military. That built up the interest in the thing, and,
what the heck, this was back in a time when I think: they charged a dime. It only cost a dime, but
a lot of people didn't have a dime to spare to sec the fights. I went with my dad, and whether
they were free or you had to pay, I don't remember. I do know that quite a few of our people
used to go to those things.
They also had all sorts of fun activities on certain days. They would have their own races on
horseback. and clowning around on horseback. They had a fantastic polo team. Of course, 1
personally never really got all that interested in polo, but they had some horses that were a
beauty to see. Beautiful horses! They were always kept groomed just perfectly and they were all
in excellent shape. You see something like that and you can't help but admire them. If you see a
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Wei� same thing with the horses. As far as the polo matches went, it took some doing to be able
to hit that little ball with the mallet as your horse is cantering along or galloping along. It took
some doing to control your horse, to keep from running into another guy on another horse, but I
personally never got all that interested in polo. Basketball did not get as much interest back then
as it does today, but I'm sure if basketball had been a good thing, then probably they would have
had some very good players because, of course, most of those soldiers were in top physical
condition. Back in those days, the soldiers used to prepare themselves in case they had to fight in
a war. They trained, and trained, and trained. They prepared themselves in case of a civilian riot
Of course they might have to be called out to restore order. But it's not like the military of today
that encourages participation in sports. Do you follow that, do you understand what I'm saying?

ALEX GUTIERREZ: YES. YOU MENTIONED THE MOVIE THEATER WAS IT THERE
FOR Tiffi SOLDIERS? WERE PEOPLE FROM OUTSIDE THE FORT ALLOWED IN?
Ruben Garcia: No. Well, of course if you were a guest of a soldier, you went in. I suppose thai it
was probably free. However, I never went to one of those things. I suppose it was probably free
for the soldiers, and it was not every night either. It was maybe once in a while. It may have had
its limits to who would be allowed to the theater.
ALEX GUTIERREZ: YOU MENTIONED TIIE BUGLES SOUNDING IN THE MORNINGS
AND AFTERNOONS. WAS THERE ANY OTIIER EVIDENCE OF LIFE INSIDE TIIE FORT
TO TIIOSE ON THE OlITSIDE?
Ruben Garcia: Yes. There was quite a bit of interchange, daily interchange between the
community and the fort. For example. the children of the people who lived at Fort Brown used to
attend our public schools; and, they were transported from Fort Brown to their schools in an
army truck. There was no such thing as a bus so they transported them in a truck. They usually
had a soldier on the back of the truck who would help the children get on and off the truck.
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That's just one example. Of course the officers who were in command of the post were in
frequent contact with our civic leaders, oot the average person didn't see much of that.
Occasionally a soldier would come in and purchase something from one of our downtown stores,
but again that was done infrequently because ofthe very low pay that they got. I'm talking about
1941, before World Warll. I think their pay was around $21.00dollars a month. That was the
lowest pay, and of course it went up from there. So, they didn't have a tremendous amount of
money to spend. For really important things, like having a beer somewhere, yeah, they would
find the money for that. So there was occasional interaction. But after payday came and went,
you didn't see those guys out as often.
ALEX GUTIERREZ: WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT THE CAVALRY?
Ruben Garcia: I've already told you, for example, of running out to see the soldiers as they went
down 18th Street, on their way to exercises. I don't want to call them maneuvers, because they
were not the large scale maneuvers. They participated in all of our parades. The Charro Days
parades and whatever few parades there were prior to 1938, whenever Charro Days started.
Every once in a while there would be a parade. For example, there would be a Fourth ofJuly
parade or something like that, and in that case, the army would always participate. I remember
there were occasions when the regimental band used to hold concerts on the greens at Fort
Brown. Back in those days, you went into Fort Brown from Elizabeth Street. Just beyond the
Elizabeth Street gates there was a little square, so to speak, in front of the Post-Headquarters.
That's where the flagpole was at, that's where the cannon was at, and that's where they had the
megaphones that the buglers used to stick the b ugle in whenever they played That would
amplify the sound all over the posl And that's where they had the gazebo. That gazebo tho army
used is now sitting behind Fort Brown next to the levy, way back behind Fort Brown. The
gazebo is way over there today, having been moved years ago, and it's still there. It's the same
gazebo that used to be there by th e parade grounds, where they used to hold concerts, and the
JX!blic was invited. The Fort Brown military band was an excellent, excellent, band. They played
beautiful music. You didn't have hip-hop or anything like that back then. At times, the Fort
Bro"!ll military band had interaction, occasional interaction, with the Mexican anny. On
occasion, the Mexican army band would come over here and present a concert, and then ours
would go over there to Matamoros and present a concert.
ALEX GlITIERREZ: WHAT ECONOMIC BENEFITS DID THE FORT PROVIDE FOR THE
CITY OF BROWNSVIILE?
Ruben Garcia: I was afraid you were going to ask that. I suppose, I don't know for a fact, don't
hold me on this, but I suppose the army had to pay the city for the water that they consumed and
also the electricity that they consumed. And, of course, !here were a lot of supplies that were
purchased locally from, I suppose, some of the providers in this area. Things like building
materials, street pavements, concrete, and that kind of stuff. Fort Brown provided employment
for quite a number of people who lived in Brownsville. rm not talking about hundreds or
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anything, but it did provide employment for some people. My uncle was a shoe repairman, and at
one time, they had a shoe repair shop at Fort Brown. He was employed to repair 1he shoes there.
So, I don't even know when that was. By the time I remember my uncle, he had his own shop
downtown. It's also possible that some of those soldiers had this work done downtown. Of
course some of the ladies who lived at Fort Brown, the wives of the soldiers, had to come and do
some shopping here in downtown BrowmviUe. They had their own medical system so you didn't
see too many of those people who sought medical help from our local doctors. But some of those
ladies, for example when it was time for them to give birth, they would use the facilities a.t
Mercy Hospital. Some of them would at times, but not always. That pretty much covers it I
think. I don't know; I just don't have any idea whether food was purchased locally, or whether it
was supplied by some major point, distnbution point, Sao Antonio or wherever, I just don't
know. It wesjust something that I wasn't involved in. I don't know bow they got the food that
was prepared there for them.No, no wait a minute. They had the commissary over there, and all
the foodstuff was picked by the commissary.
ALEX GUTIERREZ: YOU MENTIONED THE EMPLOYMENT THAT FORT BROWN
PROVIDED AND YOU MENTIONED SHOEREPAIRING. WHAT OTHER TYPES OF
EMPLOYMENT WAS PROVIDED BY FORT BRO\VN?
Ruben Garcia: Well, for example, there were carpenters. Of course, don't misunderstand me, I'm
not saying that they had a slew of them, but there were some people wb.o worked on maintaining
the buildings out there at Fort BroWIL They had painters, and they had plumbers. I have made
arrangements for a lady, she lived there as a child, she's my age, not young anymore, let's put it
that way. It's not proper to talk about a lady's age. I'll just say she's definitely not young.
Anyhow, her father was a plumber. But because he was subject to be called at just about any
time, the army provided him with a place for him and his family. The house where she lived no
longer exists. There were other types of employment as well. I'm not going to say that they had
very many automobile mechanics, if any at all. I mean, I'm sure that they had some, but it is
something I don't know. They had, as I recall, they had a fire station towards the end. I'm pretty
sure that those were civilians that were hired to work out there. I'm pretty sure that the army
itself didn't have guys assigned to do that
ALEX GUTIBRREZ: AFTER LIVING FOR SO LONG AROUND THE FORT AND
GROWINGUPAROUNDIT,WHATWASYOURREACTIONWHENFORTBROWN
CLOSED DOWN?
Ruben Garcia: I wasn't here when Fort Brown closed down. Nobody was who served in World
War IL I heard about it closing, but boy, you're making me think here. If I remember correctly,
my parents wrote to me aboii it I believe they mentioned that the troops were going to go
overseas. Of co�, at that time they just said, "overseas." It wasn't where they were going. We
later found out that it had been to CBI; China, Burma, and India. However, at that time I was
already in the service. That's all that I can say.
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ALEX GUTIERREZ: IS THERE ANYTiilNG THAT I LEFT OUT THAT YOU WOULD
LIKE TO ADD?
Ruben Garcia: Well, the Fort Brown property was really a fantastic treasure that the city of
Brownsville was able to acquire after the war. There were all kinds of bickering back and forth,
and at one time, there was talk of making all ofPort Brown into a huge, enormous park. People
were just talking out loud and thinking out loud, then the government, some of the government
agencies were saying no, no, you can't give that away. You got to let us or another government
agency have that property, we can use it. Well, they bickered around for quite some time and
eventually the city got most of what was old Fort Brown. At that time, Texas Southmost College
did not exist. At that time, it was Brownsville Junior College and it was part of the Brownsville
Independent School District. They gave the school district forty-seven acres out of the whole
thing, which was not very much. There were just a whole slew of problems.
Do you know where the old post hospital is located? The building with all of the arches back
there? Well, that's called the Gorgas Building. In front of it was what used to be the old Post
Office, and actoss the street from there used to be Officer's Road. That was where the housing
for married officers was located. There is a building there today, a wooden building, that is right
now sitting right across the street from Dr . .zavaleta's office. That building is being remodeled,
and it will be fixed up and put into use for something else. Well, that used to be the Commanding
Officer's Quarters, and there was, I would imagine, six or eight houses identical to that one. And,
behind that, there were some other houses, also for officers, married officers. Those structures
were different in their architecture and everything. They were the ones that faced the resaca
where the Fort Brown Hotel was going to be, and all of this went to, half of those officer's
quarters went to the city, more or less, and the other half went to the college. At any rate,
eventually the college, the university, now a tllliversity, acquired all ofFort Brown. Poquito a
poquito. They were nibbling, and nibbling, and nibbling, and eventually they got all of it. I
remember a statement made by the mayor ofBrownsville at the time that property was acquired.
He said, "Fort Brown should always remain for the benefit ofthe people ofBrownsville." There
was, of course, all sorts of possibilities as to what could've been done, but it didn't work out that
way. Now the college has got it all. I personally, and this is just my very personal belief, I am not
sure that I can see the benefit of it. But I'm certainly not happy with it because the people who
are benefitting from it are limited. It's not all of the people ofBrownsville, young people like
you who have an opportunity to go to school and get an education. You're benefiting from that. I
don't hold that against you at all. More power to you. I hope you continue your studies, get a
degree, and go even beyond that. Get a higher degree, a master' s. or a doctor's, or whatever. But
by the same token, when I drive in that area, I feel that I have been cheated. r can no longer look
all over that place and say, ''This belongs to the people ofBrownsville." It belongs to the
university, not to the people of Brownsville as it originally did. Of course, l have to emphasize
that the federal government itself didn't treat it right. The building that used to be Post
Headquarters, the headquarters of Fort Brown, was built sometime right after the Civil War, and
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it had withstood several hurricanes. It had withstood all kinds of things. It was in excellent,
excellent, condition for a building that age. You understand, it didn't have air conditioning, that's
for sure, and it didn't have carpeting. That was not something that you used at that time. But that
building served as police headquarters for almost twenty years and when we had to abandon that
building, it broke my heart. Not because I didn't want to go into a better buildin g, don't
misunderstand me, but to think that somebody was going to come in and tear that building down,
after it had stood there for a hundred years? And to just tear it down so that the customs people
could have more of an area to check the cargo of vehicles coming in. And what happened?
Twenty years or so later customs said, �we can't use this anymore." So, they abandoned the
whole doggone thing. Go figure. But then that's what happens sometimes.
ALEX GUTIERREZ: THANK YOU FOR COMING TO DO THIS lNTERVIEW.

Oscar Henslee
Interviewed by Colt Munoz and Gabriela Gutierrez
Oscar Henslee was stationed at Fort Brown in the early 1940's before being sent oversees
to fight in World War II. He graciously agreed to be interviewed on February 5, 2009 in
regards to his memories ofFort Brown, at his home in Brownsville, Texas.
COLT MUNOZ: COULD YOU PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND DATE OF
BIRTH?
Oscar Henslee: My name is Oscar Henslee. I was born in 1920.
N
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COLT MUOZ: WHEN DID YOU MOVE DOWN HERE TO TiiE BRO NSVILLE,
TEXAS AREA?
Oscar Henslee: In February of 1941.
COLT MUNOZ: WHY DID YOU MOVE TO THIS AREA?
Oscar Henslee: I was in the 124th Cavalry, so they moved me where they wanted. We
started at Fort Worth in 1940, and then moved to Fort Bliss in El Paso. After that we were
relocated to Fort Brown here in Brownsville. The 12th Cavalry was here at that time, but
they moved after we got here. The 124th stayed at Fort Brown unti� I believe it was May,
I 944. We then had to take our horses to Kansas, where we left them, and then boarded a
train for the West Coast. From there we got on a boat and went to Bombay, India. A
bunch of mules were waiting for us there, which I was tasked with shoeing. You see, I
was the one assigned to shoe the cavalry horses. That was my job.
COLT MUNOZ: DID YOU ALSO SHOE TIIB HORSES AT FORT BROWJ\t!
Oscar Henslee: Yes, 1 shoed the horses there as well.
COLT MUNOZ: HOW MUCH WAS MlLITARYPAY AT THAT TIME?
Oscar Henslee: Most of the boys got $21.00 per month to start with. I was what you call a
P Sergeant Tech. I made at least $45.00 every month. As time went on, we got paid a
little more. Back then, of course, you didn't make as mu.ch money as they do today.
Anyway, we used pack mules while we were in Burma. We learned how to pack those
mules and we learned how to pack them at night, without any light. I started chewing
cigars while stationed in Burma. You didn't light up a cigarette there at night because it
might be the last time you lit one up.
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COLT MUNOZ: DID YOU LIVE AT FORT BROWN WHILE YOU WERE
STATIONED THERE.I
Oscar Henslee: Yeab, I lived there, right there where the college is now.
COLT MUNOZ: HOW WERE YOUR LMNG QUARTERS AT FORT BROWN'/
Oscar Henslee: Fort Brown was a nice place. It was like living in heaven compared to El
Paso where the wind was always blowing into our tents.
COLT MUNOZ: WHAT WERE MEALS LIKE? WHAT DID YOU EAT?
Oscar Henslee: The food was good. I liked it. On weekends we'd go through the Fort
Brown gate at Elizabeth Street and down to the bridge. From there we'd cross the river to
Matamoros and eat dinner. Over in Matamoros we'd get more food than we could eat for
around seventy-five cents.
We did a lot of maneuvers while I was stationed at Fort Brown. One time we went out to
West Texas and stayed for, I guess it was about two months. We shipped our horses out
there by train. I forget what year it was, maybe 1943. We went out to a place around
Marfa, Texas and rode our horses all around the Davis Mountains. After that we put our
horses back on the train and made our way back to Brownsville. We used to take our
horses out to Boca Chica, to where the flats are, and we'd stay out there for a week or two
at a time. We'd practice maneuvers out there and practice our shooting and all of that.
COLT MUNOZ: WHAT TIME DID YOU HAVE TOWAKE UP IN THE MORNING
AT FORT BROWN?
Oscar Henslee: Oh, it was real early. I had to get up and eat before the rest of them. My
crew was in the stables. We slept in quarters near the stables and had to get up and feed
the horses. We always got up and ate before the other troops were up, always.
When I left Fort Brown to go to Fort Bliss, it was so we could go on to Bunna. They flew
us to Bunna by plane. Some ofthe planes were open on the side. Once we got to Bunna,
we s1ayed down by a river for a few weeks before we took off down into the jungle. I
don't remember the name of the place, but it took us two months to get down there. They
feed us by air. An airplane would fly over and drop food by paro:1chute once a week. That
was, when they could find us. Sometimes they would fly over and couldn't find us. l
remember it being 110 degrees while we were there. Then, when we went to China, it
was cold We had a wood heater in our tent. That was where I got some eggs to eat. Eggs
are small over ilil.'!e. I would eat something like a dozen eggs at night. I'd cook them and
eat them with a biscuit.
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COLT MUNOZ: WHILE YOU WERE STATIONED AT FORT BROWN, DID YOU
HAVE TO SHOE HORSES EVERY DAY?
Oscar Henslee: Yeah. Of course we had different troops out there. My troop was Troop
B. We had somewhere between 100-140 horses. Each group had about the same thing.
COLT MUNOZ: DID YOU EVER COME JNTO BROWNSVILLE ON YOUR DAYS
OFF TO SHOP OR DRINK?
Oscar Henslee: Yeah. Sometimes you got a pass to come into town. I remember coming
into town once for Charro Day s. They would rope off Elizabeth Street and everybody
would dance up and down the street. Nobody had much money to spend, but everyone
had a good time. I got married in 1944. My wife was from here,
COLT MUNUZ: SO YOUR WIFE WAS A LOCAL GIRL?
Oscar Henslee: Yeah. She had two brothers that were in the service also. She was living
with her mother at the time and was teaching school. I met her on a train here in
Brownsville. She was getting ready to go back to college, to a party. She was graduating
from Texas A & I in Kingsville and I met her on the tram. I was on my way to Fort
Worth at the time. We got to talking and I told her that I would like to see h er again. 1be
old house is still there at 120 Jefferson Street, about a block from tlie old high school.
COLT MUNOZ: DID YOU EVER PLAY ANY SPORTS, LIKE POLO OR
FOOfBALL, WHILE YOU WERE STATIONED AT FORT BROWN?
Oscar Henslee: No. I didn't have time for spor ts. The troops got up at 5 :00 a.m. and I had
to take care of the horses.
COLT MUNOZ: WERE TIIERE OTHER SOLDIERS STA TlONED HERE THAT
MARRIED LOCAL GIRLS?
Oscar Henslee: Oh yeah. Several of the soldiers here married local girls. I built this house
here over fifty years ago. There weren't many houses out here then. [Rio Viejo
Subdivision.] I got back to Brownsville in February of, I bel ieve it was 1946. When the
war ended, I was lying in a hospital bed in China. l was in the hospital there for three or
four months. I was in a body cast for about six months.
COLT MUNOZ: WHAT HAPPENED?
Oscar Hens lee: One of the mules kicked me, broke the bones in my back. Anyway, after I
got discharged in February of 1946, I came to Brownsville and opened up a liquor store
on Boc a Chica Boulevard right there in front of where the Vennillion Restaurant is. I still
have it. I have owned it for over sixty years. l own all of that property including where
the Vennillion is, as well as where the Taco Palenque Restaurant is located near Boca
Chica and Palm Boulevard. I also owned a liquor store out on Central Boulevard where
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C C Wings Restaurant is now located. My wife ran the store on Central and I ran the one
on Boca Chica. We had kids; two boys and two girls. One of our girls lives in San
Antonio and the other lives in Gonzalez, Texas. I have ten grandkids and eleven great
grand kids. One of them was just born la�t week.
COLT MUNOZ: DID ANY OF TIIE SOLDIERS FROM FORT BROWN GET
DRAFfED INJO THE SERVlCE DURING WORLD WAR Il?
Oscar HensJee: Oh yeah. It wasn't too long after I got to Fort Brown that they started the
draft. I guess I had been in Brownsville for about a year when the war started. I was
already driving my own car by then. I had. stopped to get gas at a service station near the
airport, on my way to Boca Chica Beach, when I heard on the radio that Pearl Harbor had
been bombed Weli they started drafting new boys after that. We got a lot of draftees
down here. They would train them here and then send them out, one busload after
another. The first draftees came from Texas and Oklahoma, and then the next bunch
came in from all over the country. They came from all over the United States. We had a
lot of Yankees here.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: DID FORT BROWN MAKE ANY SPECIAL
PREPARATIONS FOR TIIE WAJ!...?
Oscar Henslee: Well, l remember when I came back to the fort from Boca Chica Beach
that Sunday afternoon, there were soldiers up on the roofs of houses with machine guns. I
believe it was around May of 1944 that we were scot out to the West Coast. We spent
thirty-one days on a ship, in a convoy ofboats, before we arrived. From there we flew to
Burma.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: HOW DID FORT BROWN AFFECT YOUR LJFE?
Oscar Henslee: Well, I don't know. I never dreamed about being in the army, but it was
what you were supposed to do. A lot of soldiers got killed. A lot of soldiers died from
disease. I forgot what it was called, but it was a disease caused by rats. We'd go through
these little villages and camp near them at night. Well, some of the soldiers got sick and
some of them didn't make it. Some of the soldiers died right away. We had to bury a lot
of ourboy's right there. We'd stack them up, line them up, cover them up, and bury them
right there in Burma But they went back later, after the war, and brought them back
home. We'd march through those villages and see the natives. Those natives had never
seen Americans from the states. They were just a bunch ofdumb, poor people. They'd go
down a trail, one behind the other, like a bmch of goats. Anyway, there were also a lot of
people killed behind the lines by tigers and other wild animals. Those little villages were
fenced in and at night they would drive in their goats and cows and such, so that they
wouldn't get eaten by wild animals. It was bad.
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GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: HOW WAS THE FOOD OVER THERE? WHAT DID YOU
HAVETOEAT?
Oscar Henslee: Well, the food was usually pretty good. I remember getting some fresh
fruit to eat, that was real good.
COLT MUNOZ: IS TIIERE ANYBODY ELSE THAT YOU KNOW TIIAT WE
COULD INTERVIEW?
Oscar Henslee: Well, no, not really. I think that they are all about dead now.
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Ray Hughston
Interviewed by Citlalic Laguna, Brenda Vela, Maria Gomez, and Breanna Rodriguez
Ray Hughston is a longtime resident ofBrownsville and graciously agreed to share his
memories ofFort Brown as an operating military post This interview was conducted on
March 29, 2009, at the home ofRay Hughston.
CITLALlC LAGUNA: MR. HUGHSTON, WOULD YOU PLEASE INTRODUCE
YOURSELF?
Ray Hughston.: Yes. My name is Ray Hughston. I was born on September 20, 1927,
about five miles north of Brownsville. I have been here all of my life.
CITLALJC LAGUNA: WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT FORT BROWN AS
AN OP ERATJNG MILITARY POST?
Ray Hughston: I remember seeing soldiers at Fort Brown on Saturday or Sunday. That
was when we would usually go by the post back in the 1930's. I was still pretty young
then. I do recall the gazebo at the fort where the military band would play, and I also
remember the parade grounds out there where the soldiers would ma rch. That is where
the Jacob Brown Auditorium is located today. Where the Fort Brown Hotel used to be,
and is now student housing for the college, that area was called the "island" and
sometimes the military horses would be out there.
CITI.ALIC LAGUNA: WERE THERE A LOT OF INTERMARRIAGES BETWEEN
SOLDIERS AND LOCAL WOMEN?
Ray Hughston: Yes, there were intermarriages and over the generations that the fort was
here there were many, many intermarriage.�. A lot of soldiers married local women during
the time Fort Brown was here. As a matter of fact, my oldest brother married the daughter
of the conunanding officer back in the 1930's. However, they were both quite young and
the marriage did not last.
BRENDA VELA: DO YOU RECALL THE SOLDIERS BEING RELOCATED AFTER
TifE START OF WORLD WAR II?
Ray Hughston: Well, I remember that they were shipped out not long after the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor. The United States began to mobilize troops to fight the war in
Europe and the Pacific. It seems to me that the Fort Brown personnel went primarily
toward the Pacific rather than to the Atlantic side.

BRENDA VELA: WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT THE FORT BROWN
HORSES?
Ray Hughston: As a youngster, I remember the horses. I remember them going up
Highway 281, which is also known as the Military Highway. They would travel upriver
from Fort Brown to Fort Ringgold, which is located in Rio Grande City.
BRENDA VELA: DID THE SOLDIBRS AND CNILI.Ai'!S INTERMlNGLE?
Ray Hughston: Yes they did. l harl a Sunday school teacher by the name of Sergeant
Myers who was stationed out at Fort Brown. There were soldiers who helped out with the
Boy Scouts. There were other soldiers as well who took an interest in the community.
BRENDA VELA: WHAT WERE SOME OF THE SOLDIER'S WAR AND ARMY
PRE-EXPERIENCES?
Ray Hughston: A lot of those people who were already sergeants before the war started,
had been in the anny for quite some time. They weren't new recruits. Some of the
soldiers who left Fort Brown barl a good war record during World War II. There were
sergeants here who rose to the ranh of major and colonel for there service in the war.
Colonel Worthington, who was a hero of World War II and a former prisoner of war in
the Philippines, had been stationed here at Fort Brown prior to the war. He was a veteran
officer. He was the father of Francis W ortbington Lipe who lived in this area for a long
time.
BRENDA VELA: WAS THERE ANY AIRCRAFT BEING UTILIZED AT THIS
TIME?
Ray Hughston: I've been told that at a time or two army aircraft landed on the parade
grounds out there at Fort Brown, but I never saw it
BRENDA VELA: HOW WAS FORT BROWN AFFECTED AFTER THEWAR
BEGAN?
Ray Hughston: As I best recall, the fort wasn't the same after the war started because they
weren't the only soldiers here. There was the Harlingen Air Force; well they didn't cal l it
that, they called it the Harlingen Army Gunnery School, and in Brownsville we had the
Brownsville Anny Air Base, which had nothing to do with Fort Brown. It was separate.
The 20 I st Fighting Squadron from Mexico trained out there in the P47's before they went
to the Philippines. So, there were other military activities going on during the war other
than just at Fort Brown.

BRENDA VELA: WHAT WAS TIIB REASON FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
FORT BROWN?
Ray Hughston: The history of Fort Brown dates back to the war with Mexico, which
began in 1846. After the war, the fort stayed open to address bandit raids along the
border. Fort Ringgold was also el!tablished upriver at Rio Gmnde City, Fort Brown
remained an active military post until World War II. Several of the old Fort Brown
buildings are now part of the University of Texas at Brownsville campus, including the
hospital that is now used as the administration building for the college. It is called Gorgas
Hall, in memory ofDr. William Gorgas, who was once stationed here and helped find the
cause of yellow fever. He was also a key player in regards to the construction of the
Panama Canal
MARIA GOMEZ: CAN YOU TELL US MORE ABOUT THE PARADES?
Ray Hughston: WeU, we called it a parade, but it was merely their marching exercises.
The soldiers got out on the parade ground and marched up and down. Marching was a
part of their training. It was a part oftheir discipline, even though they were cavalry.
Yeah. I saw them march and you could be in downtown Brownsville and hear the
military band playing.

nm

MARIA GOMEZ: WHAT wAS
ECONOMY LIKE DURING THE TIME FORT
BROWN WAS STILL AN OPERATING MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT?
Ray Hughston: I was so young; I didn't really understand the economy. l know that we
didn't have television, we didn't have air conditioning, and we certainly didn't have an aiir
conditioned car. However, our family got along pretty well. Even during the Great
Depression we never missed a meal. Fort Brown did help our local economy, even
though I wasn't old enough to realize it at the time, You see those soldiers out there got
paid every month. They got paid in money every month, which wasn't the case for a lot of
people during that time.
Henry Harve: (A friend of Ray Hughston who was present during the interview): The
soldiers got paid $21.00 per month.
Ray Hughston: $21.00 per month was pretty good pay. Their salary was increased during
World War II. When I went in the base pay was up to $65.00 per month for a new recruit.
That was around 1942 or so. I thought the economy was okay but I reaUy didn't know the
difference. I can tell you that I knew we had a lot of poor people around,
MARIA GOMEZ: WHAT KINDS OF FOOD DID YOU EAT BACK THEN AS
COMPARED TO TODAY?
Ray Hughston: Pretty much the same things that I eat now, the only difference is that
back then food didn't come frozen. My mother fixed a lot of vegetables and once a week
we'd have fried chicken. A couple of times a week we'd have roast beef or little steaks.

We didn't have a lot of money, but we lived comfortably. We lived five miles out on the
highway from town.
Henry Harve: Back then, most people here in Brownsville would grow vegetables in their
gardens at home. We did, my family did. When was the hurricane?
Ray Hughston: 1933. September, 1933.
Henry Ha.rve: Yeah, 1933. I remember during that hurricane, the whole square city block
where we lived flooded. We lived right there between 1st Street and 2nd Street on
Jefferson Street. All of the people on that whole square block came to our house because
the electricity had gone out. We were the only house that had natural gas for the stove.
Well, of course the neighbors came to our house to be abJe to cook and eat because
everything was out. People in those days had a chicken pen where they kept their
chickens. I remember, I was very young, but I remember the chickens drowned in the
cages that they had, so there in our home neighbors came over and were boiling the
chickens so that they wouldn't spoil. That was how they had food to eat
MARIA GOMEZ: WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT THE CLOSING OF FORT
BROWN?
Ray Hughston: I don't remember the specific day it closed, but I do remember there was
concern over who was going to get the property. Well, it went to the city, and ultimately
to the Brownsville Junior CoUege, which became known as Texas Southmost College. I
don't know how it came about, but the Fort Brown Hotel was built over there on some of
that land back in the l9601s.
BREANNA RODRIGUEZ: WHAT DID YOU DO FOR FUN?
Ray Hughston: Well, what I did for fun had nothing to do with Fort Brown. I was a
typical kid. I joined the Boy Scouts, went to the movies on Saturday, that sort of thing.
BREANNA RODRIGUEZ: DO YOU REMEMBER HOW MUCH A MOVIE TICKET
COST?
Ray Hughston: No. I really don't. It was probably a quarter. Popcorn was a n.ickel. Then,
when I got older, I worked down there at the Queen Theater.
BREANNA RODRIGUEZ: DID YOU EVER GO TO MATAMOROS FOR FUN?
Ray Hughston: Around the time I was in high school we would sometimes slip across to
Matamoros. I had a different idea of what fun was, but again, that bas nothing to do wilh
Fort Brown.

BREANNA RODRIGUEZ: TELL US ABOUT THE $2.00 BILL STORY.
Ray Hughston: Yes, you should know about the $2.00 bill story. During World War JI,
there were a lot of Getman spies in Mexico. lt was believed that German submarines
were being supplied at ports in Mexico. The German spies had a lot of American
currency so that they could buy whatever they wanted or needed. Furthermore, some of it
was, or was thought to be, counterfeit. Well, the FBI in Mexico City, in an effort to stop
that; suggested that both the American and Mexican governments declare all U.S.
currency, except that in the possession of the banks, be declared no good. That is, all
currency except $2.00 bills and silver. Well, all of those soldiers from Fort Brown,
Harlingen, and even CoIJlus Christi, would go to Matamoros. Now whether you girls are
too young and tender to know it, there used to be one heck of a red light district in
Matamoros. It was a very popuJar place that we called Boys Town. That was the most
popular place in Matamoros and where soldiers spent money. But they spent money in
$2.00 bills for a while there during the war.
Edelstein's furniture store, down on, I think it was around 13th Street and Elizabeth
Street, would change your money to $2.00 bills. Paul Springman ran the office there and
soldiers would go in and exchange their money. My family had to get them also. So
finally, the Alliance Club [also known as the Rotary Club] thought, "Here is a way to
make a buck." They built a little building down there by the bridge and for two dollars
and a nickel you got a $2.00 bill, or you could change it for silver. They got all of those
$2.00 bills. The following day, two members of the Alliance Club would go to
Matamoros, to the restaurants, the bars, and to the houses of ill repute, and give the
proprietor a check for those $2.00 bills. They would buy those same $2.00 bills baclc that
they had sold the previous day on tbe American side.
Henry Harve: That was all that you could take across the river was $2.00 bills.
Ray Hughston: And that was all that we would spend So, the $2.00 bill thing went on for
about 3 years and was discontinued, I believe in early 1945. Of course all of those $2.00
bills went through that Alliance Club. Thousands and thousands of them every day.
BREANNA RODRIGUEZ: IS TIIERE ANYTilli�G ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO
ADD?
Ray Hughston: Well, once Warid War II started, they figured out pretty fast that they
weren't going to win it with horses. I do remember, as a boy, seeing soldiers from Fort
Brown in downtown Bro�vme. I had a couple of friends growing up whose parents
worked as civilian employees or seivice personnel out al Fort Brown. After the war
started I didn't go out there much. I didn't have any reason to.
CITLALTC LAGUNA, BRENDA VELA, MARIA GOMEZ, AND BREANNA
RODRIGUEZ IN UNISON: THANK YOU MR. HUGHSTON!

Leon Van Holsbeke
lntervicwed by Jessica Wareham

This interview took place on October 16, 2008, at the Van Holsbeke residence in Brownsville,
Texas. After his service at Fort Brown, Mr. Leon Van Holsbeke did intelligence work in Europe.
He later returned to the United States and retired in Brownsville. His wife, the former Sunshine
Reed, was an officer's daughter, and the two had met at the Fort Brown officer's club.

Mr. Leon Van Holsbeke: My name is Leon Van Holsbeke. I was stationed at Fort Brown in 1943
as a member of the 124111 Cavalry. At that time, the regimental headquarters was located at Fort
Brown, and one squadron of horse cavalry was located there. The other squadron was stationed
at Fort Ringgold, which was located in Rio Grande City. After I graduated from cavalry school, I
was assigned to Fort Brown in the 124th Cavalry.
Mrs. Van Holsbeke: As a 2nd Lieutenant.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Yes. I came through the gates at Fort Brown, that's the me.in gate, the main
gate at Fort Brown. Now, that's right by the bridge, see? It was called the Elizabeth Street
entrance. Of course all of those military gate entrances are gone now. Okay, my quarters ...
Mrs. Van Holsbeke: Officer Quarters.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: My officer quarters were located right in front of the big building, which was
the headquarters. Regimental headquarters at that time. Okay. We had a retreat parade at Fort
Brown. The whole squadron could practice maneuvers all at once and all together on that parade
ground. I was brought here to provide training for remount ho� Before that they were
dismounted.
JESSICA WAREHAM: WHAT EXACTLY IS A REMOUNT?
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Remounts were horses that were bought by the government They came from
different ranches where people would sell horses to the government, but they had to be tiained
for cavalry work. It was my duty to take those horses out and train them for cavalry business. I
also had to train the soldiers to learn how to fire their weapons from the back of a horse while
riding in the saddle. The horses had to be trained to get used to the sound of gunfire, see? That
was my job there. I had previously graduated from cavalry school at Fort Riley, Kansas. After
graduation l came to Brownsville, to Fort Brown. Now what else would you like, what other
information would you like to know?

JESSICA WAREHAM WHAT HAS CHAl"\TGED TIIE MOST ABOUT FORT BROWN?
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Okay. [Laughs]. Yes, and 1 could cry. The area where Fort Brown was
located has changed very much. Let me tell you about the structure of Fort Brown at the time I
was there. It consisted of one squadron of horse cavalry, whlch was B Troop, C Troop,
Headquarters Troop, Service Troop, and, I guess that was about it. Now, when aU of those new
horses came in for cavalry duty, it was m y job, since I'm an old horseman, to train those horses
for cavalry duty.
Do you know where the golf course is located now? The one near the college, down by the river?
Well, all of that area used to be our training ground for the horses. We used to have the jumps
put up there for the horses, and, uh, that was a wide open space for cavalry drills. We'd bring the
horses in and assign them to the different troops that were there. Fort Ringgold, which was
located at Rio Grande City, would bring their horses here for training. It got to the point,
however, where I would go to Fort Ringgold to train the horses, instead of the officers and
everything coming here to get !heir horses trained. I would instead go to Fort Ringgold to train
them at Rio Grande City.
I had met my beautiful wife at Fort Brovm, and it wasn't too long after that when I was
approached by some people from Washington, D. C. They asked me if I was interested in doing
intelligence work for the government. At that time I told them, "Anytime! Any day, anytime." I
told them that I would do anything I could do for the government. So, after that I went into
intelligence work. That is all that I can tell you.
Mrs. Van Hol.sbeke: He retired from the anny; only thing he can tell ya is that he retired as a
field officer.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Yeah. Yeah, I retired as a field officer. That's when I went into inteUigeoce
wotk.
Mrs. Van Holsbeke: When he was in intelligence, he went to Japan and Germany.
Mr. VanHolsbeke: Yeah.
Mrs. Van Holsbeke: And we've lived in Germany and we've made four trips to Europe.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: But she don't want to know that, she wants to know the history ofFcrt
Brown. You might want to interview Oscar Henslee. He was in charge of shoeing the horses here
at Fort Brown. That's where I knew him. Anyway, that is what I did here at Fort Brown. They
brought in a lot of fresh horses and since I had a background in training horses, I was assi gned to
the duties of training those horses for cavalry duty.

JESSICA WAREHAM: WHAT EXACTI.,Y DID YOU DO AS A FIELD OFFICER?
Mr. VanHolsbeke: Oh, when I was a field officer, I was already in intelligence work. I was a
lieutenant at Fort Brown. And then, ah, when the unit left Fort Browo to go to Fort Riley, for the
staging area to go to the Pacific, to go and fight in Bunna, I could not go with them because I
was reassigned and ordered to go to Washington. After that, I was no longer at Fort Brown. But,
anyway, that was the last part of the cavalry over here at Fort Brown. When they left, the
regiment left in 1944, they were dismounted. They didn't have any horses anymore. They were
dismounted when they went to fight in Burma. I remained in the service until I retired in 1962. l
went to different parts of the world doing intelligence work and counterintelhgence. Spy work
and things like that which I can't divulge, you know. Anyway.
JESSICA WAREHAM: COULD YOU DESCRIBE FORT BROWN?
Mr. VanHolsbeke: Well, Fort Brown. As you come through the main gate, on the left hand side
was the beginning of the barracks for the men ofB Troop. And, uh, in front of it was a big
parade ground and as we go on up the line was C Troop. And then from C Troop you cross over,
and there were, uh, Headquarters Troop, and Service Troop, and along there was all the horse
stables. And by the horse stables, we had the commissary where people who were in the service
could go and buy a loaf of bread for five cents.
Mrs. Van Holsbcke: No, I think the bread was two cents.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Two cents? Yeah, okay. As you come through the main gate, I descnbed to
you that B Troop was on the left side, and, further on, C Troop, and as you go up the road, there
were houses where the officers lived. The men lived in barracks. Now, on the right side was
regimental headquarters and the officer's club. And, ah, this was right in front. My house was in
front of the regimental headquarters. And along that line of where all these homes were is where
the officers lived. And then, beyond that, you had the quartermaster who issued the clothing and
supplies for the regiment. Well, not the regiment, but the squadron. That was our squadron,
because the second squadron was at Fort Ringgold. They were the Fort Ringgold cavalry.
They're all cavalry.
There was a white brick wall that went all the way around Fort Brown. A11 around where the
college is now. Do you know where Jacob Brown Auditorium is today? Well, that is on the spot
where the parade grounds were. Yeah. All of that was an open area. They had band concerts on
Sunday. There was a gazebo at Fort Brown where they used to play the music. Yeah.
Mrs. Van Holsbeke: Every S unday they used to have a military band concert and all that. People
would walk in ifyou could get in through the gates, and you coo.Id take your blankets and let
your kids run wild on the parade grounds. It was really nice. But you couldn't get in through the
gate unless you had a pass or something. They had two gates. One on Elizabeth Street aod the

other one a few blocks down at Jefferson Street near where the Oliveira library is now located.
That's where the other gate was. I remember that at one time there was a cemetery out there too.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Over by the hot.el.
Mrs. Van Holsbeke: Oh yeah, over where the resaca is.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Yeah, where the resaca hotel is, There used to be a cemetery there! Yeah.
They dug all of that up. That's where the Fort Brown Hotel and Resaca Club is today. Yeah.
Mrs. Van Holsbek:e: But it used to be a real pretty post.
Mr. Van 1-Iolsbeke: A very nice post, yeah.
Mrs. Van Holsbeke: Of course nooe of the girls went to the soldiers. It was during peace time, so
that was a no-no. And they didn't go out with sailors either. But when war broke out, it was
patriotic to go out with someone in the army. That's all that were left, 4F's.
JESSICA WAREHAM: COULD YOU SAY TIIAT AGAIN?
Mrs. Van Holsbek:e: No oncwent out with soldiers before the war. After the war started, then it
was patriotic to go out with them. But that's all that was left, soldiers. Because the rest of the
men were 4F's. 4F's were the people that didn't make it into the service.
Mr. Van Holsbek:e: Well, Fort Brown was just a nice little post, you know. There were the
parade grounds, headquarters, and the regimental headquarters. Our general was a one-star
general, a brigadier. His headquarters was at Fort Macintosh in Laredo. He'd come down once
in a while to visit us at Fort Brown, and he would also visit Fort Rin ggold, That was about it.
See, we were part of the First Cavalry Division. Over many years they divided the troops up
along the border. There were several military posts along the border including Fort Brown, Fort
Ringgold, and Fort Macintosh, see? That was part of the division. The division was stationed at
Fort Bliss, Texas. [Near El Paso]. In.fact, I used to go train horses there when I was an enlisted
man. They had me go there. Ha ha! But anyway, from there, I was recommended for a cavalry
OCS, and I went to cavalry school. Then l came to Fort Brown. But that's about it. There wasn't
too much to talk about, uh, about the layout of the place, because, it was just a little place out
here at the end of town, you know.
JESSICA WAREHAM: DID FORT BROWN BEING OPEN AFFECT THE BROWNSVILLE
ECONOMY AT ALL?
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Well, I don't know if it affected the economy, she might know, because she
was a civilian at that time there. Did the military affect Brownsville?

Mrs. Van Holsbeke: No, I don't think so,

Mr. Van Holsbeke: I don't think they fooled around much in town. Not when I was there! Yeah,
maybe Matamoros. The soldiers went more to Matamoros than they did to Brownsville. They
had a few open bars here where the men could go. But, ah, there were too many military police
around so the soldiers didn't take too many chances getting intoxicated, you know? Because the
military police would pick them up, see? But what the heck, a soldier is a soldier, you know,
what the heck?
·Mrs.Van Holsbeke: I remember the convent that was here in Brownsville. There used to be an
army truck that would take the children from Fort Brown to school. There were three sisters from
Fort Brown that went to school. We used to call one of them "Sergeant Perry" because that was
her father's name. They were fighters, those three, ha, ha, ha! I thought that it was real nice of
the service to take the kids to school and pick them up.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Yeah, that was it.
Mrs. Van Holsbekc: I remember going to the commissary at Fort Brown with my mother to buy
canned goods and all that. Of course the Coast Guard always bought from there also.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Well, like I said, where the golfcourse is now, that was the training ground
for our cavalry work, you know? We would take the horses out there and train them. On the days
that we would fire the weapons, they notified the police in Brownsville about what we were
gonna do. Because, you know, they thought that someone was crossing the river and shooting at
us, you know? But anyway. The horses got used to the firing. That was quite a deal.
Mrs. VanHolsbeke: Where did you guys eat, did you eat at the officer's club? Where did you go
eat?
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Well, I used to eat at Landrum's a lot Right outside the gate. Landrum's,
yeah. Well, they had an officer's mess also, you know. But you get tired of that officer's mess,
you know. You had to go outside the fort and eat sometimes.
Mrs. Van Holsbcke: There was a big nightclub across the river called The Drive-In. It might still
be there, but it's not like it was during the war. Oh, my. There was a real good band there, and
outside, during the summer, we had all of our dances.
Mr. Van Holsbeke: Let me go ahead and get up. I'll show you my old rumy boots ...

Jim Pace
Interview by David Silva and Ozie! Gamboa
David Silva and Oziel Gamboa arrived at the home of Jim Pace in Brownsville, Texas, on
Saturday, September 20, 2008, for an interview regarding memories ofFort Brown.
DAVID SILVA: COULD YOU TELL ME WHAT YOU REMEMBER ABOUT FORT
BROWN?
Jim Pace: During the time that I remember Fort Brown, the 124th Cavalry v.'3S stationed
there. They left to fight in World War Il shortly after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.
Many ofthe buildings, which today are part of the University ofTexas at Brownsville,
were once in use by the militey at Fort Brown. For example, the art building used to be
the guardhouse for prisoners. Where the Science and Engineering Building is today used
to be where the horse stables were located. Up near International Boulevard is where the
barracks for the soldiers were located All the area where Jacob Brown Auditorium is
currently located used to be the parade grounds. There used to be a little road by the
parade grounds that was called the Colonel's Road because the colonels and lieutenant
colonels had their homes there. The backside of there, facing the resaca, was where the
majors and captains lived There was no development of any kind in that area back then
where you now have the college donnitories and the catholic chancellery. There was
nothing there.
AI; a boy, my parents used to drive us back behind there, along the river, to the spot
where Major Jacob Brown was killed during the Mexican War. He had been killed by
Mexican artillery fire. We used to pick wild blueberries and blackberries back there in the
mid 1930's.
Every Sunday afternoon there was a parade at Fort Brown where the different units of the
regiment would ride on horseback.
DAVID SILVA: WERE IBEY ALL DRESSED UP?
Jim Pace: Oh yeah. After the parade there was a concert in the gazebo where the military
band would play. I remember being out there when I was 3 or 4 years old and wanting to
play in the band One time I took my drum and played with the soldiers. At the end of the
concert, the band director came over to my older sister, who is 4 years older than I am,
and he said, "Please tell your mother not to let your brother bring his drum next time." So
anyways, that was my little bobble at Fort Brown. (Chuckles). I guess I wa.� about 12
years old when the soldiers pulled out ofFort Brown for good in 1944.
Do you know who Roy Mitte is? His father was a sergeant at Fort Brown. Roy was one
year behind me and graduated in 1949. He went to college in San Marcos on a basketball
scholarship and later became a millionaire in the insurance business. His money provided

for much of the recent renovation that took place at Dean Porter Park. [Also known as
Ringgold Park]. Anyway, he is an example of a connection wi1h Fcrt Brown.
DAYID SILVA: HOW DID TIIB LOCAL CITIZENS OF BROWNSVILLE VIEW
FORT BROWN? WHAT DID IBEY TillNK OF THE SOLDIERS?
Jim Pace; Well, let me tell you this. Any high school girl that dated a soldier was
considered to be a bad girl.
DAYID SILVA: (CHUCKLES) A BAD GIRL?
Jim Pace: Grandview. She put out. (More laughter). You haven't heard that expression?
Even after the soldiers left, during World War Il, we had a Coast Guard base out there
and several of the high school girls started dating them. Well, the high school boys
wouldn't touch them after that, they were considered spoiled. You see the soldiers in
those days would go to the red light district over in Matamoros. Back then you didn't
have penicillin, so they had an army aid station right there on Twelfth Street. It was there
to treat the soldiers.
DAYID SILVA: WHAT OTIIER COMMODITIES DID FORT BROWN OFFER THE
SOLDIERS?
Jim Pace: Well, I just remember that the soldiers didn't have much money. The pay for
soldiers at the start of World War II was around $21.00 a month. Now gasoline was about
eighteen cents per gallon, and since my father was a grocer, I can tell you that pinto beans
were five cents a pound. I remember 1he day after Pearl Harbor; people came in to our
store to buy gasoline because they knew it was going to be rationed. Kind of like today
when we're going to get a hurricane. Back then people came in with five gallon buckets
and said, "Fill it up, fill it up, fill it up!" My dad had a country store on Central Boulevard
where Autrey's Pharmacy is located today. He had about eight gasoline pumps in front of
this old wooden country store.
OZIEL GAMBOA: HOW DID THEWAR AFFECT EVERYDAY LIFE?
Jim Pace: To begin with, everything was rationed. For example, you had to have coupons
to buy gasoline. You could only buy so many gallons of gasoline per month. All canned
goods were rationed and so was meat. Some of the local retailers crossed meat from
Matamoros, but it wasn't official meat. It hadn't been approved by our government. Shoes
were also rationed. I don't remember exactly, but I think you could only get about one or
two pair a year. Clothing was re-used. Everything else went to the military. My dad and a
few others would go out and turn on the lights at Tucker Field, where Sam's Stadium is
today, and then go out to Port Isabel to see if they could see those lights. They did that
because there were German submarines in the Gulf of Mexico during the war. Port Is11bel
and Los Fresnos had to play their ball games somewhere else because 1hey didn't want
any lights showing on the coastline.

The bead of the Brownsville Navigation District was a man by the name of Fritz
Hofmokel. His daughter still lives here in Brownsville. He had been a German submarine
captain during World War L Because of his German background, the FBI began to
investigate him during World War II and he w� ordered to relocate to San Antonio.
WeJl, he continued to run the Brownsville Navigation District through his assistant
director by 1elephone from San Antonio.
My dad started off making a hundred dollars per month as a grocery clerk in 1927. That's
the year he and my mother came to Brownsville from a little town outside of San Antonio
called Nixon. We lived in a little two-room apartment behind the store. When the Great
Depression hit, the man who owned the grocery store wanted to get out of the business,
and his son didn't want it, so he offered it to my dad.
When the Hurricane of 1933 hit this area it flooded downtown Brownsville, including the
Piggly Wiggly, which was the major grocery provider at the time. Well, that hurricane
stopped the downtown business for about two weeks. So dad contacted the Swift and
Annour meat-paclcing company in San Antonio, the Hygeia milk company outside the
Brownsville area, and the Rainbow bread company, and he said, "Bring it by the truck
load" As a result, my dad was the on1y supplier of those goods in Brownsville for about
two weeks. From that, he went down to the bank and paid off six months of payments
just from the money he made during that time.
I remember during Wocld War II, the Brownsville Herald all of a sudden came out on the
front page with a story about a German submarine being spotted right there under the
bridge going to Mexico. Well, the date was April 1st, April Fool's Day! That was in
1944, I believe. They ismied two-dollar bills during the war because they knew Gennany
didn't have two-dollar bills.
OZIEL GAMBOA: HOW DID TIIB CWSING OF FORT BROWN AFFECT
BROWNSVJLLE?
Jim Pace: Maybe some of the downtown merchants were affected a little bit, but I don't
think that the economy ofBrownsville was hurt very much. Most of the soldiers at Fort
Brown didn't make enough money to do much shopping. They had their food and
clothing provided, so most of their money was spent on entertainment over in
Matamoros. Probably Matamoros was hurt more by the closing of }'ort Brown than
Brownsville. Elizabeth Street, Washington Street and Adams Street were the main areas
where you might see soldiers in Brownsville.
OZIEL GAMBOA: DID YOU KNOW A LOT OF PEOPLE WHO DIED OURl�G
WORLD WAR II?
Jim Pace: The first time I saw my father cry was when he heard that the son of a good
friend of his had died. His friend came in one day and slapped a little package on the
countertop and said, "That is what they gave me for my son." It was a purple heart.

Katie C. Maranitch
Interviewed by Maria Jose Ramirez
Katie C. Maranitch lived at Fort Brown as a young girl and graciously agreed to share her
memories during an interview on November 10, 2008. The interview was conducted at
her home in Brownsville, Texas.
Katie C. Maranitch: So, what would you like to know?
MARJA JOSE RAMIREZ: DO YOU HAVE ANY MEMORIES ABOUT FORT
BROWN? THE HOUSES, THE MILITARY ACTIVITIES, ETC?
Katie C. Maranitch: Well, I remember that the street running parallel to Fort Brown was
called 18th Street. It is known as International Boulevard today. It wasn't evai. paved
back in those days.
MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ: WHERE DID YOU GO TO SCHOOL?
Katie C. Maranitch: Well, some of the kids went to public schools, but I went to school
over at the convent.
MARIA JOSE RAMJREZ: AT SAINT MARY'S?
Katie C. Maranitch: No. No, not at St. Mary's. No, the convent was over there near
downtown. It was a big square-shaped area. There was a big convent and a little convent.
My sister Mary Ann went to the little convent, while me and my little sisters went to the
big convent. They would take us on an army ''bus." There were these big steps on the
army trucks that they put on so that we kids could climb in and they would take us to
school. The military school bus had side bai.ches built into the back so we could sit, but
there were too many kids so they put another bench in the middle. They put steps in so
that we would be able to get in and out. They would take us to the convent and would
next go to the public schools. Later, I was changed to another school, so I had to take
another bus to get there. There were two Fort Brown trucks that took the kids to school.
They were only used to take the kids to school that lived within Fort Brown. Bull Young
or some other soldier would watch us and make sure we didn't fall out of the truck or
something. So we went to school in army trucks.
MARJA JOSE RAMIREZ: WAS YOUR FATHER IN THE MILITARY AT FORT
BROWN?
Katie C. Maranitch: Yeah, he was in the military.
MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ: WHAT WAS ms RANK?

Katie C. Maranitch: Oh, he was just a regular soldier. He was a "ware master." That's
what they called him. He was in charge of four warehouses. He was in charge of those
and there was also a little gas station on post. I don't know if it's still there. But it was
there for a long time. There was a little gas station on post where the trucks would get
gas, and there was ancther place where they would fix and repair the trucks.
MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ: LIKE A MECHANIC?
Katie C. Maranitch: Yeah. All of that has changed out there now. I haven't been out there
to Fort Brown in a long time, and I don't feel like going there. We used to have so much
flm. I have a lot of good memories living there at the fort In 1940 we were transferred to
a military base in Florida, so we bad to move and live over there for a while.
I remember there was a little chapel inside Fort Brown. We would go there and attend
church. Sometimes they had Catholic masses there. They would hold different sctvices
there for people of different religions.
MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ: SO THEY HAD ONE CHAPEL FOR EVERYONE'/
Katie C. Maranitch: Yes, for everyone. It was a big church and everyone who was a
Christian would go there.
MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ: HOW LONG DID YOU LIVE AT FORT BROWN?
Katie C. Maranitch: At the post? Well, I can't remember exactly. We left in 1940 to go to
Florida. They bad transferred my futher over there so we had to move. I just remember
that when we lived at Fort Brown we had a lot of fun. We would go swimming in the
resaca. It was really nasty sometimes, but we would go swimming in there anyway. The
barracks where the soldiers lived were near the resaca. The soldiers would eat their meals
near there also. The resaca (often referred to as "Horseshoe Lake"] was an oval shape.
There was a thing there that we could jump off of. They had a board for that and we
could jump off of it into the resaca. There was also a swimming pool at Fort Brown, but
they didn't keep it up all the time. Besides, my mother and dad didn't like it because it
was between the barracks and the soldiers, and they didn't want us going over there.
Next to that they had ajailhouse, and sometimes they had a lot of guys in there. One of
the biggest buildings was the hospital. It is part of the college today. Yeah, I remember
when there was a sickness, everybody at Fort Brown would be lined up at the post
hospital and everyone had to get a shot. That, I remember. I also remember that is where
the babies were born. Right there in the post hospital. That is where they would deliver
the babies. That was where the mothers would deliver their babies. It was upstairs.
I also remember the horses. They were really mean. They also had a cannon at Fort
Brown. It was on the big field where they would parade. Right at 5:00 a.m. th ey would let
that cannon go, It would make a lot ofnoise. Every morning at 5:00 a.m. We knew what

time it was because of that cannon. Don't let anyone tell you othenvise because we lived
there, I know.
MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ: THE HOSPITAL IS NOW CAUED GORGAS HALL. IT IS
WHERE TIIE COILEGE PRESIDENT NOW HAS AN OFFICE.
Katie C. Maranitch: We lived way in the back ofFort Brown where the houses were
along the resaca. One time there was a storm and we bad to move out of our house
because it was too close to the Rio Grande. They were afraid that we would fall into the
river. That is how close our house was to it. I don't think that house is there anymore.
Most of the houses had screened-in porches. There was a house for the commander and a
whole bunch of houses for the officers.
The soldiers rode horses. They didn't let us ride the ho!'lles, but they were really big
horses. Sometimes they would let us go and see the honies.
In the middle of the island out there in the resaca, that is where they buried all the dead.
They moved them somewhere. [The Fort B rown IDllitary cemetery was relocated to
Pine,11.le, Louisiana in 1911.] There was a big house out there on the island where the
caretaker once lived.
We would buy candy and stuff at the Post Exchange. There was a chapel on post and
another big store. There was also a barbershop.
During the hurricane of 1933 we had t.o move from our house because it was too close to
the river. They were afraid our house would slide off into the river. I remember walking
down where International Boulevard is today. That was called 18th Street. It was so
muddy after the storm. We walked all the way down to whete the Kentucky Fried
Chicken place is now. That is where my aunt lived. She used to own that property. That's
where we stayed and slept when the big sto1m came. That stonn was really bad.
MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ: WHERE WAS THE ENTRANCE TO FORT BROWN?
Katie C. Maranitch: There was one entrance at the end ofElizabeth Street. Soldiers
guarded the entrance and watched everyone who went in and went out. There was also a
big fence there that went around the post They used to get mad at us because we were
always going in and out on our bicycles. Sometimes we would leave our bikes there and
ask the guards to watch them for us. But they were good about it.
Yeab, we lived in the post but all we kids wanted to do was eat, play, and swim. That was
all we thought about. We didn't think about anything, you know? Who cares!
I remember one time they had a military funeral. They would have the soldier's boots
turned backwards in the stirrups. I think that it was Mr. Bescott who had been killed by a
horse. William Bescott. They took his horse to the funeral and they had the boots turned
backwards.

Our grandmother lived with us for a while, with me, my sisters, and my mom and dad.
Then we moved to Florida in 1940. After a while we came back to Brownsville. My
daddy had died over there and my mother wanted to bury him here, so we all came back
in the train.
I remember that there used to be a parade ground at Fort Brown. That was where the
soldiers would sometimes march. I didn't pay too much attention to the troops. Mostly we
just liked to play.

MARIA JOSE RAMIREZ AND KATIE C. MARANITCH

II

Joe I. Trevino
Interviewed by Alexandra Mora
Joe I. Trevi.lio graciously agreed to an interview on October 7, 2008, in regards to Fort
Brown and the surrounding area. He is a long-time resident of Brownsville and is the
owner ofTrevino Funeral Home.
ALEXANDRA MORA: OKAY. WHAT IS YOUR NAME AND WHERE WERE
YOU BORN?
Joe Trevino: My name is Joe I. Trevino. I was born here in Brownsville in May 1927. I
was born about half a block from one of the entrances to Fort Brown. We Jived at 1409
E. Jefferson Street.
ALEXANDRA MORA: DO YOU REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT FORT
BROWN AS AN OPERATING FORTI WHAT DID IT DO?
Joe Trevino: Oh, yes. Well, I remember that Fort Brown had two entrances. One was on
Elizabeth Street and the other was on Jefferson Street. I lived very near to the one on
Jefferson Street. AB kids we would use the Fort Brown polo grounds as a playground.
We used to go over there and do a lot of our playing. We used to go to the stables where
they had the horses and where they would store the hay. We used to undo bails of hay
and make a cushion, and then we would jump from way up arui bounce. We would also
go fislring in the back of Fort Brown. I remember we would go over to the lake
[Horseshoe LakeJ where we used to go diving for things. When the cavalry soldiers
would use their horses to go across that resaca in maneuvers, they would sometimes
drop things like spoons and knifes into the water. We would go and, you know, have a
lot of fun just searching. They used to have their place in the back where they practiced
shooting their guns and the machine guns and all their equipment. We used to go and
watch them. We watched them play polo and we watched them have baseball games.
There were several troops. Each troop would call itselfby name and they would play
each other. We would pick up broken bats and fix them to play with later on. And balls,
we used to go pick them up when they were in areas where they couldn't find them.
ALEXANDRA MORA: DID FORT BROWN, WHILE IT WAS STILL OPERATING,
AFFECT YOUR LIFE IN ANYWAY'l
Joe Trevino: Well, l was just a k.id. l left to go to World War II, and Fort Brown was
still functioning. The 124th Cavalry was there. When you ask me ifit affected my life in
anyway, well, when it closed down I was no longer a kid at play wanting to go for
purposes of entertainment. I do remember that Fort Brown had a time in the morning for
reveille, and in the evening time they would blow taps. Because we only lived a half
block from Fort Brown, I could hear the band playing on the field when they were
marching. But as far as it affecting me in anyway, T never earned anything by going in
there. All ofmy littlejobs were outside when I was a real young kid. I had to stop going
over to Fort Brown as much when 1 needed to wOik. a little more, tha t shortened my
time going there. But it was always a place to go, either to drive around, watch them
march, or watch them go through maneuvers.

ALEXANDRA MORA: SO WERE THERE MJLITARY FORCES IN THE STREETS
OFTEN? WOULD THEY EVER GO OUTSIDE THE FORTI WOULD TIIE
SOLDIERS EVER LEAVE FORT BROWN?
Joe Trevino: They would come out of the fort through the gate that was at the Jefferson
a,
Street entrance and go on maneuvers. They would go down 18 Street close to the river
until they would reach a place, I fcrget the name of it, over by Pahnito Hill. On the way
to Boca Chica Beach there is a place called Palmito Hill, and they had a little fort out
there. The government had a place out there where they stayed. It wasn't an enclosed
fort but they would stay out there with their horses for a period of time. I guess the
maneuvers going and coming from there were important to them to know how to travel.
They went in and out of there often doing that. Other than that, that street was, for the
most part. not used. My front street, which was the outlet to the Fort Brown gate was
never used other than when they had liberty, or, I don't know what they call it in the
army. When they were released in the afternoons to go out, the soldiers would walk by
there going to town, or they would go through the Eli:mbeth Street gate. That was their
way of �g in and out. It was right there in front ofmy house.
ALEXANDRA MORA: WERE ANY OF YOUR FAMJLY MEMBERS IN FORT
BROWN AS A SOLDIER?
Joe Trevino: No, no. I had no military people that were related to me, no.
ALEXANDRA MORA: DID YOU XNOW ANY OF THE SOLDIERS IN FORT
BROWN?
Joe Trevino: Yeah. I knew several of them.
ALEXANDRA MORA: AS FRIENDS?
Joe Trevino: Yes, they became very good friends. We would sec them almost everyday,
e.1pecially when they would leave the fort area. A lot of the soldiers married girls from
Brownsville. Some of our frien� down the block and up the block were a result ofFort
Brown soldiers. There were a lot of marriages between the local girls and the soldiers.
1h
11,
First, from the 12 Cavalry, and then from the 124 Cavalry. These marriages produced
a lot ofkids. Kids my age had fathers from the 12th Cavalry, some of whom fought in
1h
World War I. The 12th Cavalry was from earlier times and the 124 Cavalry came right
after the war started, I think, and replaced them. They were more modem in equipment
and everything. I forget what became of the 12th Cavalry or where they went I dau't
know where those old friends that 1 knew moved to. There are still some of the
descendants around right now that I can maybe name. One that was very popular,
because he was a captain, was Leon Van Holsbeke. He married Sunshine Reed Van
Holsbeke. Do you know him?
ALEXANDRA MORA: ONE OF MY FELLOW CLASSMATES IS GOING TO
INTERVIEW BOTH OF THEM.
Joe Trevino: Well, Leon Van Holsbeke was a soldier at Fort Brown, and he married
Sunshine Reed who was from here. He was an officer and he was a very friendly guy.
He used to go up and down our street all the time. There was another guy at Fort Brown
that I remember by the name of Bull Young. He was one of the young MP's. He was a

vt--ry big, strong man and would be out on the streets watching over the behavior of the
soldiers when they were out on liberty. Another guy from Fort Brown that I remember
used to pitch for B Troop, and he became a well known pitcher. His name was Robert
Champion. He was a local boy, from a local family, and his parents were from right
here in Brownsville. How be went into service I don't remember, but later on he was a
fireman, and be lived here all his life. He was a good pitcher.
ALEXANDRA MORA: WHAT WAS A REGULAR DAY LIKE AT FORT BROWN?
WHAT ALL WOULD HAPPEN THERE?
Joe Trevino: I don't know what the soldiers themselves did other than always taking
care of their horses. You know, it was cavalry. They were always feeding them and
bathing them. I don't know if they bad to exercise them all the time or what, but taking
care of their horses was the primary thing they did. That, and learning how to maneuver.
The cavalry would go on those long trips because, at times, in wars, they fought with
cavalry, you know. They would use cavalry in jungle areas and places. They had their
specialty. They used some of the Fort Brown cavalry in the war, in Wocld War II.
ALEXANDRA MORA: AFTER FORT BROWN CLOSED, HOW DO YOU THINK
IT AFFECTED THE AREA?
Joe Trevino: Well, little by little, the area where Fort Brown was located began to
change. First, for instanci; the college moved into the barracks area and where the old
hospital used to be. They also moved into where the old jail was, and they formed
classrooms out there. I graduated from Brownsville Junior College in 1948. I still have
my ring. That was the year the college moved over there to the old Fort Brown property.
In 1949, the name of the college changed to Texas Southmost College. That was the
year my wife graduated from college. Anyway, they started to move all of the big
houses and all the homes where the officers bad lived. Llttle by little, people started
buying those houses and moved them out of the Fort Brown area. Eventually the fence
was tom down. There used to be a fence all along Fort Brown and on around 18th Street.
It ran way back in there. That was the fence that formed the boundaries of Fort Brown.
Because of the proximity of Fort Brown to my house, it was my backyard almost, you
know. I went in and out of there like I owned it Yeah, and we were always treated right.
The soldiers were good to us. We were little punks running around, you know, trying to
take advantage of anything we could. Like getting balls and getting broken bat� and
stufffrom them. That's what we played with later on. Ofwhat else it did since nothing
was operating out of Fort Brown by the city I can't remember. Fort Brown sold its
properties, but bow it affected the community, I can't remember.
ALEXANDRA MORA: SO IT DIDN'T HAVE A MAJOR EFFECT ON THE REST
OF THE COMMUNITY?
Joe Trevino: I would say, if we're talking about when the military was there and having
all those people there, what they did for us, rm sure itw-.is important for a lot of people.
The soldiers would come into town and make purchases and all kinds ofthings. But
when they were removed from here, I don't know �actly what areas ofbusiness
suffered when they left, you know. I'm sure there were areas where the soldiers spent
money and that helped some people. I was only a kid then. I went into the service when
I was seventeen.

ALEXANDRA MORA: DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER MEMORIES YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SHARE?
Joe Trevino: .Any other memcries about Fort Brown that I would like to share? Well
Fort Brown, like I said, it was an important part of my life during my growing stages.
We had a place that we could go to and have fun, without drugs. Without having to do,
you know, what kids growing up do now. The only thing we did was to swim across the
river and go steal watermelom from the ranches on the other side.
ALEXANDRA MORA: DO YOU REMEMBER ANYTIIlNG ABOUT
MATAMOROS? HOW IT WAS AT THE TIME?
Joe Trevino: Matamoros? We didn't visit Matamoros very much. I remember the
passport my mother used to have had all of the kids on it. We went over there to buy
food you know, but that was about it.

JOE I. TREVINO

Eduardo Ramos
Interviewed by Gabriela Gutierrez
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: DO YOU HAVE ANY MEMORIES OF FORT BROWN?
Eduardo Ramos: Well, what I know about Brownsville, here, and what I remember about Fort
Brown, is that the whole cavalry would come out ofFort Brown at times and travel up the
Military Highway. They would stop at places, for example, at La Paloma, and they would stop at
Los Indios. They would make stops to rest their horses. The men would take water and rest, and
many would walk on foot for exercising. From there they would continue on until reaching Santa
Maria. At Santa Maria the men restoo, brushed the horses, got the horses out, and did everything.
And then, later, depending on how long they lasted for over there, they would return back to Fort
Brown. People would watch the soldiers coming, and would give us a taste, because we're so
used to ranch lifestyle with animals, but the soldier's horses were fine ones and pretty ones,
while ours were, well, very skinny.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: HOW DID FORT BROWN AFFECT YOUR LIFE?
Eduardo Ramos: W eti it didn't affect me at all because I did not have anything to do with them,
really. I would just look at them walking here and there and everyone knew they were going to
the Fort in Brownsville. I started to know Fort Brown better when I was already older though.
Because that's when I started to pay more attention to it. I mean, what else I can tell you about
this in history?
GABRIELA GUTIBRREZ: HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOU HEARD THEY WERE
CLOSING DOWN FORT BROWN?
Eduardo Ramos: Well, Fort Brown still exists in name. What they did with that location was to
relocate the college. What else could one say? The government does things when they want to.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: DID YOU EVER GO INSIDE OF FORT BROWN'/
Eduardo Ramos: I never did, not at that time, no. I don't think that people were allowed in there
because it was owned by the government They had stables there which were the same as the
ones in Santa Maria. People couldn't enter in there, but you could watch what was happening.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: WERE YOU HAPPY OR SAD WHEN YOU REALIZED IBAT
THEY WERE CLOSING FORT BROWN?
Eduardo Ramos: Well, like I said before, I didn't have any coot.act with anyone in Fort Brown. If
I were a person working there or something I would feel sad because they would have taken my
job away. But that wasn't the case. I on1y saw Fort Brown from the outside. I worked here in
Brownsville.

GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: :00 YOU HAVE ANY OTHER MEMORIES OF FORT BROWN?
Eduardo Ramos: No. like I said before, I just remember watching them pass through the streets
or going to the stables. When they got to Los Indios, they would stop, walk with the horses for a
while, and then they would go back to their route again. Well, what else can I tell you?
Everything is different now compared to back then. Now the streets are all clean, but at that time
they were only made of dirt.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: ARE THERE ANY FINAL WORDS OR STORIES YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SHARE WITH ME?
Eduardo Ramos: Well, what else can I tell you?
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: DO YOU HAVE AN.Y MORE MEMORIES ABOUT THE
HORSES?
Eduardo Ramos: Well, the horses were beautiful, and they were tine horses. Toe soldiers would
always be brushing them, showering them, or feeding them. They were all big horses, no small
ones. But then, the government always had better things.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: WHAT DID THE SOLDIERS WEAR?
Eduardo Ramos: They would wear green uniforms. They wore boots up to their knees, and they
had these little metal things on their boots to hit the horses with to make them go. But it wasn't
like the ones the cowboys have; it was just a small thing, because the horses were sensitive. With
just a little jeb those horses would go. But, like the cowboys, they had these little metal circles oo
their boots. It was very different, but it was like I said before, they had their animals very well
cared for and fed, The soldiers also had rifles and .45s. For them, if it was to shoot, it was to kill.
That's how it was.
They would come up the Military Highway to where the Catholic Church in Santa Maria is. Just
where the church is, there was the road where they would go. But they started to change things
around and now it's not the same as it was before. But the place is still there, near the Catholic
Church.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: DID YOU EVER SEE A FIGHT TIIERE?
Eduanlo Ramos: No, no, not there.
GABRIELAGUTIER.RBZ:ANDFORTBROWN?
Eduardo Ramos: Well no, but I did on other side of the river.

GABBY: DID THE SOLDIERS LIVE THERE AT FORT BROWN?
Eduardo Ramos: Yes, they lived there. They usually only left when they had to patrol from one
place to another. Another reason was that the horses needed to exercise and walk, not just stay
there in the stable, which was one of the reasons why they would patrol. It's the same thing like
with us, you have me sitting down the whole day and then sometimes I have trouble standing up.
I have to walk and exercise for a while.
GABRIELA GUTIERREZ: DO YOU HAVE ANY FINAL WORDS TO SAY ABOUT FORT
BROWN?
Eduardo Ramos: What else can I tell you? That was the only thing I would see and I took notice
of. I wish I was one of those big soldiers that worked there, but no, I was too young at that time. I
would only see them sometimes when they stopped in Los Indios or at La Paloma along the
Military Highway.
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Harry Sexton
Interviewed by Mr. Ramiro Cantu
Harry Sexton: Well, tell me what school you are going ro?
RAMIRO CANTU: I ATTEND THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT BROWNSVILLE.
I AM IN A NEW PROGRAM CALLED THE MATH & SCIENCE ACADEMY. I
WOULD LIKE TO Ki'IOW ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCES AT FORT BROWN. FOR
EXAMPLE, WHAT WAS THE ECONOMY LIKE THERE AT FORT BR0\1/1''?
WHAT DID PEOPLE DO? WHAT KIND OF JOBS DID PEOPLE HAVE?
Harry Sexton: Well, I was only a kid back then you see. I was still a young boy. I got into
a lot of mischief out there at Fort Brown. But I also had some good friends that were
soldiers out there. Fort Brown has quite a history. Originally, it was called Fort Texas.
The fort was renamed because of the death of Major Jacob Brown. Did you know that?
RAMIRO CANTU: NO.
Harry Sexton: The fort came about after General Zachary Taylor won a battle at Palo
Alto and then another at Resaca de la Palma. Have you heard about those battles?
RAMIRO CANTU: YES.
Harry Sexton: Well, Fort Brown was still around in my time. Every morning you could
hear the ''WHOOM" of the Fort Brown cannon going off. You could hear it all over. I
lived in West Brownsville and you could hear the noise of the cannon going off aero�
town. After that they had reveille. In the evening, you could hear the bugler playing taps.
I remember that they had a big megaphone out there that the bugler would blow his horn
into. The sound would carry a long way. Where the oollege is now used to be a polo field.
That is where they held the polo matches and horse races and all kinds of stuff like that.
There was also an entrance inro the fort right there near the Gateway Bridge. It was called
Kings Point They had a big fence that ran along the front of the fort and extended all the
way around to the back. It was about 5 feet high. They also had an army band. Every
Sunday the military band would play out there on the parade field. A lot of us kids wl'tdd
go out there with our mothers. We'd goof off, you know, all kinds of things. But we had a
lot of fun. On the main street in Fort Brown were the officers' homes. They faced the polo
grounds. Well, there were a bunch of sour orange trees that had been planted there. Those
oranges looked nice but we found out that they didn't taste good. We'd go over there and
pick three or four of those sour oranges and take 1hem back to wtiere tl:te band was
playing in the gazebo. That gazebo wa s made out of wood and wire. I don't know how
they got the entire band in there but they did, man. One particular time we got some of
those sour oranges and started looking right at one of those players. We would squeeze
that orange and get ready to pitch it. Ah man, it was awful what we done. Well. here
comes thebandmaster to chase us off. Things like that, that's the kind of things we would

do. I'll tell you about another time. I belonged to a Boy Scout troop. It was Troop 29.
Two or three ofus Boy Scouts from West Brownsville got a bugle and went out to Fort
Brown. It was after taps and the lights at the fort were already out. We crossed the big
parade ground and got to that big megaphone I was telling you about My buddy with the
bugle got behind that megaphone and started blowing bis bugle into iL "Too, Toot, Too,
Too, Toot, Toot, Too, Too." And then we all l'1ID. back across the fence. We looked back
over there and you could see all the lights coming on. It was a big deal. There was a big
deal made about that. They didn't like that at all (laughs). We thought it was funny. There
was just a lot of things out there man.
I had these two friends ofmine out there. One was called Porky Palmer, and the other
was Fred Zursher. They were both in the Quartennasters. They had been in the Army for
many, many, many years. Porky had been in for so long that they bad lost his records.
They didn't know how long he had been in. He had been in the Philippines before World
War I. It was awful. Porky had fallen into a bamboo trap over there. It was a hole in
which was placed shaq>ened bamboo sticks. He fell on one and it went up in his shoulder.
He was in bad shape for a long time. That was all before my time. Another time, Porky
was coming back from Matamoros. He took a shortcut back to the barracks and fell into
the officers' swimming pool which had been drained. They looked for Porky for about
three days. Finally, somebody cutting the grass out there looked down and there was old
Porky laying down there in the bottom of the empty swimming pool. They got him out,
took him to the infirmary, and he came out of it alright. Lal-er, they decided it was time to
send him to the old folks' home in Washington, D.C. And that is what they did. But after
just a short time, here he came back again. He wouldn't stay there in the old folks' home
so they brought him back here. They put him back in the same barrack he was in before.
He had a foot locker down at the foot ofhis bed. We used to kid him about his false teeth.
"Hey Porky! Where are your false teeth?" He'd say, "Over there in my feet locker!" You
know, that sort ofthing. He stayed at Fort Brown until he died. He would help take care
of the grounds. He would dig around the flower beds and stuff like that That was
something else.
Fort Brown was a real pretty place back then. It was cavalry then. They all had horses.
They all rode horses. Me and my brother used to go out there. He had a pony named
"pumpkin." My brother had caught this horse oul on the flats. They used to call it
'Jackass flats" because there were hundreds and hundreds ofdonkeys out there, plus the
cows and all of that. [The "flats" or "jackass flats" is an open expanse oflaod between
Brownsville and the Gulf of Mexico]. You might have heard ofthat? But anyway, he
went out there and somehow or another, whoever was responsible out there, told him that
ifhe could catch a horse, he could have it for a dollar. So he caught the horse. It took him
all day, but he caught that horse and he broke that horse. Man, it would run. Man, that
thing could run! After a while, we would take it out to Fort Brown. They let my brother
race that horse one time because every so often they had races out there. So they let him
race with the Army. You know, they had those big old clod hoppers. They had those big
old cavalry horses. And here was that little pony that my brother had. So after that they
said, "No, no, no. We don't want no more of that!" So, that was the end of our horse
racing. But, yea, we had a lot of fun. But anyways, that's about it. Other than the time

when we kept the horses pastured out there by the resaca as you come into Brownsville.
Out there by Central Boulevard. We kept the horses on the opposite side of the highway.
We wouldn't go on the other side because we bad been told that's where they amputated
arms and legs and that is where they threw them into the resaca We wouldn't swim on
that side. We would go to the other side. But that is where we kept the horses. One
afternoon we went to get the horses. There was about six of us and along the way,
somewhere along the way, we realized that the horses were gone. The gate was open and
the horses were gone. And man, we looked high and low but couldn't find them. Finally,
after some time, my horse came back into the pasture and he was beat up something
awful. He had whip matks on him and the like. And then another horse or two came in
and they were all bloody and beat up. My brother's horse came in and its tail had been
ripped off. We found out later that all of this had been the work of smugglers from
Mexico. They had come over and got the horses and sruff. I don't know what they were
smuggling back, but they were smuggling liquor. There wasn't no dope back then, but
there was liquor being smuggled back on this side. My brother's horse had bucked
somewhere and got its tail riwed off. All that was left was the bone. We took that thing
out to Fort Brown where they bad an anny v eterinarian. He took care of our horses.
Every time something happened we'd take our horses out there and he'd take care of
them. He said, "Son, tell that your gonna have to get rid of this horse because
you're not going to be able to ride him very much. He's going to be too mean." And that's
the way it was too. We couldn't get a ride out of that horse or it would try to bite us. So
my brother, l don't know what he did, but he got rid of that horse and that's the end of that
story. So, what else?
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RAMIRO CANTU: LET'S SEE... DO YOU REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT THE
CRIME RATES BACK THEN? WAS TIIERE ANY CRIME?
Harry Sexton: There wasn't very much. There was very, very little. There wasn't no dope.
Nobody knew what marijuana was or any of that sruff. And let me tell you something,
later marijuana, you lmow, that hemp rope, the hemp rope they use on ships and stuff,
well, that is basically made out of marijuana. People didn't know that. So after the war
they had to go in there with big tractors because a lot of it was grown. They wruld dry it
and then make rope. So they had to go in there with tractors and thrash all of that stuff off
the side of the highway and everything. Yeah, and that's the way it goes.
In Fort Brown there wasn't much crime to amount to anything, man. I don't know of any
crime. We never heard of anything like that. We'd swim across the river. There wasn't no
Falcon Dam at that time, by the way. So when the river was wn, usually it was pretty
low. But then whenever we'd get a lot of rain up in the watershed, up in the north part of
the river, all of that water would come down here and the river would get high. But
anyway, there was a lot happening around the river you know. We lived pretty close to
the river and we used to swim across to the Mexican side and bring watermelons back to
this side.
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A funny thing happened one time. We were down thim: at the river, several ofus one
summer, and we'd go swimming. This particular time three or four ofus went We'd strip

off and go through this old cotton patch and then dive in. You know, no problem. One
guy was named Buddy Smith. He would go ahead of everybody. He would run ahead of
us, strip, and dive into the river. We caught up to him and saw his feet sticking straight up
out of the water. Now what in the world was wrong? We got down there and found out he
was stuck in the mud! Toe level of the river had gODe down that morning. We had to pull
him out and man, was he full of mud! We washed him off and pulled him up the bank.
The only tel ephone that was near at that time was in the water plant, the old water plant
over there in Fort Brown. So a couple ofboys ran over there and called for an ambulance.
After some time, an ambulance came out there. It finally got across that cotton patch and
got him and took him to the hospital. His neck was broke but he lived. I saw him a few
years later and he had to turn his whole body. He couldn't jll8t turn his neck. Anyway,
that's some of the crazy things kids did, you know.
Most of us had horses. My first horse was a Shetland pony. I called him "Chico." That
horse was trained. He followed me around anywhere I went. He was like a puppy dog. I
would take him in the house and show him where things were, like the breadbox and
stuff. That horse would then go over there and try to open the breadboic. because he
wanted some of that bread, you know. I remember one time my mother had some ladies
over. I walked through the front door and that little pony followed right behind me. We
walked through the house where those ladies were and out the back door. Well, all of
those ladies started screaming and hollering. "Oh my God! A horse just walked through
your house! 11 Boy, I got a good l ickin for that.
1 don't know, Fort Brown was a real fun place. We used to have a lot of fun out there. We
would go swimming in the rosaca. There in the big horseshoe shaped rcsaca that is still
there. There was also a road that ran back in behind there, back over by the river, and
they called that Lover's Lane. It was a nice place to have picnics and things like that.
Everybody got along fine with the soldiers. There were a lot of the soldier boys that
married girls here in Brownsville. remember when the 12th Cavalry was moved out of
here and then the 124th moved in. Those guys were all real nice. A lot of them married
girls in Brownsville. They had a lot of nice dances. The El Jardin Hotel was one of the
nicest pillces in town. It was a great big old building and, man, it was really a nice place
at that time. There was a big patio out back that held a lot of people. They would hold
dances out there and everybody was invited. There weren't too many other places. But
anyway.
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RAMJRO CANTU: DO YOU REMEMBERANYTIIlNG ABOUT THE JOBS PEOPLE
HAD? OR THE JOBS YOUR PARENTS HAD?
Harry Sexton: My father was at one time the editor of the Brownsville Herald. I don't
know if you know who John Nance Gamer was, but he was a former Speaker of the
United States House of Representatives and a funner Vice President of the United States.
Well, he and my father were good mends. He sent a telegram down to my daddy wanting
him to work for him in Washington, D.C., which he did. We went to Washington, every
time Congress was in session, and my father worked with John Nance Garner. He was

what they called a minority clerk. He took care ofletters and stuff like that. Actually, it
was Mrs. Gamer who ran that office. Boy, she really ran that office. I got pictures
standing there. But anyway, we'd come back and when Franklin Roosevelt was elected
president John Nance Gamer was his first vice president. My father was then appointed
Collector of Customs. He was in charge of everything along the river from Brownsville
to El Paso. This was arou nd 1933, after Roosevelt was inaugurated. My Dad would do a
lot ofdriving. He'd drive to San Antonio, where the main office was, and then to Eagle
Pass, Del Rio, El Paso, and back to Brownsville. He also worked with the Coast Guard.
One day my Dad had to fly to El Paso aboard a Ccast Guard plane. It was a two-seater
plane with a Ccast Guard pilot Well, that plane took off and crashed, killing my father.
There were special edition stories about the crash in the Brownsville Herald. I was about
7 or 8 years old at the time. It was a hard living after that. After a while, my mother went
to work with Customs and eventually retired from there after 20 years of service. After
my father died I really didn't have time to play football or anything like that. I had to
work most of the time, you know. I worked for a guy who was a general contractor ou t at
Fort Brown. His name was Ben Hol ey. He built a chapel out there and he made me the
timekeeper of all the help, you know. It was a pretty good job. After we finished that job
at Fort Brown, my boss Ben Holey got a contract to tear down the old roundhouse over
there by the Cameron County Courthouse. So we tore that dang stuff down, loaded it on
to big trucks, and hauled it out to the Port ofBrownsville where they used the old wood
and material to build boat sheds. The anny had a contractor out there who worked with
the Brownsville Ship Builders Corporation. They built these 110 foot air-rescue boats.
They built them for the army, not the navy, but for the anny, and they were fast. I worked
out there in the summer and then after school. Sometimes we worked well after dark.
Man I had an awful time in school and with my grades because I was working until late at
night and all that kind of stuff.
By the time I was 17, all of my buddies were going into the service. This was around
1942. I got my mother to sign the papers for me to enlist. She didn't want to, but she
signed those papers for me and I joined the service. I joined the navy and went up to
Corpus Christi. That's where we ended up. One morning we were all happy because we
were going to board a train for what we thought was going to be either the west coast or
the east coast and get on a battleship. You know, to go win the war, man. Well, anyway,
we ended up in Corpus Christi and I was assigned to an OS2U kingfisher squadron. There
was a naval airbase there in Corpus. Anyway, this OS2U was used as an observation
plane which was shot off of a catapult on heavy cruisers and battleships. They would
circle around and tlke pictures of Japanese gun placements and everything. They'd radio
back to the ship so they'd know where to shoot, you know. That's what their job was.
Well anyways, I didn't stay there very long. I stayed there less than a year. I wanted to go
to sea. I liked the water, I always liked that. So finally the commanding officer of the
squadron called me up and some of the other boys and said, "Ya'll go down to the
administration building and you'll see your names on the list for sea duty." Oh man, I was
so happy, you know. We got there and this petty officer sent us down to a place where we
were to get our clothing. So we got there and this old boy told us, "Alright, the first thing
you guys have to do is send all of your navy uniforms back. Where you're going, you're
not going to need any of that stuff!" I thought, "Oh my gosh! What's going on now?" You

know. So they gave us a uniform and a helmet liner. No helmet,just the liner. They also
gave us a red belt and a canteen. The guy said, "well give you a carbine later." Ah man,
our boot camp training was only three weeks. We'd never had any training on a rifle
range and we'd never held a gun. We marched with wooden rifles. Well, eventually we all
ended up at Treasure Island in California. Right off the bat the guy there asked us where
we were going. We told them we didn't know where we were going. All anybody knew
was that we would be eventually assigned to a ship. After a little while we learned that
we were to be assigned to an amphibian force. "Well, what in the world is that?" I asked.
We were told that we would be transported and landed at a beach somewhere. Wel� from
there, they sent us down to this place out of San Francisco where we were assigned to
clean out horse stables. Once we finished, that's where we slept fur the next six weeks. In
them horse stables. I had a pretty good duty there, really. In the mornings I had to wash
out the trash cans which only took about an hour and then I was finished till the next
morning. After that we all got on this old Dutch East Indies ship and spent the next 31
days crossing through the Pacific. We ended up at the southern tip ofNew Guinea. We
were rushed over there because there was a lot oftalk about the Japs, the Japanese. They
don't call them Japs anymore. They are Japanese, but I call them Japs. Well anyways,
they were planning to invade Australia and they wanted to get an amphibious furce over
there to stop that and that's why they sent us over there. We figured from there, the only
way we were going to get back to the States was in a body bag. That's about it. But
anyway, we eventually brought that ship back and decommissioned it. That was nice. I
have a lot of souvenirs from that, Shortly after I got back. I got married. Been married for
years and years and years. I was in the marine electrical business for 40 years out at the
Port of Brownsville. Still on those old boats, you know. Got down in the bilge, doing the
wiring and the repairs, electrical repairs. Did all of that till I couldn't work anymore. I had
got hurt during the war. There had been an operation during the war they called the
"Divine Wind." You know what the Divine Wind was? The Divine Wind was Kamikaze
in Japanese. You know what that is, right? Well, one ofthose had hit right next to us. I
was manning a gun and got knocked up against an ammunition box. It hurt my back but
that was all part of war you see.
RAMIRO CANTU: YEAH.
Harry Sexton: So that was it. Later on I got discharged and came on home. That's when I
started my business. I went back to sea for a short time on a freezer boat. You know, I
just liked the water. But mostly !just worked at my business out at the port. I stayed out
there for close to 40 years.
RAMIRO CA.NTU: WOW.
Harry Sexton: This young man would work for me even when times were hard. His name
was Art Borrego. He worked for me for 27 years. I asked him one day ifhe thought he
could take over the business, and ifhe did, he could have it. He said, "Oh I think I can." I
told him ifhe could show me that he could make a profit in two years then I would give it
to him. Well, he did. I gave him the building, the trucks, everything. He was just like my
own son, you know. I had two boys but they didn't like that kind of work. It was dirty and

greasy. Well, that's about that, I guess.
RAMIRO CANTU: 00 YOU REMEMBER THE CLOSING OF FORT BROWN?
Harry Sexton: Yes, I remember the band and the chapel. There was a veterinarian out
there too. They would have parades. Brownsville and Fort Brown got along real well with
each other.
LAURA GARCIA (Who was assisting Ramiro Cantu): DID YOU ATTEND ANY OF
THE PARADES?
Harry Sexton: Well honey, I do remember the soldiers. They would be in the Charro
Days parade. They had some that marched in the parade. That started back in the late
1930's. Soldien; would also go out towards Boca Chica beach. They b.ad a rifle range
down there and they'd go out there for rifle practice and things like that. They would all
be on horseback. When World War IT started the army began to mechanize and there was
less need for the cavalry. Some ofthem were sent by train out to the West Coast. By the
way, I met some of those guys that had been in the 124th Cavalry while I was stationed in
New Guinea. We were on the beach and a bunch of them soldiers that had been part of
the 124th Cavalry were getting off the ship. I asked them if they had been at Fort Brown
and they said, "Yeah." So we had a nice visit, you know. But then it was time to go back
to war.
RAMIRO CANTU: WHEN EXACTI,Y WERE YOU BORN?
Harry Sexton: 1925.
RAMIRO CANTU: so, SIR, BEFORE WE LEAVE I msT NEED TO ASK YOU, IS
THERE ANYTHING, ANYTIIING ELSE, THAT YOU WANT TO SHARE WITH US
ABOUT FORT BROWN?
Harry Sexton: Well, yeah. But 1 don't know if you wanna have it recorded [Laughs.] I
was just kidding you son. We just had a lot of fun out there when I was growing up. Me
and the boys went into the service early in life. I was supposed to graduate in 1943, but I
lacked one-and-a-half credits. I lacked a math credit and half an English credit for
graduating. But I left for the war anyway. My mother had a fit because at mid-term, if I
had stayed, and if I had passed my courses, I would have graduated. I was working hard
at the time and didn't have much time for school.
Shortly after I had got on boarrl ship the communications officer called for me and a
buddy ofmine by the name of Schwartz. He said, "Boys, why in the world did you quit
school? Why didn't you graduate?" I told him because I wanted to win the war. 1 said that
I felt it was my duty. I told him I wouldn't have felt happy by not doing that. He said,
"Wei� I understand that." Then he told us that the government had just started a
correspondence program for purposes just like this. I said, "Well fine. rd love to get into
it if I could." So he contacted them and wrote them a letter and all that. It took me about a

year to finish those two courses. One of them was an English course and I think I took the
whole year to get it out. The other one was Calculus, which was a college course. You
know, I didn't know what calculus was, man. I'd never heard ofit. I said, "I'm supposed to
be talcing this?" They told me not to worry, that they weren't going to rock the boat. He
said, rn take care and show you what I can so that you can understand it." WelJ, he did,
and everything was fine.
RAMIRO CANfU: OH, OKAY.
Harry Sexton: Yeah. After I got home, quite some time later, I got my diploma. But there
were a lot of boys that did that. A lot of boys that took advantage of that program. There
were even some coming back after the war that went back into school and got their
degree. From there they were going into junior college. We bad our 40th class reunion,
and then we had our 50th class reunion. After that we quit working with it, but some of
them are trying to have a 60th class reunion. You've got a lot of time ahead of you son.
What else would you like to know?
RAMIRO CANfU: I THINK THAT'S JUST ABOUT IT.
Harry Sexton: Well, I've done all the talking, you know.
RAMIRO CANTU: THANK YOU, SIR, THAT'S WHAT I NEEDED. THAT'S WHAT
INEEDED.
Hany Sexton: Wei� I hope it works for you son. l hope it does, really.
RAMJRO CANTU: TI-IIS WAS AN AWESOME PROJECT BECAUSE I LEARNED
WHAT IT WAS LIKE FOR YOUNG MEN BACK THEN AND I ALSO MADE A
GREAT FRIEND. THANK YOU HARRY SEXTON FOR ALL YOUR TIME AND
ENERGY.

Norma Lobaugh
Interviewed by Anthony Munoz
ANTIIONY MUNOZ: BEFORE WE BEGIN TALKING ABOUT FORT BROWN, COULD
YOU INTRODUCE YOURSELF?
Norma Lobaugh: Well, my name is Norma Lobaugh. I was born in 1927 and I am 81 years old. I
spent most of my life in the Rio Grande Valley with my parents and three brothers. I still
remember a few things about Fort Brown and I'll be glad to give you an interview about those
years.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: FORT BROWN WAS AN ACTIVE FORT UNTIL 1944. ABOUT HOW
OLD WERE YOU DURING THAT TIME?
Norma Lobaugh: I was in my teenage years when I first visited Fort Brown. I remember that I
was old enough to do a lot of wod: by that time, but I'm not sure what my exact age was. I think
I was around seventeen or eighteen.
At'.fTHONY MUNOZ: AND WHERE WERE YOU LIVING?
Nonna Lobaugh: Well, I was born and raised here in San Benito. I stayed here until I was old
enough to move away. I then decided to move to Tahlequah, Oklahoma. I couldn't find any
decent work up there and had begun to get a little lonely being away from my family, so I
decided to move back down here to San Benito. I was in my late twenties and I wanted to fi.nally
settle down. I realized that it was a great place to live here in the valley.
Al'ITHONY MUNOZ: WHAT DID YOU SPENT MOST OF YOUR TIME DOING?
Norma Lobaugh: I worked during most days out of the week. My father owned some land and I
would wake up every morning and help him and my brothers manage it. A lot of it was hard
wodc, but I had to do it I didn't have any choice. I didn't have very many other important things
to do so that's where I spent most of my time. I never had any specific jobs but I would help get
done what needed to be done. Also, l spent some of my time with my best friend Betty. She and
her family were lhe closest neighbors that I had so I spent a lot of my free time with her. We
would usually just talk or sometimes tag along with everyone else as they did their things.
Ahnost everyday her parents went to Fort Brown and she and I would sometimes tag along with
them. I think her father might have been working there or something but I don't think he was
ever in the army. He never really talked very much about it, except for complaints. I rem.ember
him always saying something like "twenty-five hours a day, eight days a week." Anyway, I
wouldn't go that often because I usually had a Jot of work to do on our family property. But
when my dad would let me, I would stay with Betty for the whole day until her father had to go
back home. We usually didn't do much,just sit around and watch what everyone else was doing.
That was our idea of a pastime back then. We didn't have to be watching television or going to
the mall. It was just the idea of not working.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: DID YOU HAVE ANY FAMILY OR FRIENDS TifAT WERE
STATIONED THERE?

Nonna Lobaugh: Well, there was this one boy that I dated at one time who said that he used to
be stationed at Fort Brown. However, he never really told me much about it. But aside from him
and Betty's parents, I didn't really know anyone else who had anything to do with the fort. I
don't think my parents ever visited it.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: HOW WOULD YOU CONSIDER FORT BROWN IN TERMS OF SIZE
AND IMPORTANCE?
Norma Lobaugh: I never saw the whole area that Fort Brown took up. I don't think I was
allowed to go anywhere in the fort, or at least I was too scared to. But overall, I don't think it was
too big of a fort, but it was as big as anything else here in South Texas at the time. We didn't
have all of those McDonalds and Wal-Mart's and malls that you have today. When we went out
somewhere it was a real special occasion and it was never to a place with a lot of people. We
didn't have places like that back then.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: I SEE. WOULD YOU HAVE CONSIDERED FORT BROWN TO BE
THE CENTER OF ATTENTION IN BROWNSVILLE?
N orma Logaugh: Well, yeah. I mean, I don't think regular people were allowed to go into the
fort, e,c_cept those with special pa� or special invitation. People liked to visit the area because
it gave us all a sate feeling to know that we were protected. It was an important fort for the
government because it protected part of Souih Texas. But it wasn't the daily focus of activity for
the valley.
ANI'HONY MUNOZ: DID YOU EVER SEE ANY SOIDIERS AT FORT BROWN?
Norma Lobaugh: Yeah! Betty and I saw quite a few soldiers. We would see them marching in
groups of about fifty or so. But we never got close to them when they were doing their drills or
whatever they were doing. The only time we would ta1k to them was after th ey had done
eve rything they neede d to. And it wasn't for very long. They always had work. I remember
thinking about how every time we went there the soldiers would be doing something. It was like
there was always something that had to get done and it had to be done as fast as possible, as if
the world was going to end tomorrow. Anyway, sometimes Betty and I would see the man
leading the soldiers, the sergeant I think, and he would yell at them a lot The soldiers seemed
pretty obedient and organiz.ed for a bunch oftwenty-year-olds. Also, I remember that the boys
had rifles with them a lot of the time. This gave us a scared, but safe feeling.
ANTIIONY MUNOZ: DO YOU REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT THE STRUCTURES
WITHIN TIIE FORT?
Norma Lobaugh: Y cs, I'm pretty sure all the buildings were made from wood They were all
pretty big and quite sturdy. I never went into any of the main buildings, but I would occasionally
see the soldiers come out of their sleeping quarters. I think that's where they would hang out for
their pastime. The soldier's homes were long and narrow and light brown colored They held, I
think, about thirty soldiers each, but I'm not entirely sure. I remember that the stables there were
also made from wood and the horses there were held in high regard. I know this because
everyday someone would have to clean the stables out and keep the place neat and tidy.

ANTHONY MUNOZ: COULD YOU RECALL ANY STORIES OR EXPERIENCES THAT
YOU HAD AT FORT BROWN?
Norma Lobaugh: There was this one time when one of the soldiers was riding a bol!le, when
suddenly it reared up on its hind legs and threw the soldier off its back . He didn't get up and
must have gotten injured. Another soldier came out, but instead ofhelping him, he started yelling
at him end kicked him in the side of the stomach. Betty said that maybe he got mad because the
first soldier tied the saddle on the horse too tight and caused it to throw him off. Nevertheless, he
just walked off and did not help the other soldier. I was kind of confused because I had thought
only the high ranking officers rode horses, not the inexperienced soldiers. A few other times we
saw a !,'fOup of soldiers ride out of the fort. A time or two we heard gunfire but we never figured
out whether that was real or just more drills.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: FORT BROWN'S LOCATION WAS MERE MINUTES AWAY FROM
MEXICO. WHAT EFFECTS DID THAT HAVE ON THE SETTING AND CULTURE
WTI1UN FORT BROWN?
Norma Lobaugh: WeU, Fort Brown was an American fort so most of the culture in the area was
pretty American based. AU the soldiers spoke English, wore American military clothes, and had
a mostly American culture. But Hispanic culture did have a lot of influence on the fort. A lot of
people there knew how to speak Spanish. I could understand a little of it but not enough to be
able to have a Spanish conversation. Also, much of the food they ate there was a result of the
local Hispanic population. A lot of the people that worked around there that weren't soldiers
were from Mexico. So, I guess the fort could not just ignore the Hispanic influence.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: WHAT WAS THE REST OF BROWNSVILLE AND MATAMOROS
LIKE BACK THEN?
Norma Lobaugh: WelL for the most part, it was farmlarui. A lot of it looked like the way the
King Ranch does today. There were a few cars and roads, but most of the peo ple walked or rode
horses from place to place. We didn't have any major buildings and the houses were firirly small.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: WHY DO YOU THINK FORT BROWN EVENTUALLY CLOSED?
Norma Lobaugh: If I've got my facts right, I think it's because we didn't need it after World War
II. Mexico hasn't been a threat and all the Fort was doing was wasting taxpayer's money. I think
the fcrt had lost its importance and luster.
ANTHONY MUNOZ: HOW DID THAT AFFECT THE REST OF BROWNSVILLE AND
THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY?
Norma Lobaugh: I think all it did was remove all the soldiers from the area. The fort never was
reaUy an asset for Brownsville, except for the fact that it made more people want to live there
when it was open. But when it had closed, the population had already begun to grow into what it
is today.

Henry Kenneson, Jr.
Interviewed by Victoria Lopez
Henry Kcnneson spent his early years living at Fort Brown and is now a retired principal. He
currently resides in Brownsville, Texas, with bis wife.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: CAN YOU TELL US WHAT LIFE WAS LIKE BACK WHEN YOU
WERE GROWING UP?
i
Henry Kenneson: Okay. I grew up within Fort Brown for the first 5 or 6 years of my lfe,
My
father was stationed at Fort Brown. He was in a cavalry unit at that time. He was also an MP, a
military police. We lived in a house that was located where Horseshoe Lake is now. (Horseshoe
"lake" was also known as the Fort Brown Resaca, a body of water currently found within the
University of Tell.as at Brownsville campus). We were living on the opposite side where the
gymnasium for UTB!fSC is now. So I grew up there and I'm familiar with a lot of things that
went on at Fort Brown. But remember, I was only about 6 years old at the time.

VICTORIA WPEZ: DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT FORT BROWN LOOKED LIKE?
Henry Kenneson: What I remember the most were the long cavalry stables where they kept the
hon;es. That is what I remember the most looking across the resaca from where our house was.
At my age, I was never allowed in there. There were some remnants ofthose areas for many
years after the fort was deactivated.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: WHAT WAS THE ECONOMY LIKE BACK THEN?
Henry Kenneson: The economy at that time, as far as I know, Wllli okay. The dollar was worth a
lot more back then as compared to today. The fort was a good source of income for the city of
Brownsville.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: WERE JOBS SCARCE?
Henry Kenneson: I can't answer that. I don't know whether they were or not. Like I said, l was
only 5 or 6 years old at the time.
VICTORlA LOPEZ: DID YOU EVER SEE THE SOLDIERS WHILE THEY WERE
MARCHING'?
Henry Kenneson: Yes. We used to see the soldiers march. We would occasionally see the horses
on parade or what have you. My father was a guide, or a leader, for the different units that were
involved.

VICTORIA LOPEZ: CAN YOU DESCRIBE HOW THEIR UNIFORMS LOOKED?
Henry Kenneson: This is why I was showing you the movie that came out awhile back. It was
called in Pursuit of Honor. I'm not pushing the movie, but Don Johnson came out in it. It was an
HBO special and it brought back a lot of memories. Moot of the soldiers were on horseback.
They had military saddles, and they had sabers. They also wore a cowboy hat with the gold
braiding over their heads which signified them as far as being cavalry. They wore khakis and had
suspenders. Usually, the soldiers also carried a .45 caliber automatic pistol. They had carbines,
which were small rifles in their saddles, and they would line up in formation. Fort Brown was a
military cavalry unit and at that time, the cavalry was just beginning to be changed into a
mechanized unit with tanks and what have you. I believe one of the insignias on one of the army
units that they now have out in Fort Bliss have yellow with a stripe and they have a horse head
on it. This came about from Fort Brown. Up military highway to Rio Grande City was Fort
Ringgold. Army units from Fort Brown would patrol up the military highway to Fort Ringgold
They would sometimes come back along the same route. Consequently, that road became known
as the Military Highway.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: DO YOU KNOW HOW THE COMMUNITY FELT ABOUT FORT
BROWN?
Hemy Kenneson: They really liked it. A lot of the soldiers that were here in Brownsville ended
up marrying local girls. That is why I am here. I am a result ofthis. My mother was from Port
Isabel, and my dad was introduced to my mother through a cousin that lived here in Brownsville
who would marry a man by the name of Leo Vergot. Leo was a bugler at Fort Brown. My
mother and Lola Vergot were cousins and that's how my father was introduced to my mother.
And that's where I ended up coming into the picture.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: WHAT WAS IT LIKE BEING TIIB SON OF A CAVALRYMAl'l'?
Henry Kenneson: I had fun. I enjoyed it. We lived on post with the other officers by Elizabeth
Street, the street that runs parallel to the entrance of the Horseshoe Lake area. It was called
Officers' Row. I remember walking along with my sister and one of the officers had a Great
Dane. All of us as little ones would be able to get on him and mimic the soldiers. We would ride
on that Great Dane's back. He was very friendly, otherwise he would have chewed us up, but it
was fun. I enjoyed it. I remember a lot of the families. A lot of the families who are still living in
Brownsville came from Fort Brown. A lot ofthe houses in Brownsville were once part ofFort
Brown. When the fort closed, many of the houses within Fort Brown were sold and moved to
different neighborhoods in Brownsville. Many of thooe buildings are still around

VICTORIA LOPEZ: WAS IT VERY STRICT FOR THE CHILDREN WHO LIVED ON
POST?
Henry Kenne.�on: No, we didn't have to follow the military as far as the bugles and what have
you. When it became night we just stayed in our homes and enjoyed it
VICTORIA LOPEZ: HOW MANY FAMILIES WOULD YOU SAY LIVED AT FORT
BROWN?
Henry Kenneson: I'd say maybe about 40 to 50 families.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: WAS IT CROWDED OR WAS THERE A LOT OF ROOM?
Henry Kenneson: No. It wasn't crowded. The houses there bad plenty ofroom.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: DID YOU GO TO SCHOOL?
Henry Kenneson: No. I wasn't old enough to go to school And I don't know where I would have
gone. I don't think there was a school at Fort Brown. The military children probably went to
public school. Once the fort was deactivated, which was in the mid 1940's, we moved off post
and moved into a regular house. My father at that time had retired and my mother was from Port
Isabel, so that's why we ended up staying in Brownsville.
R

VICTOIA WPEZ: WHAT WAS IT LIKE WHEN THE FORT WAS DEACTIVATED? HOW
DID THE COMMUNITY REACT!
Henry Kenneson: It was a loss for the economy. Brownsville survived, of course, and gradually
absorbed Fort Brown. The wall, the brick fence which separated Brownsville from Fort Brown,
was tom down. Where the Jacob Brown Auditorium is today along International Boulevard is
where the actual wall ofFort Brown ran. Where the university administration building is today
used to be the fort hospital. Going into the entrance of that building, to the left, that was where
the surgeries were performed. That is where my sister had her tonsils taken out. It was a military
doctor who performed that.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: WOULD YOU SAY THERE WERE A LOT OF PATIENTS THAT
USED THE HOSPITAL?
Henry Kenneson: I don't remember. I was too small at that time. They bad, you know, rules. If
you were underage, you were not allowed in.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: SO WHAT WOULD YOU DO IN YOUR FREE TIME?
Henry Kenneson: I wasn't in school, so we played. We had kind ofa small playground behind
the housing area and it had swings, seesaws, and sluff like that. That's basically what we ended
up doing.

VICTORIA WPEZ: DO YOU REMEMBER ANTHING THAT STANDS Our?
Henry Kenneson: The area that we called "the island" within Fort Brown, wasn't an island. It
was more like a peninsula. This is where the university dorms are now located. All of that area
was once a cemetery. I remember someone getting upset because they had found a skull and they
were using it as a kickball, or like a soccer ball. That got them into a lot of trouble. I do
remember that the bodies in the cemetery were dug up and shipped off to, I think, Louisiana.
When the cemetery was relocated, some ofthe headstones were used over at the Nebraska
Apartments on Jefferson Street. The siding of the building had dark reddish bricks, and there
would be white which would go at 90-degree angles. Those were the headstones! When they dug
up the bodies they did not take the headstones and those headstones were left and used in the
Nebraska Apartments. The Nebraska Apartments has a lot ofheadstones that came out of1here.
(Note: many oftbe residents ofthe Nebraska Apartments moved out when they realized that
cemetery headstones were part of the building's structure).
I remember my father mentioning one time when the cavalry was being deactivated, that a lot of
the cavalry horses were going to be bought and put on a wildlife farm. The man bought a bunch
ofhorses and my father became very upset when he found out later what was to happen to those
horses. They were going to be shot and used for feeding the various African lions at a local zoo.
We have a dollar bill at my house that my father said was the hardest dollar bill he ever worked
for. When the army was being deactivated, and they were getting rid of the horses, some rancher
had come in by train. He had several boxcars ready to pick up the horses. There was a young
lieutenant and he went from Fort Brown to the railroad station, which was located near post, and
when they were going to load the horses, the lieutenant noticed the boxcars didn't have any bay.
So, they bad to take bundles ofbay and spread it out so the horses would have something to eat.
The wood at the bottom of the cars was slippery and this took all day. The rancher wanted to pay
my futher and the men but the lieutenant said, "Oh no! This is the United States Army and we
can't accept pay." The rancher said, "At least let me give you something." Well, my father got a
dollar and he said it was the hardest dollar he had ever worked for.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: DID YOUR LIFE CHANGE AFTER FORT BROWN WAS CLOSED?
Henry Kenneson: Not really. I had two wonderful parents that I miss. I think that I have a little
military in me as far as having a military upbringing. There's a lot of "yes sir" and "no sir" and
"yes ma'am" and "no ma'am," so I know how to respect authority. That's the way 1 was brought
up.

VICTORIALOPEZ:WHATDIDYOURFATHEROOAFTERFORTBROWNWAS
DEACTIVATED?
Henry Kenneson: My father bad been in the military police. After he retired from the army, he
started working in security and worked as security at the Port ofBrownsville.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: DID YOU ALWAYS STA Y WlTIIIN FORT BROWN OR DID YOU
EVER GO OFF POST WITH YOUR FATHER?
Henry Kenneson: I remember walking with my father from Fort Brown down to Elizabeth Street
to what was called the Queen's Theater and going to a movie. I remember my father was in
civilian clothes, he bad a suit, and we went into Queen's Theater. He got very upset because
when he sat down somebody bad left a candy bar or something like that and messed up his
clothing.And so he didn't enjoy the movie. I remember it was a John Wayne movie called, "She
WoreA Yellow Ribbon." My father had wanted to see it because it was about cavalry. That was
one outing. Other outings were going to the beach. My uncles would come down. My mother
was from Port Isabel and we would go to Boca Chica Beach and sometimes cross over to South
Padre Island. The island was difficult to get to since there was no causeway, so we usually went
to Boca Chica Beach. Boca Chica, being some twenty miles away, was a long haul by car in
those days.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: DID YOUR FATHER EVER GO INTO BATTLE?
Henry Kenneson: No, he never did. He was more involved with occupational forces after World
W ar II from 1945-1948. He was with the military police. My father at that time was a little older
than say the eighteen-years-olds or what have you. Those are the ones they wanted to go as far as
being involved in the fighting. I mentioned to you that the horses had been deactivated. The
cavalry didn't have horses anymore.W hat they ended up doing was becoming a mechanized
unit. Fort Bliss has members of their units who have a yellow arm patch which has a horse's
head on it. That signifies that at one time they had belonged to the cavalry.
When we lived at Fort Brown I can remember the clacking of horseshoes on the pavement in
front of our houses. I can also remember when reveille was being played early in the morning.
Everything stopped. Nobody was allowed to move around until the flags were positioned I also
remember the smells of the bakery.You would wake up to the smell of freshly baked bread early
in the morning and that is what we had for breakfast. It was a real good smell.
Horses would be born from time to time on post. I remember once they had a brood mare and
when she gave birth, the colt was stillborn. And it was a splitting image of the stallion. All
imagined that it would have been a beautiful young horse, a stallfon. But it was a breech delivery
or whatever. They had a hard time as far as delivering horses. They had veterinarians at the fort,
but they weren't able to do anything to save that colt.

I also remember looking at my father's boots. The boots had to be nice and shined and the
uniform had to be nice and fu:shly pressed and starched and what have you. That was basically
it. The unifonn had tu be spit and polished as far as the military.
There are a lot of families that had connections with Fort Brown. [ remember a fumily that lived
next to us that were named Allen. He was with customs. My sister Rosemary and Patsy Allen
were about the same age. They both attended one of the public schools in Brownsvillo. Patsy also
had a little brother named Gary. They later got transferred to Miami and we never heard from
them again or saw them again.
I remember when we would go offpost into town we would always walk because we didn't own
a car. All the major stores were downtown on Elizabeth Street back then. There was no mall.
You had Western Auto, J.C. Penney, Woolworth, Sears, and Anthony's. Elizabeth Street was the
main drag. There were other major stores as well. They had clothing stores and hardware i,1ores
and i.tufflike that. There were five and dime stores too. All of that kind of stuff you now find at
the mall Everything was within walking distance from the fort. We could get to downtown with
no problem.
VICTORIA LOPEZ: WAS THERE A LOT OF FAMILIES THAT TRANSFERRED OUT'!
Henry Kenneson: I really can't answer that. Remember, I was only about Sor 6 years of age at
that time. But once the fort became deactivated, we stayed at Fort Brown for awhile. They were
selling off the property and finally the fort was decommissioned. You heard trucks, you beard
military cars. Jeeps were just coming into being at that time. We also had artillery units there.
When World War II came there was advancement in technology in the machine guns and stuff
like that. It proved infeasible to use cavalry because you ended up having horses getting shot
During the 1930's and 1940's the military was gradually becoming mechanized. They started
coming out with jeeps, trucks, and tanks. Stuff like that so that they could go in and move faster.
The cavalry was phased oul Modern technology caused Fort Brown, because of it being a
cavalry post, to be gradually deactivated. Most or all of the old forts along the Mexican border
became deactivated. There was no need for them being there because Mexico had stabilized their
government. This was the main reason why the forts had been here because we had border raids
for a period oftime. I don't know if my father was involved with any of that but Mexico became
a stable country. That was one of the reasons the fort got deactivated.
VICTORIA WPEZ: IS THERE ANYTIIlNG ELSE THAT I NEED TO KNOW?
Henry Kenneson: Well, I'll tell you one thing. There was a Catholic church on St. Francis Street
which was turned into a parish hall. That church had been a chapel at Fort Brown and it W'dS later
moved over there. In the front of the church, where Catholic mass was held, you had an ahar.
The front part of it revolved. It was like on a Lazy Susan type of thing. You could tum that afulr
and use it for Catholic services, Protestant services, or Jewish services. So it was kind of a multi
fimctional church.

Pat Pace
lnterview by Laura Garcia
Born in 1935, Mr. Pat Pace grew up in Brownsville while Fort Brown was still an operating
military post. He bas many memories regarding 1he fort, and as such has agreed to share them.
After graduating from Brownsville High School, and 1h00. Southern Methodist University, he
opened Pace Fish Company in 1959. He operated this business forthe next48 years. Mr. Pace
enjoys doing missionruy work in Mexico. He takes food, medical �11pplies, and clothing into
Mexico, an effort which helps about four hundred and fifty needy families. He currently lives
with his wife at their home in Rancho Viejo whore this interview was conducted on April 4,
2009, at 5:00 p.m.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT TYPES OF FESTIVITIES WERE CELEBRATED DURINO THE
TIME THAT FORT BROWN WAS STILL OPEN? WHAT WERE TIIEY LIKE?
Pat Pace: Well, one event that was very well attended was when the soldiers from the fort would
attend church recreational activities. Local Protestant churches had recreational nights for the
soldiers from the fort. They had sometimes anywhere from forty to sixty different churches
participating. At these activities, the soldiers got to meet the local girls. They had refreshments,
good times, played games and all kinds of things. And, of course, most of the soldiers in those
days were young, like they are today. These church festivities gave the soldiers a good
opportunity to meet girls and have a good time. Of course there was no drinking going on in
those days, not at those types ofsocial events. The other social event which would be held was
the city sponsored Cbarro Days. Fort Brown always had some of1he cavalry horses and their
riders in the parades. That was very, very enjoyable. They also had their own special parade on
the Fourth of July and special holidays that pertained to the armed fortes. For a young child, I
was only 7 or 8 years old at the time, it was an eye opening experience to see all the horses and
the mounted soldiers. Some of them had sabers and others had their rifles. You also got to see the
carriage s with the cannons being pulled by the horses. When they were here, of course, the
soldiers were mounted cavalry. They left and fought in World War II. This was about the time
when Fort Brown closed. The anny started using tanks and items like that. But to begin with,
they were all down here because of the cavalry.
LAURA GARCIA: THAT'S VERY L'ffERESTING. WHAT KIND OF MUSIC WOULD
THEY PLAY AT TIIE SOCIAL EVENTS?
Pat Pace: Well, they had the latest jukebox with the old disk records. They bad one of those
recording machines- tum-style- and they would play from that. They would play whatever was
popular at the time. It is hard to remember all of it. I was a lot younger then. My brothers and
sisters would maybe go to something like that but I would just be a tag-along. I was too young to
remember something like that. But on Sundays they [Fort Brown] always had the grandstand
open out in the fort and they had the anny band playing all the patriotic music, songs like that

That was always a good time lo go out there and listen to music. As a child, my mother would
take us out to Fort Brown several times a month to hear the military band. That was always on
Sunday afternoons. It was a lot of fun. A lot of people would go to that from Brownsville. It's
hard to imagine that going to sit through an anny concert every Sunday afternoon would be fun,
but we did not have television in those days. Radio was limited and so that was a great time to go
out. You always bad places for a picnic because there were two para.de grounds. The big parade
ground was where the Jacob Brown Auditorium is now, and then the small parade ground was
right in front of where you now have part of the US Customs.Building at the bridge. So you had
those two parade grounds. There was plenty of space to sit down and I had fun, a lot of fun, as a
kid.
LAURA GARCIA: WAS IT MORE FAMILY BASED BACK THEN?
Pat Pace: Yes, families. There were always families, very much so.
LAURA GARCIA: NOWADAYS KIDS ARE JUST WATCHING TV AND GOING TO THE
MALL. TODAY 1T SEEMS THAT THE FAMILY HAS KIND OF BECOME DISSOCIATED.
Pat Pace: That's right. It was perhaps more family oriented back then. Family all the way in
those days, which was very good. You don't have that opportunity as much anymore. Of course
you had other things going on at the time, like you have now. You had the Cub Scouts and the
Boy Scouts. You also had the Girl Scouts, and the church affairs. It was very limited, but we
thought it was good in those days. Brownsville raised a lot of good people.
LAURA GARCIA: DID YOU LIVE NEAR THE FORT?
Pat Pace: In those days, we lived about two miles from the downtown post office. That made it
about two miles and four blocks from the fort. We bad to go down there often. My father had a
business in Brownsville. He had a grocery store on Central Boulevard. He took over that grocery
store in 1927. It was built in 1900. He took it over in 1927 and then had it rebuilt in 1953. We
lived, well, behind the grocery store to begin with, and then in front of the grocery store where
Artemis Square is now. That's where my family was raised, right there. We moved acroos the
street That's how far we moved! We moved down there to a two bedroom house that wa.�
connected to the store. But we had to go to the post office everyday, or go to the bank everyday,
and go shopping on Elizabeth Street. There were no malls. In those days we had Elizabeth Street,
St. Charles, Jefferson, and Washington Street. That was about it as far as shopping was
concemed. The restaurants were downtown and included the old White Kitchen. There wa.� also
a cafeteria in front of El Jardin Hotel. It was a great cafeteria. SmaU, but very good. Then later
on we had the Brownsville Coffue Shop. That coffee shop was right there on the comer in front
of the post office. In front ofthat you had Fishemian's Restaurant. Further back, down the street
towards the high school, we had Higgins's Restaurant. Those restaurants have been gone for a
longtime.

LAURA GARCIA: WOULD YOU WALK TO THE FORT OR WOULD YOU GO IN
AUTOMOBILES?
Pat Pace: We went in automobiles, always. Sometimes we would walk to gnunmar school, but
not to high school. By then I was lucky. I got to drive with my brother in his car. We walked to
elementary school which was in West Brownsville. We all went to West Brownsville Elementary
which is now known as Russell Elementary. Mrs. Russell was our principal in those days; she
was the original principal. That was one of the old elementary schools.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT HIGH SCHOOL DID YOU GO TO?
Pat Pace: Brownsville High School. They have "Special Services" there now. That building,
which is now Central Junior High, was the old junior high. Clearwater Elementary was there
also. I think they use those buildings fur "Special Services" or something now.
LAURA GARCIA: AND TI-IEN THEY OPENED UP NEW FACILITIES?
Pat Pace: Oh, yes. They started building high schools. Brownsville grew real fast. My oldest
daughter was in, I think, the first class at Hanna High School. My kids all went to Central Junior
High and then they went to Hanna. I went to Brownsville High School. Me and my wife
graduated in 1953. It was still Brownsville High School in those days.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT YEAR WERE YOU BORN?
Pat Pace: 1935.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT FORT BROWN? HOW DID IT
LOOK?
Pat Pace: Fort Brown was very, very clean. It was constantly being cleaned. Everything was in
order. The fort was just spotless you might say. We also got to visit where they kept the horses,
in the stables. In those days it wasn't as if no one who wasn't military could go in. They would
let the local citizens walk around there as long as you did not disturb the horses. So we would see
the horses. I remember that as a child I was very interested in Fort Brown. Sometimes a soldier
woullsay, "Let me show you where the stuff is." He would take you and he would walk along
with you. "This is this building, and that's that building,'' he would say. We got to see the jail
one time and that was very fascinating. Well it wasn't called a jail. It was the called the ''brig."
That was where they kept the people who got in trouble, in the jail, in the brig. Whatever they
called it. And of course the Gorgas Building was always fascinating. It is a University
administration building now, but it was originally a hospital. Dr. [William] Gorgas was the one
who worked on finding a cure fur yellow fever there. That building was named after him. There
was another building right in front of that, but it's n o longer there. I think that was the general's
headquarters, but I am not sure. I think that's what it was. It had white pillars. There were
wooden pillars in the front and it was a white building. It was a very nice-looking, distinguished
building. If you were coming down behind the street, behind the present-day Jacob Brown Civic
Center, right at the end of that street, you would be facing that ["Officers Row"]. Where the
Civic Cf-'Jlter is now, that was all parade ground. You had an old brick wall that separated the city

from the fort, and you bad a street that ran down both sides of that brick wall which was always
painted white. You had one entrance right where the Gateway Bridge is, and the other entrance
was down near Jefferson Street. Both entrances went into the fort. The main entrance was on
Elizabeth Street near the Gateway Bridge. There was a big iron announcement sign that said,
"Gateway Bridge" across the top all made out of steel. Just like the bridge used to be. It was a
�'tee! bridge. And there you turned and went into the fort. There were guard posts at the entrance
to go into the fort. Right down there was a big sign on the right. It was in the shape, ifl
remember correctly, of the state of Texas. It said, ''The Beginning of the Chisholm Trail." That's
where they used to take all the cattle coming from Mexico and out of the south. They would then
sell the cattle up north.
Once you were checked in at the guard post, you could go on through and into the fort. All of
the buildings within Fort Brown were in good shape. You'd drive by the captain's quarters, the
general's quarters, and the colonel's quarters, They were all right around the resaca, or
"Horseshoe Laken as they called it. They were all around the resaca, the north part of the resaca.
Then you'd go around to other buildings that have since been tom down. They've kept all the
brick buildings, but all the wooden buildings have been torn down. And then they bad the rifle
range and the pistol range out on that island that is there now. In those days it was connected to
land on the south side only. To get out there you bad to have a pass because there was shooting
going on there. Mainly they bad a small anns range out there; the heavy duty stuff was all out an
the beach [Boca Chica] road. That was where they bad the cannons and machine guns, things
like that. They had the artillery range out there going on to the beach. The police department had
theirmain headquarters in one of those old buildings which used to be part of Fort Brown. There
used to be three buildings over tlu,TC by where the U.S. Customs Buildings are, but they were all
tom down. They went back into that area right next to the resaca. All the members of the regular
army, including the privates, lived in the regular barracks. Some of the barracks were back where
the horses were because it was all cavalry. Everybody paid attention to the cavalry and to the
horses of course. You had a few soldiers with artillery and a few with machine guns. Things like
that were found in the parade. The bigges t group, however, was the cavalry.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW DID FORT BROWN HELP BROWNSVILLE ECONOMICALLY'I
Pat Pace: Well, they bought supplies from the city. They would buy supplies from the wholesale
houses here in Brown.wille. That's what I was told later. I didn't know about it at the time, but
that helped quite a bit. To my knowledge, I don't know anytlring else except for the supplies.
That was beyond my knowing at the time, I was only a young lcid then.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW OLD WERE YOU WHIIN FORT BROWN CLOSED?
Pat Pace: It closed completely in 1944. I was nine years old.
LAURA GARCIA: CAN YOU REMEMBER ANY NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES FROM
THE CLOSING OF FORT BROWN?
Pat Pace: No.

LAURA GARCIA: WAS THE BROWNSVJLLE ECONOMY DEPENDENT ON FORT
BROWN?
Pat Pace: No, not at that time, no.
LAURA GARCIA: DO YOU HAVE ANY MORE FOND MEMORIES OF THE FORT? DID
YOU MAKE FRJENDS 1HERE?
Pat Pace: No, I was too )'Ollllg in those days. The only married people out there in those days
were the officers and very few of them had kids in public schools. I was in elementary and we
didn't have any of those kids in our elementary school. I can't recall any. We had contacts in the
church with the soldiers, the young soldien,, through weekly canteens tbat went on in the
churches. My mother was very active in that and she and several of the ladies wrote letters to
them when they were away in war for several months.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW DID THE COMMUNITY CHANGE AFfER THE CWSING OF
FORT BROWN?
Pat Pace: How about a benefit? There was a big benefit, a great big benefiL What a lot of people
don't realize is that after the closing of Port Brown, the federal government decided to sell that
property and it was to be divided between the school di.strict and the City of Brownsville.
Fortunately, the school district bad a lot more political power in those days than the city had.
They were able to talk to the powers in Washington and convinced them to give most of the
property to them. At that time the Brownsville Junior College was housed down beside the
Brownsville High School [on Palm Boulevard]. It was kind of a cramped situation. School
district leaders were able to see where it would be advantageous f�r the Brownsville Junior
College to have that property. It was not, however, given to the Brownsville Junior College. It
was given to the Brownsville Independent School District. So the Brownsville Independent
School Di.strict took the necessary steps and turned it over to the Brownsville Junior College.
Some of the members of the school district board served one term on the Brownsville Junior
College board to make sure it continued and kept pushing it to get bigger and bigger. The
original members got out but from that nucleus they put themselves on the map. The university
that is here today, on the old Fort Brown property, can trace their beginnings there to the late
1940's. A lot of people don't know that story. They thought it just happened. However, there was
a lot of politicking that went on. Fortunately, my father was president of the school board then.
He was a part of a pretty strong membership that pushed it that way. It included Lyndon B.
Johnson, fonner president of the United States, and also John Barron who was the
[Superintendent of Schools] secretary general at that time. Jack Wiech [an attorney] was also
involved and they were able to push it through to get the Brownsville Junior College moved over
to the old Fort Brown property in those days. It was a very good thing for Brownsville, for the
future.

LAURA GARCIA: WAS THE SOClETY SEGREGATED BACK THEN? WAS THERE
SEGREGATION IN BROWNSVILLE?
Pat Pace: A lot of people say there was no segregation in Brownsville, but there was. However,
our elementary schools were some ofthe few elementary schools that had both races. Our first,
second, and third grades were Hispanics on one side of the building and all Anglos for first,
second, and third grades on the other side. Then in the fourth and fifth grades they joined
together. Other elementary schools were all Hispanics, but there weren't many Anglos at that
time. There still isn't There are less now if you really think about it. Some schools back then
were 90% Anglos, and a couple of others were mixed. Our Brownsville High School footbsll
team was, on the first team, eight Hispanics and three of us were Anglos. I had no problem, I
spoke a bit of Spanish then, but not as much as I speak now. Some of the boys did not speak
English and we had to help them aloog. Sometimes we had to give them the plays in numbers.
One of our star playen; was from Mexico, Luckily, our coach got him his papers. That never
came out in the news. He was a big star, still is a star. No one really talks about that. Being on
the border that's going to happen. Let's face it, we are almost one community. The only thing
that separates us is the bridge and the river. That is one of the bad fallacies of the [border] wall
Nothing but bad things are going to come from that. They are already digging under it and going
over it in different places. It's a joke. All the multi-millions of dollars they spent on that.
LAURA:DOYOUFEEL THATBROWNSVILLE WAS SAFER BEFORE OR AFTER THE
CLOSING OF FORT BROWN?
Pat Pace: r don't think it was any safer then, as compared to now. Our police department wasn't
as big back then as it is now, but then again our community wasn't as large as it is now. I don't
think there was a difference in safety. Considering Mexico, I don't know if the Mexicans ever
1ried to invade the United States, with Fort Brown down here, or Fort Ringgold right up the road
at Rio Grande City. I don't think they ever thought about it. Of course there was also the Air
Force base at Harlingen in those days. It is safer on the streets ofBrownsville. The soldiers got
drunk, local people got drunk, and they still get drunk. You still have drive-by shootings on both
sides of the border. More so on the other side, but not very different then what we had thirty or
forty years ago.
LAURA GARCIA: WHERE DID YOU WORK?
Pat Pace: I ran Pace Fish Company. I had my own fish company in Brownsville for 48 years. I
graduated from Brownsville High School. My brother and my two sisters also graduated from
there. I then went to school at SMU and graduated from there. My wife went to SMU also. She
was from Brownsville as well and we were high scoool sweethearts. I started my own bus� in
1959 and we operated there in Mexico until 2003, when I retired. Now I do mi.�siOllllJy worlc in
Mexico. We have a small group of people that we take food, medical supplies, and clothing to
down in Mexico every three days out of the week. The "islands" we call them. These are about
four or five islands located in the bay of the Laguna Madre. They are about forty-seven miles
south of Matamoros. We have four hundred and fifty families that we take care of every week.
At the least, they get enough food from us to eat for a few days.

LAURA GARCIA: DO YOU DO THAT THROUGH THE CHURCH?
Pat Pace; We are all members of a Christian church. Methodist, or Baptist, or Disciples of Christ.
How ever, we are not connected in our work with a church like many groups are. We do our own
thing. We go where we want to go, and we do what we want to do. We give away what we want
to give away. It is not necessary to have to be connected to a church. It's good if you are, but we
are not.
LAURA GARCIA: THAT IS INTERESTING. GETTING BACK TO FORT BROWN, YOU
SAID TifAT YOU WOULD GO TO FORT BROWN FOR PARADES AND CONCERTS?
Pat Pace: We used to look around. There was always something going on. The soldiers were
always out there drilling on the parade grounds. There were special days and special weekends,
when they would have a dress parade on the parade grounds. They would show off to a visiting
general or just a monthly or bimonthly change in the guards. They would always show off
everything then. They would always have the practice time, and they also had several members
of the cavalry who practiced jumpin g, steeple chasing, and things like that The Brownsville
Herald did a good job of announcing when that was going to be. There was somebody at the fort
who was in charge ofpublicity and they would let the Brownsville Herald know that on such and
such day there would be steeple chasing, or on such and such day they would have polo matches.
Then they would have a dress parade to show off for the visiting general. That was always very
interesting, with the band and all the brass polished.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT WERE THE MAIN MEANS OF COMMUNICATION BACK
TIIEN? NEWSPAPER? RADIO?
Pat Pace: Newspaper mainly, as I recall. Whatever I saw was in the newspaper. Radio
frequencies were very limited. We had one station here in Brownsville and one in Weslaco.
There was also one that started up in Harlingen but that was after the closing of Port Brown. So it
was just Weslaco and Brownsville. The Brownsville radio station was very, very limited.
Weslaco was the main station, and, of course, they did not have much going on about
Brownsville up there. They had advertising from the upper valley. We were very weak down
here as far as radio was concerned except for our own station. It was a small, home-run
operation, but they did a good job about reporting the news. There was another station out there
where La Plaza Inn is. There was a station out there. That was the first station. I forgot the name
ofthat one. It didn't last too long.
LAURA GARCIA: YOU SAID THAT THE FORT BROWN HORSES WERE REALLY
FASCINATING?
Pat Pace: For an eight-year-old they were fascinating. Seeing so many horses at one time, you
know. You always think of the Southwest as being cowboys and Indillllli and horses, but in
reality there were not so many around. Then all of a sudden you see them when you have a
cavalry right there in your own town. There were only a few hundred. I can't recall exactly how
many. When there was the parade on Main Street you would just see horse, after horse, after
horse, after horse. Some were pulling wagons and some were being ridden.

LAURA GARCIA: WOUW TIIE PARADE GODOWN ELIZABETHSTREET?
Pat Pace: Yes, the parade went down Elizabeth. They would come from Fort Brown. That was
theC harroDays parade. It would always start at the parade grounds at Fort Brown in those days.
It would come down Elizabeth Street and would end at the high school. Then they got to where
they would tum around and come back up W ashington. You could see them coming and going.
Now it starts atSam'sStadium because they use it to put everything in order. That's the way
they do it now.
LAURAGARCIA:WHAT D OYOUREMEMBERABOUTTHEFORTBROWN
CAVALRY?
Pat Pace: The horses, just the horses.That's the cavahy. It was a mounted cavalry. That means
that they each had to ride on a horse. It was always fascinating for a young kid likeI was.
Whenever we got a chance, I would talk my mother into taking us out there to Fort Brown,
LAURA GARCIA: YOUSAID THEYSWITCHED FROM M OUNTEDCA VALRY TO ... ?
Pat Pace: To armored cavalry, but that happened once they were across the ocean, the Pacific.
They were in the Bataan March. M ost ofthem didn't come back.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT EVIDENCE OF DAILY LIFE IN THE FORT WAS APPARENT
FROM THE OUTSIDE?
Pat Pace:Cleaning the horses.Taking care of the horses when you went out there. Going from
barrack to barrack or going to athletic events. M ainly, working with the horses and the rifle
ranges. You would hear the shots going off over there at the [Fort Brown] island. That is what
you would see outside the barrackB, outside the cla ssrooms. Of COUilie they had classrooms
going, drills, how to do this, how to do thal They had the mess hall and all that and you could
see them coming and going if you were out there at that time. You could be out there. You could
drive around as long as you didn't speed or anything like that.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT WAS YOUR EA RLIEST MEMORY OF FORT BROWN?
Pat Pace: The horses. I was interested in the horses. That is the thing I remember the most. I was
only about eight or nine years old. I was interested in the horses, I always enjoyed them.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT THESOLDIERS' UNIFORMS?
Pat Pace: They were khaki.Some of them were dark green. Khaki was not their dress uniform.
They wore the dark green, a darker green, when they were on the horses. With their round
brimmed cat hats. Like some of the border patrol men wear now and some of the customs agents.
They wear broad brimmed hats for the sun. They were always shrup looking to me. Every kid
wants to be a soldier when you see them walking around like that all the time,
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LAURA GARCIA: HOW ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SOLDIBRS AND
THE HIGHER UPS?
Pat Pace: I couldn't speak on that. I had no idea what happened there; I only saw them for the
programs, when they were on their best behavior. Of course in public, they were always
supposed to be on their best behavior all lhe time. That is one ofthe high points of being a
soldier today, discipline.
LAURA GARCIA: WHERE WOULD YOU SAY THE CONCERTS WERE HELD?
Pat Pace: At the bandstand. You'd go in the main entrance and it would be over on the right,
where the U.S. customs is now. Where the city ofBrowmville bad a round, domed building that
they built and then tore down, I forgot what they called it. [Friendship Gardens.] That's where
that was. It was a second parade ground, a small parade ground. The small parade ground was on
the right and the large parade ground was on the left as you entered through the main gate.
LAURA GARCIA: WOULD THEY HAVE ANY TYPE OF FOOD WHEN THEY HELD TIIE
EVENTS?
Pat Pace: No. Not unless you invited some of the hierarchy like the genera.ls or something like
that. People in the city, like the mayor, or someone like that. They would get invited to the
officers' ball or some other social event. Being a child, I never did any of those things.
LAURA GARCIA: WOULD YOU SAY THAT BROWNSVILLE WAS MAINLY A
MEXICAN COMMUNITY, OR DOMINATED BY THE MEXICAN CULTURE?
Pat Pace: I'd say in those days it was probably about fifty-fifty.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT KIND OF FOOD WAS POPULAR FOR TIIE TIME?
Pat Pace: In the restaUl'llllts?
LAURA GARCIA: YES.
Pat Pace: We had a Mexican food restaurant, a high class Mexican food restaurant right down in
front of the Gateway Bridge. It was right down at the end where you entered into Fort Brown.
There was Landrums, and we had a downtown cafe called the White Kitchen. They had
everything. They had good seafood and good steaks. The Brownsville Coffee Shop served coffee
and I think they served enchiladas also. Their main course was chicken fried steak and
enchiladas. Their big business items early in the morning were huevos rancheros and eggs and
things like that. In the evening, after the Majestic Theater Jct out, they would fill up with people
that had just Jet out from the Majestic Theater, right there across the street from the post office.
They would go there to eat. Either from there or the Capitol Theater. They would go over to have
a late night snack over at the El Jardin hotel restaurant and also at the Oyster Bar, the original
Oyster Bar. Right next door to the Capitol Theater. That was mainly a seafood place. They
started back in the 40's. [1950]. There were also some small restaurants that catered strictly to the
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old taco. Not the flautas, not the fajitas, they didn't know what a fajita was in those days. )Fajitas
came about back in the 1960 's. It was th.at late because there were only two pieces of fajita on
every cow. You had to cut a Jot of cows so you could eat fajitas. So it was very rare to cut them.
One ofmy father's specialties was fajitas. They would cut them out and sell every piece of them.
He cut his own beefin those days.
LAURA GARCIA: DID YOU EVER GO TO TIIE BEACH OR TO MEXICO AS A CHIT..D?
Pat Pace: I went to the beach about once a month. We would always hear and watch when the
artillery, the machine guns , were having their practice out there. They had the big range out there
from the highway toward the ship channel. Of course we could never go as far as the ship
channel; it was too far away. We would go out to the beach and to Mexico. As a teenager, we
would go across th.e river and we would buy special kinds of pants and shirts because we liked
their shirts. On occasion we would go to the Drive Inn or some other restaurant, or we would go
shopping in the old tnalket before it burned down the first time.
LAURA GARCIA: rs THERE ANYTIIING ELSE TIIAT YOU REMEMBER THAT WE
HAVEN'T COVERED?
Pat Pace: No.
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Larry Herrera
Interviewed by Maria Gomez and Myrell Mortalla
It is 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon on September 29, 2008. We are at the home of Mr.
Larry Herrera in Brownsville, Texas. Mr. Herrera spent his childhood growing up at Fort
Brown. He left Brownsville to serve in World War II and was present at Pearl Harbor
when the Japanese attacked on December 7, 1941. After the war, Mr. Herrera returned to
his hometown and raised a family. He currently lives a peaceful life with his wife and
graciously agreed to share his memories ofFort Brown.
Larry Herrera: My name is Larry Herrera. I'm a Brownsville native. I lived at Fort Brown
when I was a young boy.
MARIA GOMEZ: HOW WAS LIFE AT FORT BROWN'?
Larry Herrera: It was good. They had parades, a lot of parades. They let us ride the horses
that the soldiers had. We had buses that took us to school and there was a baseball
diamond on base where we could play.
MYRELL MORTALLA: WAS THERE AN EVERYDAY ROUTINE AT FORT
BROWN OR WAS THERE DIFFERENT ACTMTIES GOING ON EACH DAY?
Larry Herrera: Well, I don't know because I was in school most of the time. We were all
going to school. But the main time that they would have different activities would be on a
weekend when they bad parades and polo games on horses. They would march and just
do what you do in an amiy camp.
MARIA GOMEZ: IS TI-IERE AN IMPORTANT EVENT THAT OCCURRED AT
FORT BROWN THAT STANDS OUT THE MOST FOR YOU?
Lany Herrern: Well, I guess the happiest thing in my life was the fact that I liked to ride a
horse. We used to ride a lot out there where the golf course is now. That's where we used
to go. That's where the horses were cut loose on the weekends.
MYRELL MORTALLA: TELL US ABOUT THE INCIDENT WITI-1 THE COWNEL.
Larry Herrera: Oh! One day there were four ofus and we were playing "Cowboys and
Indians." In order to shoot a man you had to ride up and catch them and hit them with
your hand on horses, which was not an easy thing. We decided that we were going to get
the horses that they had turned loose which numbered around 75 to 80. There may have
been 100 horses out there. We were circling just like the cowboys do in the movies when
the colonel saw us so we scattered. Everybody went in different directions and we hid in
the brush. We wouldn't leave until be left. When we got back to the stables with our
horses, the corporal and sergeants were waiting for us and told us that we were grounded
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for two months, and that we couldn't ride the horses anymore. Well, that meant a lot to us
because that was quite a good thing. Those horses were trained. They jumped. They
jumped barriers. They jumped fences, things like that. It was a lot of fun.
MARIA GOMEZ: HOW DID THE FORT INFLUENCE OR AFFECT YOUR LIFE?
Larry Herrera: Well, my life within Fort Brown was due to the fact that my brother-in
law wa.q a sergeant. I lived with them. In the morning when I got up, and this was when:
was in high school, I had to make my bed. I had to sweep and mop my room and I bad to
shine my shoes before I went to school. He was very strict on that. I would be grounded jf
I didn't shine my shoes or ifl didn't clean my room.
MARIA GOMEZ: CAN YOU DESCRIBE FORT BROWN?
Larry Herrera: Well, let's sec. There was a fence all the way around. The fence was
located right on the other side of the parade ground where the baseball diamonds were.
There were guards at three openings. One on Jefferson Street., one on Elizabeth Street,
and one in the back that was a side entrance on about 161h or 1 in Street. The radio station
was located about a block from the fence. The Fort Brown fence ran parallel to where the
barracks were. In front of what is now the administrative building of the UTB campus,
and where the library is now located, was a barbershop. There was also a tailor shop and
a restaurant in wooden buildings just like the barracks. The hospital was where the
administration building is and the morgue is right behind it. The old morgue is still there
by the UTB gymnasium. The old commissary building is in the back and that's where the
civilians who lived in the fort would buy their groceries.
MARIA GOMEZ: DO YOU REMEMBER BROWNSVILLE AND ITS PARADES?
Larry Herrera: Oh, the parades were real pretty. There were people riding horses. They
would ride up and down by the parade ground. It was mainly about learning bow to
march. Of course, they were being trained with their horses. I do remember that they
would ride horses from down here to Rio Grande City and from Rio Grande City all the
way up to Alpine. Alpine is about halfway between here and El Paso and they used to
ride their horses there and back. It would take them over a week to ride that far and you
would have to be pretty tough in certain places to ride a horse that long. They didn't
walk.
MYRELL MORTALLA: IS THERE A PLACE IN FORT BROWN THAT YOU MISS
THE MOST?
Larry Herrera: No, not really. I liked it all. It was everyday living just like we have today.
People couldn't just come and go into the post, however. They had to be checked when
they came in. They didn't search you or anything like today, but they'd make you stop.
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MARIA GOMEZ: DID YOU EVER VISIT MATAMOROS?
Larry Herrera: Me? Yeah. They played ball with the Matamoros team. They used to take
balls and play baseball, and then come back.
MARIA GOMEZ: HOW WAS LIFE IN'MATAMOROS?
Larry Herrera: Matamoros was a lot different. It was very small and it was not anything
like it is today. It was just like Brownsville. When I came back to Brownsville, there
were less than 20,000 people here. We have more than that in our schools today. We've
got more than 40,000 students in our schools. Brownsville is pretty big now.
MYRELLMORTALLA: HOW DID YOU COME TO LNE AT FORT BROWN?
Larry Herrera: My mother moved away from Brownsville and I was still in high school. I
wanted to stay and graduate from high school here. My sister had married a sergeant and
so I lived with them until 1 got out of high school. After graduation, I left Brownsville.
MYRELL MORTALLA: HOW WAS SCHOOL HERE FOR YOU?
Larry Herrera: Very good. We had very good teachers.
MARIA GOMEZ: HOW BIG WAS THE HIGH SCHOOL BACK THEN?
Larry Herrera: I think there were around 50, I guess, in my graduating class, but it was
good. We had very good teachers, very devoted teachers.
MARIA GOMEZ: WERE THERE ANY CELEBRATIONS GOIN'G ON LIKE
PARADES?
Larry Herrera: Ob, l remember the first Charro Days. It was in the late 1930's. Ob, that
was a big deal down here. One of those years a general who had been in prison in the
Philippines came to Brownsville. He came as an honored guest of the city. it was a big
thing.
MYRELL MORTALLA: 1S THERE ANYTHING ELSE THAT YOU WOULD LIKE
FOR US TO K.1\l'OW OR ANYTHING ELSE YOU REMEMBER?
Larry Herrera: Well, the population ofBrownsville has exploded. It is very big now. I
remember when the river would get high and flood. One time they took us boys from
school t.o get sandbags to put on the levee where the bridges are. The course of the river
changed back in the I 9301s. There were no dams to control the river back in those days. A
big piece of property that belonged to Mexico all of a sudden became part of the U.S.
because the river moved. The river would flood and the water would come down and
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change course in different places. We thought that was something. That happened right
behind Fort Brown. The river flooded and the U.S. grew!
MARIA GOMEZ: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE IHAT YOU REMEMBER?
Larry Herrera: That's about all. Fort Brown has a good history and a lot of people don't
know this. I bet you haven't seen the place out where Major Jacob Brown was killed, the
person that Brownsville was named after. Go over the levee and there's a golfcourse
office and if you get out there and look down you'll see a big platform. Well, that's
where the original post was. That's the fort where one ofthe battles was fought That's
where Jacob Brown was killed.
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MR. LARRY HERRERA
THEN

NOW

Robert Gann
Interviewed by Laura Garcia
Robert Gann is a former government employee who worked along the border in an effort to
protect the U.S. from the spread of the foot and mouth disease which was coming in from
Mexico. On October 27, 2008, Mr. Gann graciously agreed to an interview in which he recalled
his past experiences, including those pertaining to Fort Brown as an operational fort in the 1930's
and 1940's.
Robert Gann: I remember back in those days, I guess it was 1930 or 193 l, when my dad and I
would leave early in the morning from our home, which was north of Rio Hondo, Texas, and
travel to Fort Brown. We would make the trip in our old truck. Mother would pack us some
lunch and we would stop, you know, we would stop and eat lunch and we would drive on in to
Fort Brown. We would not arrive until about four o'clock in the afternoon, that is how long the
trip was. When we got to Fort Brown, we would watch the soldiers. I especially remember that
we would watch the soldiers jump their horses off into the horseshoe shaped resaca there at Fort
Brown. They had a ramp made out of dirt and they [cavalry] would ride up that ramp and jump
into the water. That really impressed me in those days.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW OW WERE YOU AT THAT TIME?
Robert Gaon: I must have been about five or six years old.
LAURA GARCIA: DO YOU RECALL WHEN FORT BROWN CWSED?
Robert Gann: Well, Fort Brown did not close until, I think, sometime during World War II. I
really don't know exactly when it closed, but I think it was around 1944. I know it was around
the time of World War II. [Fort Brown officially closed in May, 1944.)
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT AFFECT DID FORT BROWN HAVE ON IBE SURROUNDING
COMMUNITY?
Robert Gann: Well, I remember they would saddle up and ride those horses from Fort Brown to
Rio Grande City to a camp out there called Fort Ringgold. When they would retwn from Fort
Ringgold, they would sometimes ride through Rio Hondo. The cavalry would make camp there
for the night in Rio Hondo. I used to go out there as a boy and watch them. Our teachers would
let os out of class and we would go and stand oo the side of the street and watch the soldiers ride
by. That was something to seel
LAURA GARCIA: DID YOU AITE1'.1D ANY SPECIAL EVENTS AT FORT BROWN?
Robert Gann: I can't rem.ember any thing special outside of the horses. My dad was friends with
two men in particular. 1 don't remember their names, but I believe one of them was Captain Vale
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and the other was Sergeant Johnson. They were hunting friends. My dad had hound dogs and
these soldiers had hound dogs also. We would come down here and spend a couple of days. We'd
go out, you know, where Boca Chica flats are. We'd go out there and camp. It was a good time
for me.
LAURA GARCIA: SO YOUR DAD HAD ACQUAINTANCES WITH THE SOLDIERS?
Robert Gann: Yeah, they were real friendly to us you know. Of course knowing Sergeant
Johnson and Captain Vale, weU they would treat us just like one of them. I was always amazed at
how straight they'd sit up in the saddles, real straight The way they could ride horses! Later I
found out the reason why they sat up straight in their saddles was because if they didn't, and
slouched over, well the military would make them tape their backs. They would put tape on their
backs so they couldn't slump over. Everywhere I know they sat up straight, straight up in their
saddles.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW DID THE REST OF TIIE CITIZENS REACT TOWARDS THE
SOLDIERS?
Robert Gann: As far as I know, they were all that way. Of course. I was too }'OWlg to know
anything referring to other people, rut I know my dad got along with them. He never had any
business there that wasn't pleasant, you know.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW DID YOUR PARENTS REACT TO THE CLOSURE OF FORT
BROWN?
Robert Gann: Well, it didn't make a [difference] as far as I know; it didn't have any difference
whatsoever. We lived in Rio Hondo and that's a long ways from here at the time. But I guess it's
because they mechanized from horses over to vehicles or what have you. So when that happened,
they moved them out of business to another, I guess fort, but they moved them out of
Brownsville to maybe California or somewhere in the east or someplace to get more training.
LAURA GARCIA: DID YOU EVER GO DOWN TO THE BORDER HERE IN
MATAMOROS?
Robert Gann: I came here along the border and worked, but this was after the war was over. I
would ride the river here on the border. I rode until 1951, I guess. I started in 1946 or 1947. I
rode until 1951, and then I went into Mexico and worked down in Mexico for the government
down there. But, I rode along the river on horseback and camped on the river. I rode the river
border for, I guess, four or five years.
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LAURA GARCIA: BESIDES WATCHING TIIE SOLDIERS MARCH ACROSS ELIZABETII
STREET DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER SPECIAL MEMORIES OF FORT BROWN?
Robert Gann: Other than the way the soldiers looked? Well, I just thought that they were the
greatest guys on earth. They paraded, oh yeah! T used to watch them parade those hOl'l!es. And,
every one of those horses were just groomed and trimmed perfectly. They'd get out there and
they would blow on those lrumpets, that bugle, and those horses would turn. They'd start
blowing one way and the horses would turn to the right, and then they'd blow something else and
the horses would tum to the left. And then they'd get on that jumping deal. They'd run full, I
mean full speed up that slope there. I mean they would just dive off into that water, clothes and
all! That really got me.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT WERE THEIR UNIFORMS LIKE?
Robert Gann: Well, they wore brim h ats, large brim hats. They were flat hats like the type that
maybe the border patrol wears, similar to that, which is what I call an army hat. Aud they wore
beautiful blouses and jeans, and they wore boots. They had high top boots and the boots were
always kept shiny, and they wore spurs. The pants were tucked inside their boots. A lot ofthem
had guns, and pistols. I don't know if it's just the officers that had the pistols. I can't remember.
But all of them, seemed like I remember a lot of guns everywhere.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT COLOR WERE THEIR UNIFORMS?
Robert Gann: It was a brownish color. It wasn't dark brown but it was a semi-dark brown.
LAURA GARCIA: WHAT WOULD YOU DO ON A REGULAR BASIS DURING THAT
TIME?
Robert Gann: Well, umm, I don't remember. I don't remember too much about staying here in
Brownsville. [It] seemed like we would come here, and I'd watch them parade out there. And,
then, what I remember after that is that we would go hunting. We would spend two or three days
down at the Boca Chica flats, down there hunting with those hounds. I remember Sergeant
Johnson. After I got to be ten or twelve years old, well, he retired here and he never left the
valley. He stayed here and he and my dad were still friends. We used to do a lot of hunting
together. He was always my favorite. He was always giving me stuff to make me think I was a
gooo guy.
LAURA GARCIA: DID YOU HAVE ANY FRIENDS OR ACQUAINTANCES WITH THE
CHILDREN THERE?
Robert Gann: No. No, I don't even remember any of the children. I just don't. I don't remember
any of their wives or anything like that. One time we did go to the sergeant's house and his wife
had somckind of cake or pie or something. We ate and that's about a ll I can remember lhere.
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LAURA GARCIA: HOW ABOlIT THE ECONOMY DURING THAT TIME?
Robert Gann: Well, it wasn't very good. It was just right in the middle of the depression that we
had in those days. Money was hard to come by. I know that my dad and mother bad a hard time.
They had money in the Rio Hondo bank and the San Benito bank and when the banks went
broke, well they just didn't have any money. We lived off the faan. We lived off what we grew
and what game we killed. That's what we did. That's what we lived off of. But I don't remember
going hungry. I know sometimes I would have rather had something else to eat, but we always
had somethlng to eat.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW WAS IT DIFFERENT BEFORE AND AFTER THE GREAT
DEPRESSION? DID IT CHANGE MUCH THROUGHOUT THAT TIME?
Robert Gann: Well, I can't remember too much before the depression. You see the d epression
started in 1929 and I was bom in l 926. So I don't remember too much of when it started, but I
remember before it was over. I do have memories from what it was like in, say, in 1930 or 1931.
I know we had, I remember, the big hunicane we had here in 1933. I can remember that very
well. It's funny how you can remember some tilings, but other things you just don't. They were
not as important, you know.
LAURA GARCIA: DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER MEMORIES TIIAT YOU HAVEN'T
DISCUSSED THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE?
Robert Gann: Well, one of the memories that I have that was most impressive was that we were
going, I believe it was to Point Isabel, and it was about during those same years. We were going
to Point Isabel and we had to stop because there were donkeys, wild donkeys, crossing the road.
There must have been thousands of 1hose dam donkeys. We'd stop there and just waited till all of
those donkeys went across the highway or road in front ofus. I had always wanted dad to catch
one so I could take it home and ride it, you lcnow, but ofcourse he never did. But that's one of
the sights that I remember seeing that not very many people ever saw. I understand that the
military bad something to do with them disappearing. We also bad a man named Snake King that
had a zoo or kind ofa circus of animals here in Brownsville. He used to kill the donkeys to feed
his animals, so over years well they just disappeared.
LAURA GARCIA: WHEN YOU WERE GROWING UP DID YOU HAVE TO DO SOME
KIND OF HELP AROUND THE HOUSE?
Robert Gann: Oh yeah. There were nine ofus children and we all worked. I mean, we'd go to
school, all children went to school at one time or another. We went to school and when you came
home, you changed from your school clothes into work clothes. Then you went out and worked.
We were always chopping cotton, picking cotton, tomatoes, or what.ever type of work it was in
those days. But no, everybody worked.
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LAURA GARCIA: DID YOU EVER GO DOWN TO THE BEACH?
Robert Gann: Yeah, I remember going to the island. When I was a small lcid, we would go down
to Point Isabe� to the little lighthouse there. That used to be a lowist court there. We'd leave our
vehicle there, and you'd go down and get on this ferry that would carry us across to the island.
We'd go over there and spend the night fishing. Sometimes we might spend a day or two over
there fishing. That was in, I don't know, I guess around 1934 or 1935.
LAURA GARCIA: DID YOUR DAD SOCIALIZE WTI1I TIIE SOLDIERS ON A REGULAR
BASIS?
Robert Gann: No, no, just bunting. That's the only social life that be bad. I can't remember the
soldiers ever coming to visit us. Tjust remember coming down here and seeing them parade their
horses. You know, what I remember about visiting Fort Brown was the big parade ground. It was
beautiful. They always kept it trimmed close and that's were those horses would parade out
there. You could go out there almost any time of the day and they would be a group of them over
here and over there and they would be riding those horses on the parade ground.
LAURA GARCIA: AND HOW OFTEN DID YOU COME DOWN HERE TO FORT BROWN?
Robert Gann: I only came down on maybe three or four trips. Remember, like I said, I was so
young. I remember on one of the trips coming down we had a flat tire. In those days you rarried
a jack, patch, tar, and other stuff. You would have to fix that dam flat and then you would get
baclc on the road and you'd drive another 10 or 15 miles and you'd have another flat We'd leave
Rio Hondo, north ofRio Hondo, at daybreak or before daybreak, and we'd get into Brownsville
at maybe two or three o'clock in the afternoon. That was quite a trip in those days.
LAURA GARCIA: DID THE SOLDIERS LET YOU RIDE THE HORSES?
Robert Gann: No, heck no. But yeah, I wanted to you know. Yeah, J wanted to. I remember
walking through the stalls and seeing the horses and how they cared for them. They would brush
them down and they fed them. Those horses where beautiful. They just kept them so shiny and
well groomed. I was raised around horses and cattle, we bad horses and cattle too. I know our
horses, they were good cattle horses. But they weren't as pretty and shiny as the soldier's horses.
LAURA GARCIA: DID THEY HA VE SOME TYPE OF SPECIAL BRAND ON THE
HORSES?
Robert Gann: Yeah, yeah, I think they did. I think, if I'm not mistaking, 1 think they had "US"
on, I believe was on the cheek of the horse. I believe that's the way the brands were. I'm not sure
about that, but T believe it was. I remember they had "US" on somewhere but I can't remember
where.
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LAURA GARCIA: DID THE UNIFORMS OF THE SOLDIERS DISTINGUISH THE HIGH
RANKING OFFICERS FROM THE REST OF THE MEN?
Robert Gann: Well, I saw some of the higher ups but they were offin groups of their own. I
don't remember getting up close to them, but they had brass on their collars. Their uniforms,
their jackets, had brass on them. They rode horses just like the other soldiers did.
LAURA GARCIA: DO YOU REMEMBER TI-IE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
REGULAR SOLDIERS AND TIIE OFFICERS? WAS IT GOOD?
Robert Gann: Oh, it was strictly military. As far I know there was none of that communicating
between the soldiers and the generals or main officers, I never saw any of that. You know I was
wondering about that too because Captain Vale was, well, captain was pretty high up. And
Sergeant Johnson, Sergeant Johnson was a Master Sergeant and he had been in for twenty-five
years or so. J remember him having a lot of stripes on his arms, but they got along good. Of
course they had going hunting in common.
LAURA GARCIA: DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER OUTSTANDING MEMORIES YOU
WOULD LIKE TO SHARE?
Robert Gann: Well, those horses were born and raised around shooting and gunfire, target
practice you know. They were so well trained. I remcmberwhcn they were marching down the
main street there in Rio Hondo, they would all be stepping at the same time and have a rhythm
going and all that. They'd ride from Fort Brown to Rio Grande City and they'd ride back through
Rio Hondo.
LAURA GARCIA: SO THE HORSES WOULD ALWAYS GO IN STEP AND FOLLOW
ORDERS?
Robert Gann: Yeah, yeah, I guess. In the spring they'd come down here. Man they would strut
and show their stuff. The soldiers would play that bugle and those horses would just pick up their
heads and really prance. They'd move about lively when that bugle was blowing.
LAURA GARCIA: HOW ABOUT SCHOOLING?
Robert Gann: My school? I went to Rio Hondo School. The war came on in 1941 and I went into
the service in 1943. I stayed until 1946. And then in 1946 I came to work on the river here. So, I
never did much around Rio Hondo after that. My mother and father lived there, so of course I
would go and visit them. I worked the river from the mouth to Rio Grande City. I was one of
what they'd call a range rider. We were river riders. We were traveling the river and trying to
stop the flow of the foot and mouth disease into the United States. Mexico had an outbreak of the
foot and mouth disease and it was our job to keep any of that disease from spreading and coming
into the states.
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Agnes and Frances Browne
Interviewed by Sergio Hernandez, Paul Rios, and James Mills

This interview was conducted on September 29, 2008. The Browne sisters were born and r111sed
in Brownsville during the time Fort Brown was still an operational military establishment.
Frances Browne, age ninety�nc, and Agnes, age ninety-five, had many acquaintances within the
walls oflhe fort, including the quartermaster, Captain Owens, and his daughter, Annabelle.
Frances and Agnes Browne recall their early years quite well and arc very active with their
answers. They Hve in the same location, which has been in their family fur three generations.
The two sisters complement each other's answers throughout the interview.
PAUL RJOS: PLEASE INTRODUCE YOURSELVES.
Agnes Browne: Well, my name is Agnes Browne. B-R-O-W-N-E. My sister is named Frances
Browne and we will do our best to help with this interview. Fort Brown was here and it was part
of our lives. We had friends there that went to school with us.
Frances Browne: Many Friends. Good, good friends. For example, Annabelle, who was the
quartermaster's daughter. His name was Captain Owens. Annabelle went to school with us. She's
in heaven now. They lived at Fort Brown and had a private swimming pool for the officers'
children. That is where I learned to swim. I swam with Annabelle there instead of going to Boca
Cruea beach. You couldn't really swim at the beach because the waves were too strong.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: WHERE DID THE TWO OF YOU LIVE DUR.ING THE TIME
FORT BROWN WAS STILL OPERATIONAL?
Agnes Browne: We lived right here. Right here! 206 Levee Street, and our grandmother lived
right across the street. We know this place like a map.
MR. JAMES MILLS: SO YOU WERE BOTii BORN IN BROWNSVILLE?
Frances Browne: Yes. And our father W'dS born here, and his father and mother were both born
here, so we're the third generation to have been born in Brownsville.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: WHAT WAS LIFE LIKE GROWING UP IN BROWNSVILLE
DURING THAT TIME?
Frances Browne: Fine! There was a little streetcar that would run right in front of the house. We
would come home from school in a camion. It was like a school bus and you sat on boards facing
each other. It ran around and dropped you off where you belonged.
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SERGIO HERNANDEZ: WHAT AFFECT DID FORT BROWN HAVE ON YOUR LIFE?
Agnes Browne: Well, it was part of the wdy we lived. We liked Fort Brown. Ooooh, I loved to
go out and watch the soldiers march, and the bands played beautifully, didn't they? On certain
Sundays, they would have polo games and we wou1d go and watch the polo players.
Frances Browne: Ahhhh, that was fun.
Agnes Browne: That was exciting!
Frances Browne: Have you ever watched a Polo game?
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: POLO? NO.
The Browne Sisters: No?
Agnes Browne: It's very exciting to see those men.
Frances Browne: You know the men are on horses.
Agnes Browne: It's like golf with a horse. You see the golfers go out here and stand around. But
out here, you have a big horse with a mallet.
Frances Browne: Yeah!
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: SO GENERALLY, THE ATTITIJDE TOWARD THE SOLDIERS
AND EVERYONE THERE WAS NICE?
Frances Browne: Sure! They had a cute little bandstand and they had a little band playing in it.
That was grand, we liked that!
Agnes Browne: Also, we were too young for it, but there were dances down there all the time.
They had invited the girls from the community to go down there. So ummm ...
Frances Browne: Everybody went!
Agnes Browne: Our aunts went to the dances but we were too young ourselves. However, there
were different people who would occasionally put on a dancing recital. They would open some
place in the fort where we could go down there and we would give our performance.
MR. JAMES MILLS: FOR THE SOLDIERS?
The Browne Sisters: No.
Agnes Browne: The public. They would allow the public to be there. If a teacher would ask for
the location, they would give it to her and she could ask her friends to come to see her student's
production. So, it was nice. We had a little formality about it that was very lovely.
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Frances Browne: Then: was a nice little band house out there. It was made out of framed wood,
and screens held it together. They [military musicians] would get in there and they'd play. We
could sit outside and bear the music. It was fun. But, oh, I loved it when they marched, in unison.
Agnes Browne: And of course, there were the officers. People knew the officers. There was a
friendship between the people from Fort Brown and those from Brownsville.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: SO WAS FORT BROWN A BIG PART OF YOUR LIFE? OF YOUR
DAJLYLIFE?
Frances Browne: Yeah, we accepted it as it was.
MR JAMES MJLLS: WHAT KIND OF INSTRUMENTS WOULD THEY PLAY'?
Frances Browne: The horns and the drums.
Agnes Browne: Homs and drums.
Frances Browne: The Saxophone and everything.
MR JAMES MILLS: AND YOU COULD GO ONTO THE FORT?
The Browne Sisters: Oh, yes!
Agnes Browne: We'd park around there and the children would get out and dance and play
around.
Frances Browne: Simple, it was simple.
Agnes Browne: The fort was sometimes open for us to come in and enjoy.
Frances Browne: You didn't have to worry about anything because everyone behaved
themselves.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID YOU HAVE TO GO THROUGH A GATE OR ANYTIUNG?
The Browne Sisters: Yes!
Agnes Browne: It was open. They opened it for us.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: COULD ANYONE GO IN?
Frances Browne: Yeah!
Agnes Browne: The public was invited. We always knew that we could just drive down and it
was open and ready for us.
Frances Browne: We loved Fort Brown, we loved the people there. They were all respectful.
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Agnes Browne: You could ride around the lake if you wanted to and if there was a concert going
on it would be around there. People par.ked their cars all around and the children would get out
and play. Anybody who wanted to get out and sit down could do so. The children were the ones
that ran around there and made the most noise.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: HOW DID FORT BROWN AFFECT THE ECONOMY OF
BROWNSVILLE?
Agnes Browne: Oh, ifthey had left, then everything would have gone dov.n.
Frances Browne: Well, I never stopped to think about that. I know that they sent their children to
private schools ... and you usually had to pay for that. And when they saw troops marching into
Elizabeth Street, don't you know the merchants were happy t.o see those men?
Frances Browne: Of course!
Agnes Browne: Of course they were!
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: so WHEN rr CWSED DOWN, WHAT HAPPENED? WHAT WAS
THE MAJOR CHANGE WHEN IT CLOSED? HOW DID THE ECONOMY CHANGE?
WERE THERE AJ.�Y MAJOR CHANGES?
Agnes Browne: Oh, I'm sure, yes, it was bad. But we didn't hear any complaints. Fort Brown
definitely brought money in here, all the time. Soldien; spent their money here also.
MR. JAMES MILLS: HOW DID THE SOLDIERS GET TO BROWNSVILLE?
The Browne Sisters: The trains.
MR. JAMES MILLS: OH, THE TRAINS?
Frances Browne: You used to have the Missouri Pacific over there near the El Jardin Hotel, you
know.
MR. JAMES MILLS: IS THAT WHERE THE TRAINS CAME lN? WHERE THE SOLDIERS
WOULD ARRIVE?
Agnes Browne: That's right. They would march down Elizabeth Street; it was a bright day for
everybody, for all the merchants. And ya know, it brought a lot of excitement too! A different
tempo for living and an opportunity to do other things, so it was nice. Very, very good.
SERGIO HERJ.'TANDEZ: SO HOW DID EVERYBODY FEEL ABOirf THE CLOSlNG OF
FORT BROWN?
Agnes Browne: They didn't like it!
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Frances Browne: Nope, of course not.
A gnes Browne: No, not at all.
PAUL RIOS: WHY WAS THATI
Agnes Browne: Well, economically it hurt the merchants and the people also, I suppose. Umm,
but we had gotten used to having those people around here. Fort Brown was a protection for us,
we didn't realize much danger in Brownsville at that time.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: SO PEOPLE WERE SAD ABOUT THE CWSING OF FORT
BROWN?
Agnes Browne: At that time they definitely didn't want it to close.
Frances Browne: Has A gnes told you about the cemetery? Where the soldiers were buried?
Agnes Browne: Yes, on the island. Out there! Near what they called the horseshoe lake. That
was a cemetery. But they removed those bodies to take them to some place in Louisiana. Umm,
they stole some of the tombstones and my father bought them for 25 cents a piece.
Frances Browne: They were Jovely marble tombstones.
Agnes Browne: Our father took them out to the ranch to raise the water troughs. He boughl, I
don't know how many of those tombstones.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: DID YOU HAVE ANY ACQUAINTANCES OR RELATIVES
THAT WERE SOLDIERS AT FORT BROWN?
Agnes Browne: Well, no. We didn't have any relatives, but acquaintances, yes. Our aunts and
uncles knew the officers, they all knew them. They were friends with a lot of the soldiers also.
They got to meet everybody.
Frances Browne: We knew them all because of Annabelle. Her father was the quartennaster.
That's where I learned to swim because they had a private pool for the children. You know you
can't go to Boca Chica to learn how to swim.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DO YOU REMEMBER HEARING THE CANNON GOING OFF?
Frances Browne: Oh yes! Regularly, all over town. You could hear reveille in the morning at
6:00 a.m. and taps in the evening. We would also hear the convent bells ringing.
Agnes Browne: Yes, the sisters over there at the convent would hear the little bell and some ofus
got to know the number of times the bells would ring. You know, to notify one of the sisters if
she was wanted. They could send out messages by the nwnber of times the bells rang. Some of
us learned what the number of bells meant. Another thing that we heard everyday was the 12:00
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p.m. steam whistle that sounded at Model Laundry. It went off everyday at 12:00 p.m. and you
could hear it all over town.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: SO WHAT WAS A TYPICAL DAY LIKE?
Frances Browne: Well, we would get up and go to school!
Agnes Browne: You could count on the opening of school in September. I usually had to walk to
school. Sometimes Papa would take me to school on his horse. The convent was cloistered. They
had walls all around it. Great big, high walls, with an enormous wooden gate at the entrance. The
sisters wouldn't come out. If they left, two or three would go together and they would have
cloaks on. They would cover themselves in cloaks.
Frances Browne: They would open up the wooden gate and Papa would let me off and I'd walk
in. I'd then go into my classroom. This was on Saint Francis Street. They had wooden floors and
benches where we sat. We also gave our recitals at the end of school or we perfonned in a
program that the sisters would put on. This was the Catholic convent where the high rise is now!
MR. JAMES MILLS: WERE THEY FRENCH SISTERS OR SPANISH?
Agnes Browne: Yes, the early ones were from France, but many of them came from Mexico and
some came from Spain also.
Frances Browne: And some came from Maryland. But the original sisters were from France.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WERE THEY NICE?
Frances Browne: Oh, yes! They were wonderful. For instance, my great-grandfather was from
France and he spoke French. My grdlldmother, who was the next generation, spoke French and
Spanish. They spoke three languages. The sisters themselves had to learn English before they
could teach us. They learned the English language in Galveston before they could come down
here. So then they taught us in English, Spanish, and French.
MR. JAMBS MILLS: WOW!
Frances Browne: Isn't it nice, wasn't it nice?
MR. JAMES MILLS: YEAH.
Frances Browne: It was a simple life, very simple.
MR. JA.i\IBS MILLS: SO YOU ALL WOULD GO TO SCHOOL AND THEN YOU WOULD
COME HOME?
The Browne Sisters: Yes!
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MR. JAMES MILLS: DID YOU HAVE TO DO HOMEWORK?
Agnes Browne: Yes. Of course. We're pretty good writers because they taught us penmanship.
Oh boy, the teacher that taught us had palsy, and so she'd keep writing and if you didn't have it
right, she'd grab you hair and shake your head.
Frances Browne: ''Do that better!" she would say.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: SO THEY WERE STRICT?
Frances Browne: Yeah, sure] No foolishness.
Agnes Browne: So we'd get up and go t.o school. We'd walk to school most of the time, wh:n
the weather was good. Afterwards we'd come home and study and they'd have something for us
to eat right away.
MR JAMES MILLS: WHAT DID YOU EAT?
Agnes Browne: Oh, are you kidding me?
Frances Browne: Good food! Tortillas!
Agnes Browne: Tortillas de harina for breakfast and tortillas demasa for dinner. Oh, aren't they
good?
MR. JAMES MILLS: YEAH!
Agnes Browne: I love them now. I remember our grandmother would make us migas on Fridays.
They were made from eggs and tortillas. Umm, and with onions and tomatoes and sometimes
cheese too. It was very good! They're delicious!
MR. JAMES MILLS: AND IT WAS ALL FRESH?
Agnes Browne: Oh, absolutely!
Frances Browne: And the tortillas were wonderful! Made right here. Many times we'd have the
music of the kitchen. The sounds of making handmade, fresh tortillas.
Agnes Browne: When Landrum's restaurant first opened up, he had somebody sitting before the
fireplace, an artificial fireplace, making the tortillas for everybody. They would put them on the
coma/.

MR. JAMES MILLS: DID IT SMELL GOOD?
Agnes Browne: Absolutely! They were delicious. Do you know where Landrum's was? It was
downtown, close to Fort Brown.
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SERGIO HERNANDEZ: WHAT WERE YOUR MOST CHERISHED MEMORIES ABO T
FORT BROWN?
Agnes Browne: I guess the concerts. And the Polo games, they were exciting!
Frances Browne: My cherished memories are my friends. We had good times together. That's
right, I took Anabelle in the car and we learned to drive. Do you know where we learned to
drive?
PAUL RIOS: WHERE?
Frances Browne: There by the Brownsville Golf Course, across from which is Mexico. One day
we came out and there was a soldier. He had been across the river and he had gotten into some
trouble. He was an American, and of course here he was naked from the waist up and he had this
bag around him. His horse had gotten away from him and he swam the river. He said, "Give me
a ride girls."
MR. JAMES MILLS: AND YOU DID?
Frances Browne: Well, we were. so stupid as kids, you know? I looked at Annabelle and she of
course knew all of the soldiers from Fort Brown. He was redheaded, and naked from the waist up
and he had just swam the river. The soldier said, "Give me a ride." So we were in a Model A or
Model T Ford, I don't remember which, and Annabelle was driving. She let him stand on the
running board and we took him to where he belonged. Nobody ever scolded us or said anything.
MR. JAMES MILLS: YOU WEREN'T AFRAID OF HIM?
Frances Browne: No! We never thought of being afraid You know, it was a simpler, more
trusting time back then. Besides, remember, Annabelle was the qllllrtCrmabicr's daughter and she
knew most ofthe soldiers. She probably recognized him.
MR, JAMES MILLS: DO YOU MIND IF WE ASK YOUR AGE?
Agnes Browne: I'm ninety-five and my sister Frances is ninety-one. We are what we are. We're
honest. Yes, no pretends here.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID YOU SAY THAT YOU HAVE MEMORIES OF WORLD WAR I?
Agnes Browne: That's right, yeah. I can remember Dorothy Moore's father. They lived at the
end of the block. There were two houses on this block. We had three lots and they had three lots.
I was always used to being hugged and kissed when somebody came in, and so I was over there
playing with Dorothy, and of course he hugged and kissed her and I felt so lost. Then he said, "I
brought you something" and she reached into his pocket because she knew she would find
something. He had brought her a box of Crayola's, and she was so thrilled with them, and I was
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so happy for her, but I thought, "Where's mine?" (Laughing). Not that I wanted it from her, no, it
wasn't that, but it was... Ijust felt lost somehow ...
Frances Browne: Yeah, usually you share.
Agnes Browne: But that's my only remembrance of Mr. Moore. He died during the flu epidemic
of that war, and, at the same time, the Putegnat boys, their sister, their mother and father. Some
of them died from the flu also. Papa had not been called to war because be bad 1he three children,
but the next call and he would have gone to war.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WERE YOU ALL LIVING IN THIS SAME HOUSE THEN? DURING
WORLD WAR I?
Agnes Browne: Not this house. Our first home burned down.
MR. JAMES MILLS: OH, IT DID?
Agnes Browne: Uh-huh.
MR JAMES MILl..S: WHAT YEAR?
A gnes Browne: Umm, Second grade. (Laughing). 1922 I'll say.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WAS THAT HOUSE IN THIS SAME LOCATION?
Frances Browne: Yes, right here. I'll take you outside and show you the old sidewalk.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: HOW DID IT BURN DOWN?
Agnes Browne: Well, that is very interesting. We had an electric light in the bathroom; well we
bad one in all the rooms but, particularly in the bathroom, and it was during the wintertime. We
had an oil heater and the wire was right dcwn over the heater. It got hot and went on up into the
attic and the fire spread all over the house.
Frances Browne: It was an electrical fire.
Agnes Browne: The City Manager at that time was Mr. Williams and he was just coming from
the power plant. He bad just cut the water pressure down. When he saw what was happening he
went back and told them to put the pressure back on.
Frances Browne: Before he got the pressure back up the firemen were just standing around with
empty hoses. There was no water coming out of the hoses.
Agnes Browne: By the time they got water pressure it was too late. The house just went. Right
here at this very comer. I remember the postman came and he helped my grandfather who was
elderly and lived with us. He was stone deaf. That postman helped my grandfather, who walked
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with a cane, get across the street. I watched from across the street at my grandmother's house.
That's where I watched the house bwn down.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WOW! AND YOU REMEMBER ALL OF TIIAT?
Frances Browne: Yep.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WAS IT DAYLIGHT OR NIGIITITME?
Frances Browne: Daylight. It was terrible. Papa was at the ranch out near the bay, and oh, when
he came home we had to tell him that the house had burned down. But we rebuilt on this same
lot.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID YOU ALL EVER GO TO BOCA CHICA BEACH?
Agnes Browne: Oh yes! Yes, of course. We also went out to Port Isabel. Our family bad a house
out there.
Frances Browne: We stayed at the hotel there and at the house also.
Agnes Browne: We would also ride across the bay to the Island. That was an experience.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID YOU GO IN A BOAT?
Frances Browne: The La Roche's had a little boat and he'd take us over (laughing). His name
was Tata La Roche.
MR, JAMES MILLS: AND DID YOU EVER CATCH ANY FISH AND COOK THEM?
Agnes Browne: Crabs.
Frances Browne: We would go to the Arroyo and the man from the ranch would come and have
the pots boiling full of water. We wouldjust dump the crabs in them and then bring them home
to eat them here. Have you ever been crabbing?
SERGIO HERNANDEZ: rM STILL FASCINATED BY THE STORY OF YOUR HOUSE
BURNING DOWN. WERE YOU ABLE TO SA VE ANY OF YOUR BELONGINGS BEFORE
IT BURNED?
Frances Browne: Yes.
Agnes Brovme: Yes. We did save a few things, but not much. They were afraid to come into the
house because Mama had a great deal of cut glass. In those days it was the gift to give you know.
When she got married she had been given a lot of lovely pieces of cut glass, but when it gets hot
it goes off like a shotgun.
Frances Browne: BOOM!

Agnes Browne: The firemen thought that Papa's guns were going off so they wouldn't go into
the house. It was the cut glass going off, POP! (Laughs).
MR. JAMES MILLS: WOW!
Agnes Browne: So we lost a lot of beautiful things.
Frances Browne: Mama started a collection afterward and she once agam had some nice things.
We still have some things from our family heritage. Our great-grandparents came from Sweden.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WERE THEIR NAMES BROWNE ALSO?
Agnes Browne: No, they were Homers. H-O-R-N-E-R. Mama was a Homer. They were
originally from Scotland, but then moved to Stockholm, Sweden.
Frances Browne: Our grandfather lived with us. We called our grandfather Daddy, and my father
Papa. Our mother was a lovely lady. We had a good, simple life. People back then seemed to
have more consideration and respect
MR JAMES MILLS: DO YOU HAVE ANY MORE STORIES?
Frances Browne: I've got another one but I don't think I'll tell it to you.
MR. JAMES MILLS: AH, COME ON.
Frances Browne: Well, the sisters over there at the convent, the cloistered convent, had to go to
he chapel. In order to get to the chapel they had to pass our classroom, and as they came
through ...
Agnes Brovme: It was on April Fools' Day, you have to tell them that first.
Frances Browne: Yes, it was in April, and we would tell them "April Fools!" We'd tease them
like that. So then, while the sisters were in the chapel praying, one said to me, "You did that to
the sisters? Alright, go st.and over there at the door." Well, when they left the chapel we had to
say, "I apologize for calling you a fool" to each one of them as they passed!
MR. JAMES MILLS: HOW MANY TIMES DID YOU HAVE TO DO THAT?
Frances Browne: As many as went by. Each one got an apology!
MR. JAMES MIILS: WAS IT YOUR GRANDPARENTS OR GREAT-GRANDPARENTS
THAT FIRST CAME TO BROWNSVJLLE?
Agnes Browne: It was our great-grandparents.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WERE THEY SOME OF TIIB ORIGINAL FOUNDERS OF
BROWNSVILLE?
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Agnes Browne: Yes, that is right. They settled in Port Isabel The Butler family was the first ones
that came here and they came from New Orleans. The Brownes came a little bit later. The reason
I gave you the Butlers is because they're the foundation for about five or six different families
here in Brownsville. The Kleibers, the Viviers, 1he Hicks, the Landrums, and the Brownes. From
there it goes to the Wells' family. Anyway, the Butler's came here with their children. They were
not born here; they were born in New Orleans. Others were born in South America. Mr. Butler
was a sea captain and the family went with him, so one of them was born in South America
However, most of them had been born in New Orleans. Another family that branched off from
the original Butlers was the Cole family. When you had that many fumilics here, interrelated,
that's about all you had to have for a party. You'd fill the house, you know, and so that was the
beginning of our family.
:MR. JAMES MILLS: AND WHAT YEAR WAS THAT? AROUND THE 1840'S?
Agnes Browne: The 18401s, yes.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID ANY OF THOSE PEOPLE KNOW CHARLES STILLMAN?
Agnes Browne: Oh, I'm sure they did. Yes, yes. We have letters from Dr. Matas, and I have
some very interesting letters from such people as Stephen Powers. My father WM named for his
grandfather, Stephen Powers.
Frances Browne: He was a fine lawyer.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID YOUR EARLY ANCESTORS ARRlVE AT PORT ISABEL? BY
STEAMSHIP?
Agnes Browne: Yes, mostly by steamship.
Frances Browne: We called it Point Isabel.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ; THAT IS WHAT THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IS STILL CALLED,
POINT ISABEL.
A gnes Browne: Yes, we still say Point Isabel.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID YOU ALL FEEL TIIE EFFECTS OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
HERE IN THIS AREA?
A gnes Browne: Oh yes, we did. Absolutely.
Frances Browne: Oh, honey, talk to us about it.
MR. JAMES MILLS: (laughing) I WASN'T THERE.
Frances Browne: Poor Papa and Mama. It was tem'ble.

Agnes Browne: My father couldn't get help because he had cattle and he couldn't seU the cattle..
He couldn't get any help.
Frances Browne: Mother didn't have any money to buy groceries.
PAUL RIOS: SO WHAT DID YOU ALL DO?
Frances Browne: Well, we managed. We did without. I would ask for a quarter to go to the show
and our Mother would say, "I don't have a quarter." So we didn't go to the show.
Agnes Browne: It got to the point P!l)ll had a hard time putting one pot of beans on the table, but
there was nothing wrong with that (looks to the sky and says) ''Thank you." After that , Papa went
to a friend of his to see about doing some trading. It was becoming a desperate situation. Papa
talked to his friend who had a market down near Fort Brown and said, "Look, I have got the
meat and you have the shop. No one can afford to buy the meat, and you can't sell it any place
else." So Pap a made arrangements with Mr. Perez. Papa would have the meat slaughtered and
give it to Mr. Perez who would then sdl it and divide the profits. That is how we got started
again.
Frances Browne: Isn't it wonderful?
Agnes Browne: So that's how you bad to do it during the Depression. Listen, when you think of
what's happening today, we had a preview. We did It's not a nice thing to think of.
MR. JAMES MILLS: DID THE GREAT DEPRESSION AFFECT FORT BROWN? DID FORT
BROWN CONTINUE TO OPERATE?
Agnes Browne: Oh yes, they were the only ones who had any money. For instance, Fort Brown
had federal government contracts and had what they called "hard money, dinero duro." So I
suppose Fort Brown had a bit of a positive effect on the surrounding economy. During the
Depression you had property, but you couldn't do anything. If you couldn't work the land yw
didn't have anything, just land poor.
MR. MILLS: MAYBE JUST ONE LAST QUESTION? I COULD STAY AND TALK TO YOU
TWO FOREVER I TH.INK (LAUGHS) BECAUSE THIS IS SO INTERESTING. DO YOU
REMEMBER THE FIRST CHARRO DAYS?
Agnes Browne: Oh yes, of course!
Frances Browne: It was fun!
Agnes Browne: Yes it was! Everybody was down on the street dancing and having a good time. I
was working at White & Sullivan's then. I remember being up on the fourth floor of the bank
building and looking down and seeing all of the people running around and having a good time. I
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knew most of the people of course. We went down and joined them and, oh, it was fun to tum
loose and have a good time. Charro Days was so much fun.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WELL, IHAVE TO SAY THAT YOU ARE TIIE TWO MOST
WONDERFUL PEOPLE THAT I HAVE MET IN A LONG TIME.
Agnes Browne: We would also go to Matamoros from time to time. Our grandmother's
godmother lived over there. Dr. & Mrs. McManus. He had a wonderful library, the doctor did.
MR. JAMES MILLS: WAS DR. MCMANUS YOUR GODFATHER?
Agnes Browne: Dr. Charles McManus.• He was my grandmother's godfather. I never got to meet
him but I did get to meet the godmother. She was very, very old and in bed. It was kind of
frightening to go see her because she was so white, and so old, and I had to kiss her. Oh my
goodness, she was something to kiss. Then our grandmother would say, "Go out and play in the
yard." She had a maid that would take good care of everything. They had a beautiful patio in the
back and that's where I would go and play. I would watch the birds and play with the flowers.
My grandmother had friends over there in Matamoros. Some of our family during the war was
born over there in Matamoros.
Frances Browne: And so life goes on ...

•Dr. Charles McManus had been an army surgeon serving under Zachary Taylor during the
Mexican War(l846-1848).
FRANCES BROWNE

AGNES BROWNE
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Dr. Rudy Valle

Interviewed by Alexandra Mora, Nelly Estrada,
and Oziel Gamboa
It is 2:00 p.m. on March 31, 2009. We are at the home of Dr. Rudy Valle, which is
located in Brownsville, Texas. Dr. Valle is a veteran ofthe Vietnam War and also
attended college where he earned his doctorate degree in dentistry. He is still a practicing
dentist, a profession he has enjoyed for over forty years.
Our focus in this interview was centered on Fort Brown as a military post and the impact
it had on the Brownsville community during the 1930's and 1940's. Dr. Rudy Valle
discussed his experience as a resident ofBrownsville during those times.
OZIEL GAMBOA: TIIANKYOU DR.VALLE FOR MEETING WTI1l US. HOW
WAS FORT BROWN A CENTER OF ATTRACTION WHILE IT WAS STILL AN
OPERATIONAL MILITARY FORT?
Dr. Rudy Valle: I remember that as a boy, I used to deliver newspapers on a bicycle and
Fort Brown was part of my route. I remember that it was the center of town. We bad no
air conditioning back then so the windows were usually open and early in the morning
you would hear a cannon firing. BOOM! I remember my mother saying, "It's time to get
up. The cannon has already gone off. What are you still doing in bed"? And so, anyway, I
remember riding by bike to Fort Brown to deliver newspapers and there were a lot of
soldiers there.
ALEXANDRA MORA: WHAT WERE YOUR EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES LIKE'i'
Dr. Rudy Valle: Well, Fort Brown was a part of the community. And like soldiers
anywhere in the world, they would go to meet the local girls and they would intcrnwr/.
Some of those fumilies are still here from those days. They [so ldiers] were part of the
community and of course they always wanted to go to Matamoros. Most ofthem were
single men and in those days the war [World War ll] was going on. When you crossed
the bridge to Matamoros there were very tight restrictions, and, for a time, you could only
tllke $2.00 bills. Have you ever seen a $2.00 bill?
ALL:YES.
Dr. Rudy Valle: It was kind of a law if you wanted to take any money over there.
ALEXANDRA MORA: FOR WHAT PURPOSE?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Wei� to buy souvenirs and stuff like that. You were also not allowed to
talce cameras over there. They had to stay on this side.
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OZIBL GAMBOA: BUT WHY $2.00 Bll.LS?
Dr. Rudy Valle: This is the way that I heenlit, but I'm not sure. Remember Germany and
Japan? We were against them during the war. There was fear that a lot of counterfeit
money was being brought into Mexico and that the enemy was trying to undermine the
American economy. The currency made by the Germans looked very authentic. The
Americans countered by saying, "You here, if you want to go to Matamoros you can only
take $2.00 bills. That's all you can take." That helped do away with any counterfeit
money coming in. Tb.at is the story I heard an d I read a little bit about it, but I'm not sure
if that was the only reason. I remember that my grandfather and my family had a little
money exchange store by what we ca ll the Gateway Bridge, close to Fort BroWIL It was a
little building and people would come in and exchange their mcoey much like they do
today at the Casa de Cambia that they have now by the college. So the soldiers had to go
and exchange their money so that they could cross over to Mexico. And they would also
leave their cameras there. It was a kind of law. There were a lot of things. Have you
beard about rationing? You beard about that? You couldn't find meat or butter. We all
had to work. Everybody. Little kids, everybody. So I would deliver newspapers.
NELLY ESTRADA: DID YOU HAVE ANY FRIENDS OR CLASSMATES WHO
WOULD DELIVER PAPERS ALSO?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Almost all from the neighborhood would. Back then I lived on St.
Charles Street. Close to the river. All of my friends delivered newspaper s or they would
shine shoes. Th ey worked somewhere. No one just stayed borne.
NEELY ESTRADA: WHAT ABOUT SCHOOL?
Dr. Rudy Valle: We all went to school.
NELLY ESTRADA: A.t'ID IN TIIE AFfERNOON YOU WOULD DISTRIBUTE
NEWSPAPERS?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Yes. In the summer I worked a second job because the newspapers didn't
come out until around3:30 p.m. or4:00 p.m. I got a job at Wa!greeos and worked there
in the mornings until around noon. When it was time to deliver the newspapers I would
get on my bike and go pick them up. On Sunday mornings l would take them over to Fort
Brown. I remember Fort Brown vividly.
NELLY ESTRADA: HOW WAS THE CAVALRY?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Oh! The cavalry? Handsome looking men. Beautiful horses. There was a
transition when soldiers were on horses and at the same time there were tanks and
cannons. They bad not yet phased out all of the horse cavalry. And then they bad what
they called the annored cavalry, which is cannons and all that. So I remember
approaching Fm Brown on Elizabeth Street on my bike and to the right was Mexico.
Have you seen pbctos oft.be old immigration buildings that had the arches? No? They
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looked much like some ofthe buildings that were at Fort Brown. You know, like the
Gorgas Building [which today is part of the University ofTexas at Brownsville]. Well
that's what the immigration building l ooked like. A beautiful building with arches. As
you approached Fort Brown there was a soldier or two stationed at the gate. I remember
that there was a little guardhouse there. I would go there on my bike and they would write
down my name and the time. I was allowed to go in there with the newspapers. After
awhile, after seeing me everyday, they stopped asking me what my name was. The
soldiers were always in their uniforms. I also remember them being on horses.
Sometimes they would be on Military Highway, Highway 281, which was much smaller
than it is now. There were cm and horses and we would ride up that highway. I
remember we had a Plymouth and the soldiers were on horses. Hundreds of them. They
were going to Fort Ringgold [located in Rio Grande City]. They were all in a line,just
like in the movies. Dark, beautiful horses. I remember that these little kids would be
watching them from their windows, watching them go by.
NELLY ESTRADA: HOW WERE THEIR UNIFORMS? WHAT COLOR WERE
THEY'?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Wel� it seems from what I can remember they were khaki. I don't recall
the details. I remember that they wore hats. I think most of the time their everyday color
was green, but I'm n ot sure. I do remember that they wore real good starched outfits.
They had riding boots. Shiny, leather ones and riding pants.
NELLY ESTRADA: WHAT DID YOU SEE WHEN YOU ENTERED FORT BROWN
TO DELIVER NEWSPAPERS?
Dr. RudyValle: Okay, I don't know how much detail you want me to go into, but I would
ride into the main street. They had a real tall palm tree on the east side of the road. To the
right were grapefruit trees and officers' quarters. There was also a large brick building
which later housed the Brownsville Police Sration for a time. To the left were barracks as
you entered through the gate. They were long buildings. College students used those
buildings for a while after World War II. They weren't air conditioned, but they were
nice. There was a breeze that would come in. As you came straight into Fort Brown there
was also a large parade grolllld. On those parade grounds you would see soldiers passing
by as they marched. You could also sec soldiers on horseback. I remember that they
would also play polo. Have you ever seen a polo game? Played with a ball and horses? It
was also at the parade grounds that they would raise the United States flag.
OZIEL GAMBOA: I UNDERSTAND THAT THERE WAS ALSO A MILITARY
BAND?
l

Dr. Rudy Vale: There was a band and a bandstand. Especially on Sundays the band
would play and the townspeople would come and sit at the back of the parade grounds.
We wouJd take picnic lunches and listen to the military band. It was a romantic time. The
band would also march and practice. I remember we would go and watch the parades.
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ALEXANDRA MORA: WAS THERE A HOSPITAL WITHIN THE FORT?
Dr. Rudy Valle: When I was growmg up the post hospital was not being used anymore. It
was a long building with arches and today is an administrative building [within the
University ofTexas at Brownsville]. It is an old building and I remember back then it
was kind of fulling apart but they were trying to restore it. It has today been restored
beautifully. I remember taking a biology class there after World War II. My teacher was
named Mrs. Warburton. Have you heard of Rancho del Cielo? She helped establish
Rancho de! Cielo down in Mexico. But, yes, I mnember the old hospital building to
answer your question. Across the street from the hospital were the barracks. At one time
the Student Union was housed near there. We used to sit around in the Student Union and
drink cokes and listen to music. Next door was the military church. It was made of wood
and had shiny floors made of wood. That is where we had choir practice. Are any ofyou
in the choir?
ALL:NO.
Dr. Rudy Valle: Well, you can't get enough of it. Back to Fort Brown. I would ride my
bicycle around the resaca. Thank God it is still there. Right along the resaca there was a
row of white buildings which faced the resaca. I delivered newspapers to those houses.
ALEXANDRA MORA: DO YOU REMEMBER ANY OF TIIE OFFICERS OR THEIR
NA.MES?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Um ... Yes. You see today there is a family here named Schwartz and
there was a Major Schwartz ifl'm not mistaken. I knew their family when I was just a
little kid you know. I remember that family name and they settled here. One of their
children married into the Putegnat family which is still around. One of the Schwartz's
daughters was my first grade teacher at Washington Park School and she is still alive.
Can you image that'? And I'm seventy-five years old. I saw her at a wedding not long ago.
When I was in first grade, I was thoroughly in love with her.
ALL: LAUGHS!
Dr. Rudy Valle: I must have been five or six years old at the time.
NELLY ESTRADA: WHEN YOU WENT TO FORT BROWN, WHAT DID YOU
SMEil? DID YOU SMELL THE FOOD THERE? WHAT DID THEY EAT?
Dr. Rudy Valle: I had no idea of their food. I was always hungry though!
(MORE LAUGHS)
Dr. Rudy Valle: I do recall their barracks and where they slept and all.
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ALEXANDRA MORA: HOW WOUW YOU DESCRIBE THE BARRACKS?
Dr. Rudy Valle: They were wooden buildings. Long wooden buildings and some had a11
upstairs section that you could get to either inside or outside. The barracks were long and
very plain in appearance. Windows opened to let the breeze through. If you were to sit
inside, you could hear everything going on outside. I remember some of them were used
for classrooms after Fort Brown closed.
NELLY ESTRADA: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE ECONOMY AT TIIAT
TIME?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Well, it was a time of war so no one had much money. There were,
however, plenty ofjobs. There were not enough men or women to fill the jobs. Money
was hard to come by and everybody had to work. But at that time, I mean I never went
hungry to tell you the truth. I worked selling newspapers and so I had a little money.
Back then you'd pay 25 cents for a big hamburger. Th ey had gone up to 25 cents. They
used to be 10 cents, then 15 cents, and then 25 cents. Things kept going up higher. For 25
cents you could go to the movies and get a coke and some popcorn. You could buy a big
candy bar for a nickel. You could buy a lot of candies for a penny. Amazing, isn't it?
ALL:YES!
NELLY ESTRADA: SO WITH YOUR INCOME YOU COULD AFFORD TO BUY
TIIOSE THINGS?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Yes. I know that my mother worked for a dollar a day at a bakery. Later,
she learned about accounting. She liked numbers and she got a better job. My mother
used to tell me that she once bad a horse and buggy. She, her father, and the other kids all
lived on St. Charles Street. I grew up in that same house. My mother once won a beauty
contest. But, anyway, I don't want to divert from the goal of your int.erview here. Right?
ALL:YES.
NELLY ESTRADA: WHAT ELSE CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT
TRANSPORTATION?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Well, there were cars. We first had a 1929 Plymouth, and later a 1934
Plymouth. They were both considered to be very good. I didn't have my own car and had
to walk three miles to school. At the time we just did it. I wasn't allowed to drive anyway.
I

DAVD SILVA: TELL US MORE ABOUT FORT BROWN, THE SOLDIERS
MARCHING AND TIIE CANNONS FIRING.
Dr. Rudy Valle: A lot depended on which way the wind was blowing. A lot ofthe time
the wind blew from the southeast and when it blew just right, it sounded like the soldiers
were righ t on top of you. You could hear the bugles in the morning and the cannon go
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off. BOOM. It's time to get up! You could also hear the church bells and it was time to go
to church. The sounds of those days are different from today. People used to sit outside
on their porches at night. You would hear kids yelling, dogs barl<lng, everything like that.
You would smell everything too.
NELLY ESTRADA: SO FOR MOST EVERYONE IT WAS A NORMAL LIFE?
Dr. Rudy Valle: It was normal, a normal life. We went to school, we worked, you know.
And our parents worked.
ALEXANDRA MORA: HOW DID FORT BROWN AFFECT THE COMMUNITY?
Dr. Rudy Valle: It was one of the main incomes for our town. Brownsville was a small
town and Fon Brown was a major part of the community. The soldiers would mingle
with the locals. You would get to know them. They liked us and we liked them They
were good. Well, yeah, once in a while some of them would get drunk and the military
police would have to come into one of the bars and call them back to po�1.
rH tell you a story. My parents had this little money exchange shop near the bridge. The
soldiers would have to sometimes leave their identification. Sometimes a camera. They
had to check certain items in before they crossed the bridge. Sometimes it was on a
Saturday night. The main exchanges were closed by around 9:00 at night. At times the
soldiers would stay on the Mexican side and when they came back they couldn't get back
into the fort because we had their identification cards, their money, and their cameras.
Something checked in. And sometimes they would come over to our house on St. Charles
Street and be like, "Hey, I need my camera and ID to get back into the fort!" Tb.is would
be maybe l :00 or 2:00 in the morning. My aunt, who lived with us, was very strict and
she would yell back, "I told you we're open from 9 to 5. We're not going back to open it
up for you." He answered, "No! rn 1,-ivc you $100.00." That was a lot of money but she
still refused. I was lying in bed thinking, "Oh just open the door and go take it to him."
OZIEL GAMBOA: HOW DID YOU FEEL AFTER FORT BROWN CLOSED?
Dr. Rudy Valle: It was sad when Fort Brown closed in May, 1944. However, there was
soon joy because World War II ended the following year. It was sad when Fort Brown
closed because a lot of families and soldiers that we knew left town. Families were
broken up. Some of the soldiers had married local girls and they took them with them.
Some soldiers decided to get out of the army and stayed here. The closing of Fort Brown
resulted in a huge transition for the economy and the people of the Brownsville area.
ALEXANDRA MORA: WERE PEOPLE UNITED DURING TIIE WAR?
Dr. Rudy Valle: You better believe it. No one protested. Everyone was real patriotic. No
one heard about anything anti-US. We were all united. Very patriotic. Is that what you
mean?

ALEXANDRA MORA: YES SIR.
Dr. Rudy Valle: Everyone was pro-American. It was a very patriotic time. We didn't hear
anyone protest the war. Before I went to college, we would collect scrap metal and rubber
bocanse it was needed for the war. Maybe you've heard those stories before? If you
collected a certain amount of scrap metal or rubber, and you took it to a certain station,
they would give you a penny, depending on the amount we brought in. So we looked
around the alley, my brothers and friends, collecting things for the war.
NEILY ESTRADA: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE RELATIONSIIlP
BETWEEN FORT BROWN AND MATAMOROS?
Dr. Rudy Valle: It was friendly. A lot like it is now. But there were no big narcotic
families back then like there are now. All the streets when I grew up were dirt streets.
When you crossed the bridge there was a little shed where the Mexican customs was
located. Then to the immediate left there was a big lake located where Garcia's
Restaurant is today. You would drive around that lake and go to the plaza. All the streets
were dirt. I remember my old Chevy, it would go down into one hole and then down into
another. No air condition in the car. Windows were open and dirt would fyl in. But all of
the mercados and markets were nice. It was like that for a long time.
ALEXANDRA MORA: WERE THERE MANY DlFFERENT ETHNIC GROUPS
AMONG TIIE SOIDIERS STATIONED AT FORT BROWN?
Dr. Rudy Valle: I really don't recall. There were some blacks from time to time, but never
very many. Most of the soldiers were Anglos from up north. I don't recall any distinct
nationalities. I do remember them all speaking English.
NEILY ESTRADA: HOWWAS IT ALONG TIIB BORDER DURING THE WAR?
Dr. Rudy Valle: It was guarded. Everything was very strict There was fear of German
submarines off our coast. There was fear of the enemy crossing the Rio Grande River. I
remember at times during World War II they would check your car when coming back
from Matamoros. It was a time of high security. I remember soldiers marching down the
streets during Charro Days. It was a beautiful day. I would run down the street to go
watch.
NEILY ESTRADA: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU IBINK WE SHOULD
.KNOW ABOUT FORT BROWN?
Dr. Rudy Valle: Well, I remember the neatness of it. The greenery. I remember the walls
built around Fort Brown were always nicely painted. Fort Brown was a respected area
and the grounds inside were very pretty. I hated that it closed.
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Evangeline Henggeler
Interviewed by Ozie! Gamboa
Evangeline Henggeler was a Brownsville resident during World War Il when Fort Brown
was still a functioning military establishment. It also served as a center for entertainment
and she e,cperienced the influence Fort Brown had on the local community and the sense
of life it brought to Brownsville. Evangeline Hengeller has a long heritage and her
forefathers were part of the first sixteen families from the Canary Islands who settled in
San Antonio, in 1731, under the king of Spain.
OZIEL GAMBOA: WHAT DID YOU EXPERIENCE DURJNG THE TIME OF FORT
BROWN?
Evangeline Henggeler: Frmk Henggeler, my brother-in-law, was a prisoner of war at that
time and my husband [Louis] had heard they had too many pilots, so he was transfened
from the medical corps to a field hospital and he went overseas on the New Amsterdam,
the biggest ship in the world at that time. It held 10,000 soldiers and I don't know how
many floors it bad You only had two meals a day because by the time they fed all the
soldiers breakfast, it was already time for dinner. It was that long of a process. He arrived
in Scotland and then went to France, where he literally walked through France or lraveled
in boxcars. They then arrived in Baccarat, France, where they make baccarat crystal and
it is very expensive. It is very fumous for its crystal. He went to the factory and he
brought me some crystal from the factory itself. He bought that crystal with cigarettes
and candy because the people wouldn't take money. They didn't want money, they
wanted food. That's how I got my crystal. I have here a piece of the crystal and it makes
a distinct noise. I have a crystal collection from Baccarat and you can tell it's good crystal
from that tone. They are all from 1943, from my wedding, and the design is "rose poitt."
I also have these goblets that aren't made anymore. They cost S 1.50 apiece then, and are
now worth about $82.00 each.
OZIELGAMBOA: 1943? YOUWEREEIGHTEEN?
Evangeline Henggeler: I wa.s eighteen and I'm eighty-four right now. These are all gifts
I've had since the time ofmy wedding. When my husband crossed into Germany they
passed a home and in the back of the home there was a big hill that was made of concrete
and in there they kept all this crystal and Bavarian china. I had told him I wanted
Bavarian china but he said he coulcln 't bring it because he couldn't ship it, but he did get
me some, nevertheless. He bought i� made a wooden case, and then he filled it up with
grain and hid the china in there. My husband was from Switurland. He brought me this
silver picture which shows two horses drinking, very beautiful in a black frame. My son
has it now. It WllS hammered silver.
There were litter bearers that picked up the wounded. They would go and check on the
person and give them a shot of morphine ifthey were in terrible pain. They took the
wounded to the field hospital and that's where my husband was. He processed the people

and identified them by their dog tag.<i. I still have Mr. Henggeler's dog tags. From the dog
tags they put the name down on a card around their neck and put their names and how
much mrupbine had been issued to them. He told me stories of people that had been shot
in the stomach and they came in with all their guts out and Mr. Hengeller would say
''man, this guy is not gonna make it." They had a team <ifive surgeons and several
nurses. The surgeons would work for twenty-four hours a day when they knew they were
gonna be under fire or were gonna progrois further into Germany. The field hospital was
right over where the battle was taking place at the end of the field. He was in the 64th
Field Hospital in 1944 when they went over there. In each field hospital there were about
180 regulars there and the team of surgeons would come help the other doctors. In 1994
they had a fifty year reunion but my husband couldn't make it because he had just had a
stroke in 1993. I wrote the people at the reunion that he couldn't make it because of his
recent stroke and there were so many cards sent to him from the guys he served with fifty
years before. It was a tearjetter.
OZIEL GAMBOA: WOW!
Evangeline Henggeler: In 1999, after my husband died, I received a letter from the
Henggelers from Switzerland that said they were going to have a family reunion. My
husband harl already died and he had always said he wanted his ashes to be taken to
Switzerland and thrown at the foothills of the Alps. And, of course, I didn't do that
because I never thought I was gonna go to Europe. When I was ready to go to
Switzerland, to the reunion, I invited a friend. There was a phone number on the
invitation and as I was dialing the number I thought to myself, "Oh my god! What if they
can't speak English?" Well I dialed the number and a woman answered and I said, "I am
Angie Henggeler from Brownsville, Texas, and Louis Henggeler was my husband." She
then answered, "Oh how nice of you to call," in perfect English. Caroline Henggeler was
one of my husband's cousins that I didn't know. I told her we were going to Switzerland
and she was real excited. At the reunion there were people from Africa and Australia, but
I was the only one from Texas that was there. There was some family frcnn Kans as and
from California. I have a book of family which dates back all the way from the 13th
Century and my husband's father's name is in that book. When I told them aboot my
husband's last wish requesting that his ashes be spread among the Alps, they brought dirt
from the foothills ofthe Alps with three little rocks in it and they said, "ff he couldn't
come to Switzerland, Switzerland will come to him." We stayed in a Henggeler home
that was built in 1733. Peter Henggeler, one of his cousins, brought the dirt. I buried the
dirt over here with my husband
OZIEL GAMBOA: THAT WAS NICE OF THEM.
Evangeline Henggeler: During the war, in 1941, I was sixteen years old when I was
dating my husband. We would go to church on Sundays and we had the radio on because
we had no television. We had radio. There was no such thing as television at that time.
The radio was on and we heard about the war and at that time when President Roosevelt
spoke it was a very different time because everybody was in the service. Everybody went,
They had to wear their unifonns whether they wanted to or not It was mandatory. If you

were in the service you could not go outside without your uniform on and you had to
wear it with a tie and the shirts. There were, of course, winter outfits during that time and
they would wear their outfits. When we got married he was wearing his uniform. Judge
Reynaldo Garza is a friend ofours and he was also married in his uniform. It was a very
close time; everybody that was at war or that was involved was very united. My husband
was stationed in Topeka, Kansas, at the anny air base, and right after we got married I
went over there and I found a good job with the Goodyear Tire Company where I was
employed as a bookkeeper. He would come home every night and at the air base they bad
all these famous people there. Orchestras came, like Count [William] Basie, and we went
to go see him. Tommy Dorsey was there, and all these famous orchestras were there
playing for us, and we'd all dance and stuff like that. He then went to Springfield,
Massachusetts. That's where basketball originated. I don't know if you knew that?
OZIEL GAMBOA: NO, I DIDN'T MA'AM.
Evangeline Henggeler: There was a big lake and I got there in December and the lake
was all frozen over. My husband was a cadet and at that time all the cadets would go out
and would start skating. They even had little cars cross that lake. I'd go out there and
watch him, but he could only come home on weekends so I only saw him during
weekends. It took me five days and four nights of traveling in a bus from Brownsville to
Springfield, Massachusettl!. You couldn't fly. There was no such thing as flying back
then. You couldn't take a train. The only way you could get there was by taking the bus.
You could also go by c11r, but that was of course impossible because they had gasoline
rationing. You could only get five gallons of gas per week.
OZIEL GAMBOA: BECAUSE OF THEWAR?
Evangeline Henggeler: Because of the war, the gas went to the service. That is why there
was the rationing.
OZIEL GAMBOA: YOUR BROTHER WAS A PILOT'/
Evangeline Henggeler: No, it was my brother-in-law that was a pilot. He was the one
that was shot down and went to a prison camp. When be got out of prison camp he went
to Camp Lucky Strike in France. He then came back home and we couldn't put potatoes
on the table because he was a prisoner of war for eleven months and that's all they had
every day.Nothing else. He lost about forty pounds, but the Germans also didn't have
any food. You could buy things with cigarettes, coffee, and candy. Those items were
more valuable than money. They didn't want money; they wanted food. The soldiers
would give them the K rations that they had. It was a time when everyone was very
united. When I was on my way to Springfield, Massachusetts, and I got on a bus at San
Antonio, I met this lady that was going to Connecticut to see her husband who was a
sailor. She said, "Let's go together," and we then met another girl that was going to
Buffalo, New York. They would say, "Servicemen and their wives first," if not, you bad
to wait. So we found this sergeant that was going to Connecticut and he rode with us and
then he would bring us in as one of his wives. He would bring us in one by one and that's

how we got seats to get all the way over there. I'll never forget him. I don't know his
name but I remember him so well. He was such a nice guy to help us. We traveled for
those five days and we had to change buses. I took the scenic route.
OZIEL GAMBOA: THE WNGER ONE?
Evangeline Henggeler: Not because I wanted to, but that was the only way I could go.
Before that we lived here in Brownsville and as long as I can remember there was Fort
Brown, and all the soldiers were there. We'd go on Sundays to see them play polo, and
they had the prison there. I remember the jail because we would go close to the resaca
and we used to like to walk around the resaca. My husband was a very good swimmer
and he once swam across the Fort Brown Resaca to where the college student housing is
today. That all belonged to Fort Brown. When I was in the first grade the buses would
take the kids from Fort Brown to First Ward School. They had canvas tops and the kids
would sit on benches and they would be dropped off at school. All ofmy friends were
Fort Brown friends. They all lived there because their futhers were soldiers. They all
Lived there, but as far as I can remember, the only thing I can remember was the hospital
part where the main building is.
Well after the war, my brother-in-law, Frank, came back from overseas. He had come
back from the war as soon as it was over in Europe. He got out of prison camp there; the
Russians were the ones that liberated them there in that camp. He then went to France,
got on a plane, and was able to fly back to the States. They [pilots] would ask you where
you were going to go, and they say, "Chicago," and soldiers were always asking, "Can I
go," and the pilots said, "If you have a parachute you can go!" Louis, my husband, was
supposed to come back from the service in May of 1945 after the war [in Europe] was
over. Frank came home and my husband was in Belgium when the war was over, but his
troop had to go from thete to Japan. So they went to Marseilles, France, and were on a
ship from Marseilles to Japan. That's when the war was over in August, 1945 and that's
when the ship, instead of going to Japan, came back to New York. He arrived home on
August 29, 1945.
One of the things I remember is that to go to Matamoros, you still had to wear your
uniform. But after midnight, if you 'WCl'e crossing from Mexico with a uniform on you
were put in jail. There was a beautiful nightclub called the Drive Inn in Matamoros, so
what they would do, including my brother-in-law, was to take an extra set of clothes.
They would have to take their uniforms off and put on regular clothes to be able to come
back to the United States. Otherwise, soldiers who tried to come over after midnight from
Mexico would be put in jail.
OZIEL GAMBOA: FOR HOW LONG?
Evangeline Henggeler: We never knew how long they were gonna be in jail, but it was a
"no oo" for them to do that. When my husband came back we would go over there. We
always made it a point to get over here before midnight. He wore his uniform all the ti.me,
because, if not, it was considered that you were trying to run away from the service ifyou

were not in your unifoan. So that's the reason. It was a very interesting year. I don't
know if you have read the book by Tom Brokaw, The Greatest Generation? Brokaw
wrote this book The Greatest Generation, that was our generation, and be talked about all
the people in our time and how they lived. There was no such thing as divorce dwing our
time. You know today everybody gets a divorce. Back then you married for better or for
worse but you had to stay married. One of the things I used to say was that there were lots
of times I could have killed my husband. I'd get so mad at him I wanted to kill him, at
least a thousand times. Never divo� him, but kill him. Ob yes, I was ready. rd remark,
"I'm gonna kill that man," because we always got angry at them, but we never thought of
divorce and in iliat book they bad that phrase, but we never had divorce. Nobody had
divorce during that time and it was one of the greatest generations of all time and Tom
Brokaw wrot.c about il You should read it some time.
OZIEL GAMBOA: I WILL LOOK INTO THAT.
Evangeline Henggeler: Ifl had it with me I'd let you borrow it, but I don't have it with
me.
OZIEL GAMBOA; NO MA'AM, IT'S OKAY. rLL FIND ANOTHER WAY TO READ
IT.
Evangeline Henggeler; Do you know who Tom Brokaw is? He's a famous commenti.tor.
Frank and his wife Child Henggeler had a house right by the resaca, and they rented
because the war was over and Fort Brown was closed. Another friend of mine, Betty, and
her husband Jack Genesser, lived in the colonel's house and that's where one of the
presidents ofTexas Southmost College used to live. Did you know that?
OZIEL GAMBOA: YES.
Evangeline Henggeler: In one of those big houses. They lived there and so did some of
my other friends. At the entrance of Fort Brown, as you walked in, there was a gate. It
wasn't just another street, it was a gate. That is how you got in there.
OZIBL GAMBOA: HOW WAS IT MA' AM? WERETHERE BARBERSHOPS, OR
MAJOR CENTERS OF ATTRACTION?
Evangeline Henggeler: They had everything there inside.
OZIEL GAMBOA: LIKE WHAT COMMON THINGS? BARBERSHOPS? MOVIES?
Evangeline Henggeler: No, they did not have a movie house there in Fort Brown. We bad
the Capital Theater in Brownsville and the Queen Theater, and those were the two
theaters we had.

OZIBL GAJ.\IBOA: COULD YOU HEAR THE MlLITARY?
Evangeline Henggeler: They had a band. They used to play in the gazebos they had there.
It was a regular working place.
OZIEL GAl\ffiOA: DID YOU KNOW ANYONE THAT WORKED THERE?
Evangeline Henggeler: Well my cousin Serena Tomlinson married a soldier. He was a
sergeant there. She met him and they got married in 1942. He was at FortBrown. The
soldiers at that time before the war were mostly, except for the lieutenants and the
colonels, mostly poor people. They lived there in barracks, and they were not the best of
people. The people in Brownsville didn't associate much with the soldiers. At least they
wouldn't let us.
OZIEL GAi\ffiOA: AND ONCE TIIB FORT CLOSED IN 1944, HOW DID
BROWNSVILLE CHANGE?
Evangeline Henggeler: It felt like it was dead. It felt like, you know, when a factory
closes down, like they were all gone. It was cavalry and we didn't use cavalry anymore.
My grandparents remembered when we had that war around here with Mexic-0. I never
paid much attention to it because I really didn't care. Since I grew up here, I had always
known they were here [soldiers and cavalry] and it just seemed like nothing. So we
wouldn't really pay attention to them. We graduated from high school in 1940 and Fort
Brown was still around at that time. I had them all [classmates] in my 1940 yearbook. I
can tell you about three or four of them that were in Fort Brown. I had a lot of friends
living in FortBrown. We had gone to school together since first grade. A friend of mine,
Margie, her father was there at Fort Brown, not as a regu.Jar but as an engineer. He had a
home in there and she was used to going in the buses all the time. She was my friend until
she died. She lived at FortBrown and her father was at Fort Brown. Then there was these
other friends of mine, Catherine and Bill Reese. They were twins and they were there at
Fort Brown. It wasn't anything different for us because it was just a way of life, that's
why I can't tell you that much about it, but I do remember going over there with my
parents and we would go and see the polo games. So we'd go over there within the
grounds and have a picnic and stuff. I only remember that we went over there three or
fuur times to have a picnic, but we did go over there for other things. My father liked the
horse races, with the polo horses. Polo was a fast game and it's very dangerous, I tbink.
OZIEL GAMBOA: I WOULDN'T DO IT MA'AM.
Evangeline Henggeler: They really worked at it! And they'd hit it [the ball] and you
would be like ehhbhhhl But we were kids. I'm talking about 1930. In 1940 I was sixteen
and in 1930 I was six. I graduated from high school at the age of sixteen in 1940. This
October the 18th we're having our 68th class reunion.

OZIEL GAMBOA: AND YOU STJLL KEEP IN TOUCH WITH THE PEOPLE FROM
FORT BROWN?
Evangeline Henggeler: Yes, but there's nobody from Fort Brown that's coming. They're
all dead. We have class reunions every two yeaJS now because after the 50th year we had
over two-hundred people come and then it started going down and down and down. Now
we're just a very few left. You see we've had our class reunions and people have come
from Hawaii, and they come from California, and they've come from all over for our
class reunions. I can't remember any of them that haven't been in our class reunions in
the past twenty years. But I know when the last time was when I saw somebody that was
a, what we used to call them, Fort Brown brats.
OZIEL GAMBOA: WHY BRATS?
Evangeline Henggeler: Because, like I said, they were different you know. They'd come
in their anny buses and they'd get picked up in the army buses. We'd call them the "Fort
Brown Brats." I don't remember why, but they were. When I go to this next meeting of
our class reunion I'll ask them why, if they remember why we called them the Fort
Brown brats. That's all I can remember about Fort Brown. They did have their own
bakery I think. I'm saying that is because this friend that 1 used to go with, she'd bring
this real good bread and I think it was made at Fort Brown.
OZIEL GAMBOA: LIKE SWEET BREAD?
Evangeline Henggeler: No, it was regular bread. No, it wasn't sweet bread because we
had ourpan dulce (sweet bread) here. The mo/letes and all that stuff. Like I say, during
the war it was unbelievable.
OZIEL GAMBOA: HARDSHIP?
Evangeline Henggeler: Yes, because you never knew if your husband or your brother or
your cousin or something like that, if they'd f111d that they were dead, or ifthey were
missing in action. It was very hard, very hard. We especially suffered a lot because also
we were rationed in food and we were rationed in sugar and all that. What we'd do was
we'd go to Matamoros to go get it. We'd also go to Matamoros and get meat from over
there. So we were more fortunate than the rest of the people that were in the middle [of
the United States] like Kansas and stuff. But in Kansas they grew a lot of their food. I
stayed in a rooming house in a little apartment. A friend of mine there would take me out
to the country and we'd buy a chicken and kill the chicken and we'd boil it. We'd
sometimes bring [a chicken) home and we'd bake it. She'd have strawberries in her
backyard and she had vegetables and we'd go get fresh vegetables from their yard.
Actually, during that time, it was during the time we had gone through the depression.

OZIEL GAMBOA: IN THE 1930's.
Evangeline Henggeler: Yeah, everybody was poor, but we didn't know it. Everybody was
in the same boat as anybody else. So we didn't know that we were poor, but everybody
else was in the same way. We were all poor, but we always managed to have food on the
table. My father was a traveling salesman so he always had a good car that the company
provided for him,
OZIELGAMBOA: WHAT DID HE SELL?
Evangeline Henggeler: He traveled up and down the valley selling deals with the
Americans.
The conversation was followed with the tale of how Evangeline Henggeler worked for
the Coca-Cola Company when it was down hece. She stopped working there because the
factory closed, Evangeline Henggeler lived through the age of World War II and through
the age when Fort Brown was still a fulJy functioning fort.

Amelia Champion
Interviewed by Jaime Guajardo

It is six o' clock in the evening on September 23, 2008. The following oral history interview took
place at the Spanish Meadows, a nursing home in Brownsville, Texas.

JAJME GUAJARDO: GOOD AFTERNOON. THIS INTERVIEW IS GOING TO BE ABOUT
FORT BROWN. COULD TASK YOUR NAME AND DATE OF BIR.TH?
Amelia Champion: My name is Amelia L. Champion. I was born in Brownsville on October 7,
1912. I am ninety-five years old.
N

JAfME GUAJARDO: DO YOU HAVE A Y MEMORIES OF FORT BROWN?
Amelia Champion: Well, I remember that the soldiers used to shop in my father's grocery store,
which was located in front of the city market. Sometimes an officer would shop at our store. My
father also sold imported food.
JAIME GUAJARDO: DO YOU REMEMBER Tiffi HORSES?
Amelia Champion: Horses? Of course! In my time, the streets were not paved. I remember that
there were horses that used to take me in a carriage to school at the Incarnate Word Academy.
There used to be social events between the fort and the community. There would be dances and
they would invite the important and prominent people. They used to invite my father and mother
because they owned two grocery stores. They used to sell groceries to them
I also remember that I liked to go around there to the fort. It was so beautiful, you know. The
houses around there, where the colonels lived, were very beautiful and interesting.
JAIME GUAJARDO: DO YOU KNOW HOW THE CLOSING OF FORT BROWN
AFFECTED BROWNSVILLE?
Amelia Champion: Well, I don't know how it affected Brownsville, but it did affect some of the
businesses in downtown.
You know, I was born here in Brownsville near the [Dancy] courthouse. I was born in the two
story Pacheco home, which is still standing.

JAIME GUAJARDO: WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT MATAMOROS?
Amelia Champion: Oh, my grandmother used to take me to Mauunoros. We used to go across
the river on a boat. There were very few cars back then. I think there was a bridge, but we would
pay the man to take us by boat. We didn't have to have a passport to go to Matamoros like today.
JAJME GUAJARDO: WHY WOULD YOU GO TO MATAMOROS?
Amelia Champion: Well, I had an uncle that lived there and we would go visit him. We also had
friends over there. We would go to the market to buy things like food and dresses.
JAIME GUAJARDO: GETTING BACK TO FORT BROWN, DO YOU REMEi\ffiER
ANYTHING ABOUT THE SOLDIERS?
Amelia Champion: Well, I remember that they u.�ed to have mt1'lic at Fort Brov.,n. A lot of people
would go there to hear the mu.<iic. I remember the soldiers were there dressed in light brown
uniforms. It was a very nice place to go.
Remember that I am very old. I don't know why God has not taken me yet. It is very bard. My
friend Maria Hernandez lives here; she is ninety-eight. All the others arc dead. Do you know
judge Reynaldo Garza? His wife is a Champion. a relative of my husband. My husband was very
loving. His name was Juan Jose Champion.

Irma Solitaire
Interviewed by Citlalic Laguna
Hi there, my name is Citlalic Laguna. Today is November 8, 2008. Earlier today, I
interviewed Irma Solitaire for the second time, which is actually the first part of this
recording. J also interviewed her at 4:00 p.m. on October 18, 2008. Both interviews took
place in Irma Solitaire's home, where she has lived for the past 47 years. I first asked
Irma a few questions relating to Fort Brown, and today I asked her a few questions in
relation to her childhood years.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: COULD YOU TELL ME 1Ri\1A WHEN AND WHERE YOU
WEREBORN?
Irma Solitaire: I was born here in Brownsville, Texas, on April 7, 1932.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: HOW MANY SIBLINGS DO YOU HAVE?
lrma Solitaire: I have three living; two sisters and a brother, and I have two deceased
brothers.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: COULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATrONAL
EXPERIENCES?
Irma Solitaire: From first to third grade, I went to First Ward School. Next, from fourth to
sixth grade, I went to Annie S. Putegnat School. For seventh and eighth grades, I went to
the Brownsville Junior High School; and from ninth through twelfth grades, I went to the
Brownsville High School, which was located on Palm Boulevard.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WHAT ARE TIIB MOST VIVID MEMORIES FROM YOUR
CHILDHOOD?
Inna Solitaire: The most vivid memories I have are of participating in the Charro Days
activities. The parades in 1939 and 1940, and dressing up for the parades. I remember
participating in the fundraiser for my elementary school at First Ward School. My
grandmother sold tamales. I also remember holding bingos to raise funds so that I could
be the crowned queen of that coronation, which was a fundraiser for the First Ward
School. That is very, very, vivid in my mind. When I went to fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades, I was very active in playing softball; I loved to play softball and I was very active
in sports. I would ride my bicycle to school because back then there was no transportation
for us. I walked until my dad bought me a used bicycle. After that I would ride my
bicycl e to school. And, of course, I was very active in sports when I went to the
Brownsville Junior High School. I started playing summer league softball, and my last
year of playing summer league softball was in 1949.1 went on to high schoo� graduated,
and got manied. Actually, I didn't get married right away. I waited. I didn't get married

until 1954; I graduate in 1952. Those are the very vivid memories I have about growing
up, and going to school.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WHAT WAS LIFE LIKE DURING YOUR TEENAGE YEARS?
Inna Solitaire: Life during my teenage years was very, very hard. We really didn't have
the means because my dad made very little money. We would walk from 14th Street aU
the way to Palm Boulevard to go to school when I was in high school. Ifmy dad could
afford it on any given week, he would give me fifty cents because the cost to ride the bus
to go to school was a nickel. So I would sometimes save money byjust walking to school
in the morning and back from school in the afternoon. When it was possible, I used t.en
cents a day to come home for lunch. My mother would prepare lunch, so we rode the bus
from the school to the house for lunch. It cost a nickel each way. So that was ten cents a
day and the fifty cents for the week, five days of the week That was when I was in high
school, because I didn't want to ride my bicycle when J was in high school anymore. I
rode my bicycle to Annie S. Putegnat elementary school, and a few times to junior high,
but then I quit doing that when l got to junior high. And my dad, whenever he could
afford it, you know, he would give us fifty cents and I would utilize those fifty cents, J
mean, to the max by saving and using only ten cents a day to get to and from school for
lunch. I used to make my own clothes. No, we never knew what it was to buy a dress, or
a skirt, or pants. I would save money, also if I could, from those fifty cents. And if my
dad would give me any, cause I played tennis when I was in high schooi and my dad
always, you know, would give me a little extra but I would save that money, especially
when I went on trips with the tennis team. I would save that money to buy materials at J.
C. Penney, at three yards for a dollar, and I would take that material and make my little
skirts and my little pads of blouses, which were very common back in those days. I used
to tell my kids that and now I tell my grandkids. My grandkids have everything and
they're always bored; it's just amazing the difference from then up to now.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WHAT WOULD YOU DO DURING TIIB SUM!vIBR?
Inna Solitaire: In the summer, from the first to thinl grades, and even before that, we
used to go to the little town ofHargill near Edinburg. I had an aunt that lived there and
she had five daughters. So the minute school closed, I went. My aunt would come down
and she'd talce me with her to Hargill. That's where I learned to swim, in a twenty-five
foot canal, by tying myself from the waistline and throwing my self into the water and
paddling back to the edge of it. That's where I learned how to swim, in the twenty-five
foot canal, but we loved it. And out ofthe five cousins, the five daughters of my aun� and
myself, there were only three ofus, me and two other girls, that actually learned how to
swim, the other ones never made it. From the four1h. fifth, and six:th grades on, all the
way through high school, I played tennis, I played softball, I played basketball and
volleyball. I played everything. I didn't play as many sports in my senior year because I
had a part-time job that I managed to get working at the W. T. Grant store downtown.
That store doesn't exist anymore but it was a nice store, and I went to
there. And
then I got into sewing and other things like that, which kept me busy. So yeah, r stayed
pretty busy considering there was no television. We on1y went to the movies once in a
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great while. We really didn't go very often. Sometimes, on weekends, we would go to the
Queen Theater with my mother. That was because we wanted to go see the series The
Long Ranger and Tonto. Sometimes our dad would take us. My dad used to drive a
gasoline truck; he couldn't even fit us in that truck. The truck had boxes on the side, and
my brother and the younger on�, my other sister, and the little one, they would ride on
the sides and I would get in the front with them. But my dad would just go drop us off at
the movies and then he would wait for us after the movies, so that we could go have some
milk shakes. Milk shakes! Gosh, I wish I could remember the name of that place way out
there oo Elizabeth Street. There was a pharmacy, a very, very, old pharmacy on the other
side of Palm Boulevard. It's no longer there. But yeah, it was exciting for us. It wouldn't
be anything exciting for kids nowadays, but that's about it.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WHAT WAS YOURFAVORITEPASTIME?
Irma Solitaire: My favorite pastime was playing softball and spending a lot of time out at
the Baseball Park, out at the "thirty-six diamond" in West Brownsville. [Note: The
"thirty-six diamond" was the name of a baseball field which had been originally
established by the 36th US Infantry Regiment during World War I. Skinner Elementary
currently occupies this location.] I also enjoyed swimming. We used to love to swim, but
there were no public pools back in those days. There was one pool; it was a private pool
which belonged to the owner of the Delta Funeral Home. His house had a pool.
Sometimes be would open it to the public, and he would charge fifty cents per kid You
know, per person for us to go swimming in his pool, his private pool at his home. We
also found another place that used to be owned by Margaret Clark, the swimming
instructor at Brownsville High School for many, many, yea.rs. They named that aquatic
center, where the high school teaches its students to swim, after her. She lived by a resaca
and we used to go swimming in that resaca by her house. It was out there off ofBiily
Mitchell Boulevard. That's where we spent a lot of our time.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: HOW WAS SOCIETY BACK IN THOSE DAYS AS
COMPARED TO NOW?
Inna Solitaire: Gosh, I never really paid attention to that. But one thing I do know it tbat
the people who had the money, they stayed pretty much to themselves. They were the
rich people. They were the ones that had it. Some of them had cars, b ut it never bothered
me, you know. I never really felt envious. They had it and good for them, you know,
more power to them. I didn't have all of what they had, but I worked hard to finish
school. I couldn't afford to go to college, so I didn't go to college. I did have some
college, but not enough. I went to business school. But as far as society, J really can't
remember it being bad or anything back in those days.
Cm.ALIC LAGUNA: HOW DOES BROWNSVILLE COMPARE FROM TIIB WAY
IT IS NOW, TO TIIB WAY IT WAS WHEN YOU WERE GROWING UP?
Irma Solitaire: Very, very different. Back when J was growing up we had very few paved
streets and we didn't have major thoroughfares. Right here, where I'm living right now, it

was nothing but woods back when I was growing up. It looked like a jungle. Our street in
front of my great grandmother's house was a dirt street. A railroad track ran right in the
midqle of the strecL And there were ditches along the front of the houses which were
used for drainage because there was no drainage on the streets at all. And, of course, we
didn't have malls. I think about the only drive-in in town, in which we could say, "Oh,
let's go get a hamburger and a drink" if you had a car, was the Vermillion. There used t.o
be another drive-in right there where Country Casuals is, fucing Boca Chica Boulevard. It
was called the Oasis. Everything was curb service. You just pulled up and we would
order. That was later years in life, like my junior year in high school. During senior year,
once in a while we would get together with friends and they would say, "Let's go have a
malt and a hamburger at the Vermillion! Well, I don't have any money." So everybody
would smrt pitching in, or we would share a hamburger and a malt I mean, there was no
beer. "Beer, what's beer? A mixed drink? What's that?" Nothing like that, just all very
clean fun back then. No cigarettes either. We didn't know what cigarettes were. And even
after we were out of high school, we still didn't do anything like that.
The main shopping area was on Elizabeth Street, downtown Elizabeth Street. You would
find J. C. Penney's there, Aziz Brothers, and Joy Lee. Joy Lee was a very popular store.
They canied a lot ofbaby clothes, and they had a shoe department for both babies and
adults. After I graduated and had a job at City Hall, I could afford to buy a pair of shoes
from Joy Lee. But yes, it was very different. Ofcourse back in those days everybody
knew everybody. I mean you couldn't go anywhere because everybody knew you and
you knew everybody. The population was, gosh, I would say it was like 20,000 people,
maybe 25,000, very, very small in comparison with now. But yeah, very different.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD ANYTHING ELSE ABOUT
YOURSELF AT THIS TIME?
Irma Solitaire: Well, yeah, a little bit. I mean, after graduation from high school, I went to
work right away, immediately. I was fortunate to get a job at City Hall, where the old
City Hall is right now. That was my first job.I worked for the City Secretary, helping
with a lot of department statistics. I was in charge of all the statistics and helping with the
minutes and things like that. I learned a lot. It was like going to school and I enjoyed it
very much. And the boss that I had there, well he was strict, but I always liked that idea
You know, when you have a strict boss, you learn more than when you have a lenient
person to supervise you because you don't bike enough interest You just do what you
have to do because there's nobody telling you or getting on you. He would make us
retype ordinances or minutes if the margins were not to his liking. They had t.o be perfect.
Not perfect, but at least nice looking margins. And don't go over, they had a Line on the
sides, so be didn't want any letter to go over that line. Ifhe found anything like that, he
would make us retype everything. And then T started going to night school; business
school, at R&M School of Business, and I started taking some college classes. Next I got
married and it was very hard, because not long after I got married, I got pregnant with my
first child. I got married in December, and my first child was born the following
November. My husband didn't like the idea of me going to school after work because I
needed to come home and bike care of the baby. I only had three jobs in my lifetime; I

worked six years at City Hall, one year for the Shrimp Association of the Americas, and
the rest of my years, I worked thirty-eight years with the Housing Authority of the City of
Brownsville. I started out as a secretary and then they moved me to project manager.
From then on, you know, it was just all administration, accounting, and supervising. I
retired as a deputy ex.ecutive director from there after thirty-eight years. It's incredible
you know? I started out at $198 a month working there, a month! That was in 1961. I
loved iny job. I got to meet so many people and it was very interesting, very challenging.
So when I retired, I missed it so much. But I needed to retire, I retired late. I was already
way past my retirement age. I retired at 68 or 69, and everybody was retiring at 62 and
65. Not me, I wanted to keep on working. And that's about it.
FORTBROWN

CITLALlC LAGUNA: HOW OLD WERE YOU IN 1944 [THE YEAR FORT BROWN
CLOSED]?
Irma Solitaire: In 1944, I was twelve years old.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WHERE DID YOU LIVE BEFORE FORT BROWN
OFFICIALLY CLOSED?
Irma Solitaire: I lived at 1313 East Harrison Street, which is approximately six blocks
from Fort Brown.
Cm.ALIC LAGUNA: HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT LIVING SO CLOSE TO FORT
BROWN? WERE YOU THREATENED OR DID YOU FEEL PROTECTED?
Irma Solitaire: 1 really didn't feel threatened, and I guess, at that age, I imagine we did
feel protected being so close to Fort Brown and having all those soldiers close by. I did
not feel threatened and I did feel protected.
CfilALIC LAGUNA: WHAT EXACTLY WAS FORT BROWN?
Irma Solitaire: Fort Brown was a fort that wa.s [originally] constructed in 1846, during the
Mexican War. It w� according to the history books that I have read, originally called
Fort Texas and later named after Jacob Brown who was killed during the siege of Fort
Texas. So it continued to be Fort Brown, an army fort, with the I 24th Cavalry occupying
the fort.
ClTLALIC LAGUNA: DID YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO WAS STATIONED
TIIBREAT FORT BROWN?
Irma Solitaue: No, I really didn't know anybody, especially because ofmy age. I did not
know anybody that lived at Fort Brown. I knew of some, but it was much later in life
because they married local women and staye<l here. That's it.

CITLALIC LAGUNA: WHAT WAS THE ECONOMY LIKE DURING YOUR
CHlLDHOOD'!
Irma Solitaire: The economy in those days was very poor, but we still managed.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: ON A TYPICAL SUNDAY, WHAT WERE' SOME OF THE
THINGS YOU WOULD SEE OR HEAR?
Irma Solitaire: On Sundays, most everybody went to the movies. Back in those days you
could go to the movies for a nickel, and you could buy popcorn for a nickel, and we
would walk to the movies. There were no cars for us to go to the movies, or anywhere
else for that matter. We walked to the movies. And there were no TV's so we just came
home and played our games of hopscotch and things like that on sidewalks. So those
were the only things that I remember doing on Sundays. As far as Fort Brown, I guess
some of the soldiers would go into town. J don't rememb� much about doing anything
exciting, you know, on Sundays, except that.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: COULD YOU DESCRIBE THE SOLDIERS UNIFORMS?
Irma Solitaire: What I remember oftheir uniforms, their regular working uniforms, is that
they were khaki color. And, I remember seeing them dressed in their winter uniforms
which were anny green. Some soldiers wore high boots, I imagine that was because it
was cavalry and they were riding horses. I remember they used to come out in parades
with those uniforms.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WERE THE SOLDIERS STATIONED AT FORT BROWN
FROM HERE, BROWNSVILLE, OR WERE TIIEY FROM OUT OF TOWN?
Irma Solitaire: As far 11s I know, it was obvious that they came from out of town because
there were a Jot ofAnglo soldiers. So they were being brought in and stationed here at
Fort Brown; but there were some locals also stationed there. And l want to say that one of
my uncles was stationed there. He was one of the cavalrymen who were shipped out
when Fort Brown was shut down.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: COULD YOU DESCRIBE TIIB SOLDIERS HORSES?
Inna Solitaire: The horses I remember very distinctly because the railroad track ran right
in front ofmy home, which was my great-grandmothers house. We lived on Harrison
Street. The tracks went straight into Fort Brown, the railroad track, and they would bring
the horses in by rail. I remember them when they were in parades. They were pretty
horses, brown. From what I remember, they were all brown, all brown horses; that's what
I remember about the horses at Fort Brown.

CITLALIC LAGUNA: WAS THERE A CERTAIN DISTANCE THAT YOU HAD TO
KEEP FROM FORT BROWN?
Inna Solitaire: No. I remember visiting some friends that lived right along Fort Brown.
They had a big waU all around the fort and I remember the entrance; it WllS a gated
entrance, but a.s far as keeping a distance away from Fort Brown, to my knowledge there
was none.
CIT1..ALIC LAGUNA: WHAT WOUW YOU DO WHEN YOU WENT NEAR FORT
BROWN?
Irma Solitaire: We would go with my parents and visit some relatives that lived up close
to the wall at Fort Brown. We used to visit them and we could see and hear the soldiers
marching inside the wall. We could hear the horses moving around. That was it.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WHAT WERE SOME OF TI-IE MOST COMMON WAYS YOU
HAD FUN HERE IN BROWNSVILLE?
Irma Solitaire: The biggest thing, which was the most fun, was 'Mien our parents would
take us to Ringgold Park. Easter Sunday was a big, big thing in Brownsville for families.
Everybody went to Ringgold Park with their kids. We would take sandwiches and have
big picnics. Of course they had the swings, and they had the sees-saws, and the merry-go
rounds, so that was a lot of fun for us at that age. Around at home, well we just liked to
play a lot. We played marbles; marbles was a big thing back then. We would make a
circle on the ground, on the dirt, and we'd put a bunch of marbles in it, and we would bit
them with our thumb. I don't even remember how the game was played, but we played it
and it was a lot of fun. Kids don't care to play marbles anymore. But yeah, marbles and
hopscotch was a big thing back then, so yeah, we had had fun doing that.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: DID YOU EVER HAVE ANY SOLDIERS GO INSIDE YOUR
HOUSE?
Inna Solitaire: No, soldiers never came inside our house. The only soldiers that came
inside our house were our own; my uncles, because my mom had four brothers that
served in the military. In fact one of them was at Pearl Harbor when Pearl Harbor was
attacked. He was stationed on the USS West Virginia. But no, soldiers from Fort Brown,
they never came into our house. We didn't even lock doors. We had open windows.
When we would leave the house to go to the movil.15, or to go wherever, you know, we
just pulled the door shut. We didn't lock them because we just felt so secure. We didn't
have to be afraid of anything. Now we've goc bars on the windows. But no, no Fort
Brown soldiers in my house. But the fort was there for a purpose, to protect, especially
the local community.
I remember very distinctly when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7,
1941. I was nine years old, and I had gone to the movies withmy cousin When I got
home my mother was in tears. I asked her what was wrong, and she said that we had just

got the news from my brother Sydney that the Japanese had attacked Pearl Harbor. One
of my uncles, her third brother, was in the navy and was stationed at Pearl Harbor on the
USS West Virginia. You know that was one of the ships that was attacked and sunk.
From there on, you know, the government starred the draft and started asking for
volunteers to join the service, to go fight the war. A lot of people from Brownsville were
volunteering to go fight in the war. That was in 1941, and I believe Fort Brown was shut
down shortly after that. All of the soldiers and the horses were moved out ofFort Brown.
I remember seeing them because they put the soldiers on passenger trains; all the soldiers
were taken out on passenger trains, out of Fort Brown. The horses were put on the cargo
cars, moving out, taking them out, for, I guess, combat training. I think all of the soldiers
went to war dnring World War IL I remember that very distinctly, and my mother was
crying and watching all the soldiers pass right in front of our house and leave, I think that
was the main reason Fort Brown was closed down.
After Fort Brown was closed, it was decommissioned and was bought by the city of
Brownsville. The Texas Southmost College, a new name for the college which had been
located next to the old Brownsville High School, was eventually moved to the Fort
Brown property for their classes. I remember that some of the fort barracks and some of
the officer's quarters were used by the college and others were sold to the public. Jn fact,
my uncle, the one that used to be in the navy, he bought one ofthose officer's quarters
after he came back from the war. He moved it, bought a Jot, and he moved that house to
the lot. The house is still there, it used to be an officer's quarters. Barracks were also sold
out of Fort Brown for homes, and, I remember that the city ofBrownsville moved some
of those barracks over to Lee Drive, neJCt to the Victoria Garden Housing Project. They
turned them into houses for low income famiHes and then later into classrooms. I want to
say that some of those building are still standing, I know that my uncle's house is still
standing. In fact, in that same neighborhood by Mildred Street there are other houses that
were moved from Fort Brown. Did I get off the question?
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WELL, NO. IT'S OKAY. WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER
MOST ABOUT FORT BROWN?
Irma Solitaire: What I remember very well were the trains that would move in and out
near Fort Brown. They would go in front ofmy house with the soldiers and the horses.
The trains would also carry bay for the horses. Also, I remember the buglers playing
early in the morning. We could hear them because we used to sleep with our windows
wide open. There was no air conditioning, so we would open windows and open doors,
and we could hear the buglers playing to notify the soldiers to get up. This was very early
in the morning. It was also a wake up call for us. Let's see what else do I remember? I
remember the noises of the horses and the marching of the soldiers. We could actually
hear them because the wind was blowing from the south. It carried the sound towards my
house.Yeah. that's what I remember.

CITLALIC LAGUNA: IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE THAT I HAVEN'T ASK.ED
· YOU TIIAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD?
Inna Solitaire: Yeah. I know that a lot of local young women married soldiers from Fort
Brown. and, of course, a lot of the parents did not really care for them marrying the
soldiers. I never really did understand the reason why. They were looked down on. But
some ofthose families still live here today. They are still here from back in those days.
The soldiers married the local women and they made their homes here and they stayed
here.
CITLALIC LAGUNA: WELL, TIIANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND AILOWING
ME TO INTERVIEW YOU. TIIANK YOU FOR SHARING SOME OF YOUR
PERSONAL MEMORIES AND EXPERIENCES.
Inna Solitaire: You're very welcome. I enjoyed talking to you about this.
CITLALIC LAGUNA:

THANK YOU IRMA SO LITAIRE.
TIIANK YOU MR. MILLS
TIIANK YOU BROWNSVJLLE TEXAS!

THEEND!
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James W. Mills is a tenured in&ructor of history at the University of Texas at
Brownsville. He is the recipient of the prestigious Chancellor's Council Outstanding
Teaching Award and has recently received statewide recognition by being awarded the
Regents' Outstanding Teaching Award. Mr. Mills is also a member of the Board of
Directors with the Brownsville Historical Association. He especially enjoys researching
19th century military history and bas published several articles on this topic.

